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INTRODUCTION

This manual contains design, construction and cost guidelines for the building and 

extension or improvement of medical facilities. It has been prepared primarily 

for the doctor and his stafFwho, in rural A frica, must often be their own architects. 

It may also be of value to the architect who, perhaps for the first time in his 

career, is confronted with the special problems associated with the provision of 

medical buildings in rural areas. Furthermore, it provides information which 

could be useful to people who are engaged in raising funds and allocating money 

for medical purposes in developing countries.

The manual concentrates on the rural hospital which is a reasonably well defined 

and familiar element in most health systems and which exemplifies many of the 

functions found in medical buildings both higher and lower in the health care 

chain. The principles and guidelines herein are considered equally relevant to 

the design of health centres and dispensaries or to smaller district hospitals.

Hospital buildings at present tend to be excessively expensive, consuming funds 

which are sorely needed in other areas such as the primary health sector. The 

guiding principle in this manual is that, for medical buildings, the expenditure 

of material, monetary and manpower resources should be reduced to the lowest 

level consistent with adequate and acceptable medical care.

The full range of architectural activity, from initial feasibility study to super

vision of the work on site, is covered, the emphasis being that each building 

problem requires its own solution according to local needs and benefitting from 

the use of local materials and skills. To this end a considerable amount of space 

has been devoted to explaining how buildings can be designed from scratch. 

Where plans are shown they are intended only to illustrate the design principles 

involved and not as prototype solutions to be applied indiscriminately.

The material in this manual is based primarily upon a study made over a 12-month 

period by the authors, of some 15 hospitals and health centres in different regions 

of Kenya and Tanzania. At each place a detailed physical and functional survey 

was made and discussions with staff recorded. Existing documentation on the sub

ject has been drawn upon as well as the collective experience of the Housing 

Research and Development Unit in architectural matters and the African Medical 

and Research Foundation in medical matters.
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he recommendations and guidelines contained in this manual do not necessarily 

either medical or building regulations in force at a particular time. In 

ations these regulations may have considerable effect on such items as 

mmodation requirements and space and construction standards. One of the

q ences of this is that, in actual building projects, costs w ill tend to rise 
above the levels indicated herein.



CHAPTER O N E > INCEPTION: State the aim of the project - outline the
accommodation required - assess financial, material and 
personnel resources.
FEASIBILITY: Outline responsibilities - determine whether
new building is needed - appoint an architect if possible - 
make detailed list of accommodation - prepare a provisional 
cost estimate - draw up a program - evaluate, select and 
survey the site - contact relevant authorities.

ESTABLISH THE FEASIBILITY AND PROCEED WITH THE DESIGN

SKETCH DESIGN: Make a diagramatic plan of the main elements -
prepare alternative designs related to the site - select suit
able design and show main dimensions, allocation of space and 
building materials.
DETAIL DESIGN: Design each room and fix sizes - decide on
construction method and all materials - show position of 
furniture and equipment - prepare and agree final design 
drawings - make new cost estimate - obtain outline approval 
of relevant authorities.

THE DESIGN SHOULD NOT BE CHANGED AFTER THIS POINT

WORKING DRAWINGS: Make accurate drawings giving all infor
mation needed to construct the works - select all fittings, 
fixtures and equipment - obtain quotes for special items - 
obtain building regulations approval.
BILL OF QUANTITIES: List all materials and items to be used
and their quantities - make final cost estimate - order long- 
delivery materials - initiate site clearance.
TENDERING: Make short list of contractors - issue working
drawings, bill of quantities and contract conditions to 
selected contractors - scrutinize tenders and select the best - 
make any changes required for cost reasons - sign the contract - 
nominate subcontractors.

CHANGES BEYOND THIS STAGE WILL COST EXTRA TIME AND MONEY

SITE WORK: Agree contractors program - supervise work on
site - hold 2-weekly progress meetings with contractor - 
make interim payments.
PRACTICAL COMPLETION: Inspect the work and make list of defects
- hold hand-over meeting and accept keys from the contractor.
FINAL COMPLETION: Inspect the works and check that the defects
are made good - settle final account by releasing the retention 
sum.

V  _____ _____ ___ _________ ____  ■ J
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CHAPTER O N E  - M EDICAL CO N TEXT

health needs

The demand for medical buildings is acutely felt all over rural A frica. It is all 

easy in the individual situation to lose sight of the broader context within which 

any new building project should be seen, the immediate and often urgent require 

ments tending to overshadow the wider perspective.

1.1 PARAMETERS

Before any thought is given to the design and construction of buildings to house 

medical services, two basic questions should be answered:

- what are the health needs of the population to be served

- into what type of health delivery system does the project have to fit.

The answer to the first question may seem obvious, but the pattern of disease does 

vary considerably from one area to another and from time to time within the some 

area. In the case of a completely new facility , efforts must be made to gain In

formal,on an the local health situation from medical personnel already working

area and, most important, from the Ministry of Health. S im ilarly, P °P ula '  

ata including density and distribution characteristics, should be obtained 

r° m l0Cal S0Ur“ S ° " d central government.

local involvement
^ is important at this stnr,~ . .
leading to dete * • mV°  ^  ' ° Ca' peop*e 'n the decision-making process 

usually be k i" d ° f are needed. Local leaders 

volvement should eas Practical information and early community ip 
water supp|]es a . ,  ̂ Problems such as finding a site, the location of 

and the supply 0f loca| materials and labour for building.

health system
second question

'mportant. J^e need f0 9 ^  ° f tbe delivery system is equally 

b° dles involved in ^  CO~0rdin°^on between the different 

be ab|a to advise an th d deVel° pment !s Paramount. The Ministry of Health

U  ar Planned emeI-Ve'0Pment P ' ° nS * *  °  parMcular area but there ^  ^
Pr|vate companies. All f proiects being run by voluntary agencies or even 

liShin9 ,he - '^ r  context ■ ^  Sh° Uld b* '"to  account in estab-exT m which f
new project must work in the future.
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primary and secondary care

• n some extent from country to country and a great 

H1  X m in o lo g y ,  -  basic concept of primary « •
deal _ ||V accepted. Prim ary health care can effectively
secondary health corêenê  ̂ ^  ^  ^  the rural 

° nd n C  H is cn outpatient care and community health service usually offered
population. hea,thcentres and the outpatient departments of hospitals.

over when the patient needs to he treated as an inpatient 

and this normally takes place in an hospital.

referral chain

a some sort of referral system exists in most places, 
Whether clearly de m . or n ^  ^  unft cannot |ook after the patient

consisting of a c -  ^  ^  ^  up fhe chain. |n physical terms the 

" X X o i ; X o s e d  of the following units although precise definitions and 

terminology vary from country to country:

- dispensary

- health centre
- rural or sub-district hospital

- district hospital
- provincial or regional hospital

- national hospital.
■ mnv be weak or indeed missing, especially at the 

Many of the links in t e c a. present, rural medical development 
, j  It is probably true to say that, at presenr,
,OWSr : y concerned with the establishment and consolidation of these 
should be primarily concer

vital links in the system.

rural hospital

1 .2 THE RURAL HOSPITAL

1 oncentrates upon the architecture of the rural hospital in which set-
This manual con takinq place. The follow-

„ „ .  “  T ' .
Ik . .!»< "“  I " ™ 1" "  ”  ” °  "  '

• i * .,,0||v a fairly isolated unit catering for, say, 80 120
The rural ^  reg5on of 300 - 400 outpatients per day. As often

inP°  ,S has been built in stages over a number of years with additions having
as not, it has b . i Usually no master 

, , !me to time when funds have been available. Usually

buildings with little functional cohesion.
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constraints
Most hospitals ate still overcrowded and shortage of funds, q“  workirig 

regular supplies are the major constraints. The cha enge or and 

such a unit is, within the given financial framework, to - M e n  P ^  

extend the services and to make the best possible use of the ova,lab ^   ̂ ^  

ings and equipment. This calls for considerable organ,zahona e o 

range of activities, non-medical as well as med.cal. It a so ca ^  ^  ^  

and an ability and willingness to improvise. Accepted procedures may 

changed and existing facilities may need modification in order to i P 

conditions and, ultimately, the quality of the services.

organization Outpatient departments are usually overcrowded and often rath " ^  *̂)rnes 

crowds of waiting patients can be divided into groups to be seen
nd children

during the day or week according to their needs. Pregnant women 

need not wait in long queues together with patients who are attending 

dressings changed or receive their injections; bottlenecks in front of th
1 * cit i o*

tory or the pharmacy can be avoided through reorganization and ration 

work procedures.

staffing The work can be organized so as to have less qualified staff take care of ro 

procedures, and the flow of patients can be directed in a logical manner 

room to room following the sequence of examination and treatment. If a 1716 
assistant has to see 20 or more patients per hour, he must be protected from u 

necessary disturbances and noise. The laboratory must have adequate space ' 

dressings and injections can be done in such a way that a large number of pa t’ 

can be treated by a minimum of staff in a short time.

use of space The work in the inpatient department suffers if the wards are overcrowded and beds 

are allowed in corridors and on the verandahs. The provision of simple and cheap 

self-care units may dramatically improve the situation. Nursing units scattered 

over the hospital compound with little regard to their mutual functional relation 

^  examPle/ the theatre block, sterilizing unit and pharmacy can of 

of space, be made to function more smoothly.

design
! i r ; nd9 ^ e5 ^  ° ften designed with little understanding of the real r e q ^ '  

ventilation c Pr° Vements Sucl7 as f 'oor drainage and better natural lighting 

tals the stores ° n  ̂ *° ma^e ^ em more efficient. In nearly all hosp" 

is taken up by a . ^  resu' t that every conceivable corner and nic 
ything from linen and crutches to brooms and buckets. Kitchens

6



isolation

architectural expertise

assessing demand

, impossible to keep in a

and -  -  " *  1 t r n  ’ “

” > - • ,” w 'rather p ro v iso  for emp y 

buildings.
im le  time to cope w ith

The doily work of the doctor and his many places time and

■ „ of challenges. It '* imPres5 . Q major difficulty mthis variety Ot cnaiI » ... conditions. Une mu>

Itaff hove to feel- heir many of the difficulties.

cessfol,w»h common sense
Where the extensions and improvements 

Common sense will also go a long the one field where expert

. • needed and yet most dift.cu  ̂ d cons,ruction can be

re--—.*—*
cannot fad to . h services.
to other efforts at im p ro ve

beds per population

3 aCCommodation required

Generally! ^  ^  ^  ^
existing hasp,to . '  ^  ^  Qf „  appropriate?

tirS,qUeSt'0n °
As far as assessing the demand is concenred,^ ^  ^  ^  ^  shou,d be

ceeds the supply >' th’S “  " °  hment area. In practice, the catchment area
related to the population o h c _  ^  and other facilities offer

extends to the halfway point bet

>03 comparable serv sep/ed js commonly

Utina medical services. It may _ Vies whereas at the
wUh no exis [arget figure in developing cor
Hon is often regarded
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other end of the scale some European countries work on a ratio as h.gh as 10 beds 

per 1000 population. It is impossible to give a general figure, but the 

factors should be noted in considering a particular area:

- the existence of other medical units in the area; this may take s
patient load but may also have caused a greater health awareness tending to

increase demand

- the density of population; the more scattered the population, the less visits w. 

be made, but the tendency will be to stay longer

- the efficiency of diagnostic facilities (X-ray, laboratory, etc), if fkis 

will reduce the average length of stay and cut down the number of need 

missions.

model In this manual a rural hospital of around 1 00 beds is used as a model although 

much the same design principles would apply to a smaller or larger unit, ^he 

type, number and size of individual facilities should be based upon the functiona 

requirements of each unit and its relationship to the total complex, but generally 

a rural hospital will be composed of the following elements:

- outpatient department

- medical services (laboratory, X-ray and pharmacy)
- administrative offices 

surgical department

- inpatient department (including maternity unit)
- mortuary

-ancillary services (laundry, kitchen, garage)
- housing.

page 33 

page 21

u • •  ̂ Qre re'a*ed both functional and architectural criteria
PPreciated tlnat theY do not necessarily conform to hospital organ

the* 9 ° UP,n9S' Each element is dealt with in detail in Chapter Four and 
gement on the site is discussed in Chapter Three.



CHAPTER TWO

. n£ the project - outline the 
I N C E P T I O N :  State the a £inancial, material and
accommodation required - ______________________________

' ----- '
respons architect if possibleFEASIBILITY______ _ appoint an archite

new ----  Qf aCCOfflnodatxu11
make detarle ^ up a pto,ram - evaluate
cost estimate ac(. ayant authority

- ^  q lte

____________ ___________ "  tie plan of the main elements------ -------Make a diagramatic p _ seiect suit-QVETCH D E S I G N :  Make ted to the site sei
alternative designs relate ion of space andprepare altern n dimensions, alloca

able design and shew __________________ -
^ u i l d i n g j ^ f l ^ l p - ^ ^
DETAIL d es ig n: Design als - show position o
construction method and all ^  aqree fln>1 design
furniture and equipment • ^  . obtain outline appro
arawings - maKe new co _______________________
of i-alevant authorial— _

’building is needed
.ppoint 
>mmodat ion

prepare a provisional
select and

nomiiiQv'w --------
---------^ ^ T t ^ E  WILL COST EXTRA TIME AND MONEY
CHANGES BEYOND THI ________________________________
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definition

CHAPTER TWO - PROJECT PLANN1NG_

Before the design of the buildings can be started, a number of prelrmrnary proc 

ures must be carried out. These include the writing of a detailed brief, the e s ta ^  

lishment of the economic feasibility of the project, the drawing up of a prog 

of work and the selection of a suitable building site.

2.1 THE BRIEF

The brief is a document prepared by the client; it should state the gen 

the project and list in as much detail as possible all the accommodatio 9 

for the new buildings. Each room should be noted with a description of 

an approximate floor area and its relationship to other rooms. The brief 

basis for the design of the project whether the services of an architect are 

able or not.

project team The brief is usually prepared by a project planning team composed of all those 

with a legitimate interest in the scheme, the members of which should have th 

responsibilities clearly defined. The team will be retained for the duration o 

project and be responsible for its implementation; it should be small but if pos 

represent the following:

- the medical officer

- the nursing staff

- the administrative staff

- leaders of the local population

- professional consultants when available.

epresentatives from government or other agencies may be part of the team or b 

co-opted from time to time as appropriate.

teamwork on felt that the most effective committee is composed of one member an 

his may turn out to be the case either by choice or necessity. If so' ^  

old confer with all others who are naturally involved and expose him 

cism in order to avoid reaching too personal a solution. Staff w ill 

y ange, the aim should therefore be to design and build in a widsly
acceptable way.

10



alternatives to new 
building

existing facilities

location

page 33

hiring an architect

a brief, U should first be decided whether the con- 
Before settling down to wn e response to the medical needs that

struction of new buddings  ̂ fo see ,he solution to o medical pro-

have been established I. »  ^  rather than to look in the direction
blem in the tangible form of bnc ^  ^  manpower. The latter may

of the reorganization of ex,st,ng ^  ^  ^  expendi,ure of both t.me

however provide an equally goo attHude to building con be

« ,  —  -  —  — »  -
. many places where old bu of staff, money

seen ,n ma y P ^  bui,dings go unused
construction and where

or even patients.

d „ s use should be made to see whether, for 
An inventory of existing spo«-  by simply reorganizing and con-

fnrllitv can be acco ronversion andexample, a new foe Y fiS a combina,ion of renova.ron c

solidating existing ones. particularly when extend,ng an

— '• - x ; „ » - — » •  * * * n ~

x » . . u » — - ~ g”
be sensible to conver  ̂^  standard elsewhere.

and build a new theatr
d before proceeding with the expans,on 

t. n tba, ought to be answere _ better |oca,ed
Another quest,on additional buildings might
of existing facilities ,s w h e th e ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  part of the catchment 

away from the existing ones^ ^  ̂ for established services to

area more effectively- reached, whereas mobrle un,ts or

outlying dispensar.es may P
, ;n many other situations, the

In the case of completely so,e,y as a final reminder be-

above cautions will not pP construction is embarked upon. '
fore the considerable task ^  approprlate course to follow, a de

fen d  that new building wo ^  on ,he des-,gn of various hospital

tailed brief can now be ysed as a guide,
departments in Chapter Four

The p o l i t y  - -  tl uld be in v o lu te  for any bui,ding pro,ech no, only 
The services of an arch,tec, ^  ^  ^  ^  situatron, but

w ill they ensure a better qoo V  ^  administrafive and contractual

aspectsw.H smo

U



selecting an architect

the medical staff. It is, however, unlikely that architectural services w ill be 

available locally and advice from a distance loses much of its value. Most 

architects will offer a partial service for a reduced fee for making the design, > 

can be considered but it should be borne in mind that many of the problems tor 

which professional help is needed do not arise until the later contract phase.

Care should be exercised in the selection of an architect. Preferably one shou 

be chosen who has previous experience of designing medical buildings for rural 

areas and who is sympathetic with the need to achieve an acceptable solution at 

a minimum cost. Even architects with experience in medical buildings ge Y 

may be used to designing within budgets more generous than are affordable 

rural areas and thus may find it difficult to design cheaply. Furthermore, the 

method of calculating architects fees, based upon a percentage of the total con 

tract cost, is hardly an incentive to stringent economy.

client responsibility Retaining an architect does not absolve the client from all his responsibilities .

He must still provide a comprehensive brief and sufficient background information 

for the architect to familiarize himself with all the facets of the project. The 

architect will probably not be able to make site visits as often as ideal; it w *  ̂

therefore fall to the people on the spot to pay special attention to the contractor s 

work and other local matters. Full co-operation betw.een doctor and architect has 

often been lacking in the design of medical buildings. In remote areas it is abso 

lutely essential that this co-operation is maintained at the highest level.

architect's fees Architect s fees can be considered an investment, on the other hand when funds

art, they may be simply unaffordable. Some notes on architect's fees which 

be sufficient to make an approximate estimate of their cost for a particular
page 132

 ̂ 9'ven in Appendix One. Finally it may be possible to get architect 

P hrough a volunteer agency or through the national association of archi 

ay sponsor a free service for deserving projects. In either case the 

"ce and how soon it can be made available should be established in
advance.

2,2 f e a s ib il it y

The validly Qf th
, , 6 Prolecf having been established, its economic feasibility must 

next be ascertained T j  . . . , . .
lo do this a provisional cost estimate should be made whicn

12



assessing floor area 

page 33

area per bed space

WARD I
in p a t ie n t s !

HOSPITAL TOTAL 
AREA PER BED

variable factors

accuracy

ref 8

can be compared with the f —

h ,o asses, the total floor area needed.

■ .• fneilities a preliminary design can be worked 
,n the case af additions to ex.s tng  ̂ ^  ^  and Qn approximate floor area

out using the des.gn cnte ^  proposed it is impractical to work out the
arrived at. Where a new P ^  order to arrive at an approximate

Whale design at the to use a rule of thumb based upon the

purposes of provisional costing.

ken up by each bed is somewhat less than 2 m the total area
Although the area take be aHowed around each bed for nursing and

— -  °  ^ t : : ; : : : : :  6 each nursing -  20 - 3o beds
general circulat.on a ^  showers, a duty room, examination room and

other facilities such as ^  ^  f,oor area per bed required in the .n-

storage must be include ^  Uems relating to the inpatients

patient department to »  ^  ^  ond non-medical: kit-

are added, both me • ^  ^  per bed doubles to around 1/ m .
chen, Sundry, cental stores e ^  ^  befween 50 and 70 m per ICC

Finally the outpatient departmen  ̂ ^  tota l floor area required per bed

patients per day adding about m

to approximately 20 m

2 . average one based upon surveys of a number of hospitals 
The figure of 20 m »  on ^  Qdequacy of their facilities. It has also

* » *  AfriC°  n9t' he building designs prepared specially for this manual. It 
been checked aga.ns w „ h an outpatient department dealing with

assumes a hospital ° f " 0Un g bosp;ta| of say 60 beds the area per bed

UP to 400 patients a * * •  ^  ^  of comnTOn facilities cannot be scaled

will i " crease f° War . the number of beds. The converse is also true ,n that
down in direct P r°Por,' ° "  shou,d reqolre nearer 18m per bed.
a larger hospital of say

vary according to the situation and the particular fac ilities  
The above figures f  * ^  w ,thin a tolerance of + 1 0 * .

provided, but inP' ^  on|y be used for costing purposes. When the
The total area arrive ^ ^  ^  ^  by carefu| p|anlling to reduce

detail design «  ander > ered ;n ,he above but it should be borne in

- : ; ; : r : : i ^ a c c o u n t  UP *  * *  of * .  —

budget.

13



area of health centres Estimating the area of d health centre by rule of thumb is less reliable due to the 

wider variation of accommodation provided, particularly with respect to the pro

vision of holding beds, maternity facilities and administration offices. Also the 

smaller overall area of a health centre makes averaging less dependable. It is 

however possible to use the outpatient department figure of 50 to 70 m per 1 00 

patients per day to estimate the area needed for diagnostic and treatment facili 

ties of a health centre.

construction standards The next question is to decide the kind of construction that should be used. In

ref 8 'Medical Care in Developing Countries' Maurice King puts the case for mini

mizing the capital expenditure on buildings most forcefully saying "Patients

should be treated........in the smallest, cheapest, most humbly staffed and most

simply equipped unit that is capable of looking after them adequately" . He also 

points out that generally "There is little relationship between the cost and size 

of a medical unit and its therapeutic efficiency" . To be added to this is the con

sideration that lower cost buildings using local materials will be more familiar 

and acceptable to the users. The principle then is to build as simply and economi

cally as possible consistent with medical standards and acceptability.

cost categories The criteria for selection of the type of construction and the advantages gained by
page 84 using local materials are discussed fully in Chapter Five and should be referred to 

at this stage. For the purpose of preparing a provisional cost estimate however, 

the three categories listed below can be considered. The prices given are of 

necessity approximate, being based on the general building situation in Kenya at 

the beginning of 1975. An inflation rate of 1 5 - 20% per annum should be added 
to bring them up to date.

- buildings using substantially non-local materials and skills
- K sh 1000 (SI 40) and above per m2

- buildings using partly local materials and skills

- K sh 700 (Si 00) approximately per m2

- buildings using mainly local materials and skills
- K sh 500 (S70) and below per m2 .

other categories
Buildings made entirely of local materialssuch as mud and wattle and .hatch, suit 

or self care wards and some staff quarters, can be built at very little  cost, 

especially if constructed on a self-help basis. A further category would be tem

porary u, dings constructed of simple materials such as timber and corrugated

14



total building cost

u « d  An urgently needed facility  can thus be accommodated 
iron which can e reu . structure can be erected.
quite satisfactorily until such time as a more permanent structure

, U  fa|| into the first category. Some, such as the oper- 
No medical bui mgs » ° u ^  ^  ^  b|ocks (about 30o/o of the total

oting thea're ,he remainder falling into the third category.

: : : ; l : l r y  or desirable to build a „  hospital buildings to the same standard.

onsite cost per m2 can be arrived at and the overall con- 
From these figures a compos,te P 

. nn be worked out thus:
strucMOn COS „  r o s T  PER m2 = CONSTRUCTION COST .NUMBER OF BEDS x AREA PER BED x COST P

ressed as percentages of the construct,on cost should 
The following items expressed P

added to this figure:

_ 15-20%  for site development^

_ 15-20% for furniture and fittings

_ 10%  for contingencies
.  an amount for professional fees

.  the cost of the s,re ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ]f ^  their value should

In some cases mater,als, ^  The above figures do not cover medical
be assessed and deducted from M . ^  ^  [he tofal capital cost and 

eq0ir l 7 o l7 w lh 5,he available budget to establish the economic feasibility

phasing

of the project.

• V „ |  capital costs is to phase the development over a num- 
One way of cutting ^  ^  ^  necessary due to limited availability of 
ber of years, this may m any with inflation even at the low rate

The disadvantage is
materials or labour. _ m2 for the last buildings will be 

1 0 vear period, tne cost ^
of 10%  ° ver say °  yf the f.rst_ „  will also require a large yearly income to 
more than twice that °  costs. |f phased development is de

meet both escalating for the f1nal building is made at the outset,
aided upon, it ‘s essential

r • te likely to ensure.otherwise confus.on . sh ke y

2 .3 PROJECT O RG A N IZA T IO N

k|. . .  the feasibility of the project and made the decision to proceed, 

H° V!n9 Iprogramme should be drawn up outlining the sequence of tasks to be
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FIGURE 1
sample programme
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project programme

. . fnr each. The sequence of work common 

undertaken and allot^ ^  J ^  surr,mary form at the beginning of each chap-

'0 al1 b0,'d,n9 pr01 described in detail in the relevant sections of the 
ter ond the specific ^  ^  f„ dr£w up a programme 

manual. This informat.on combined

for a particular job.

me a time period must be allotted to each stage and an 

To complete the^  Figure , shows a programme for a hypothetical 

overall length o time . ^  ^  ^  ^  addition of a new maternity un,t. 

building proiect o me i relaHng the time for each stage to the 

The time scale shown ■ a ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  _ ks can only 

duration of the whole ,o . ^  ^  Seas0nal variations in 

be assessed in the light °  eac effect the building programme 

rainfall particularly should be note ^  ^  activ ities may overlap and which

considerably. What is importan *  g has been comp|eted. A  properly pre-

selection of a contractor

ire action at an early stage, particularly the se- 

Some of the later tasks may requ W|M be no choice of contractor,

iection of a contractor ^  ^  ,  obvioos, then the eariier the 

in this case, or where for o ^ ^  contractor „  in the best position to 

contractor is approached t •  •  ^  avai,able looolly; he con also 

advise on the type of ^  ^  fime the project w ill take. Do not 

give some indication o a nomber of precautions and safeguards 

enter into any wJth a contractor who Is virtually certain to get 

are necessary first, P°r

page 121
the job.

. rder in advance certain basic building materials for which 

It may be necessary o o ^  bospital equipment, some of which may 

a long delivery time U ̂  ̂  ̂  ^  time. 

come from overseas,

2 .4  SITE SELECTIO N

k before designing the buildings is the selection of a suitable site 

The remaining task ^  example, where land has been donated, the loca- 

ln the case of where ,here is a cho ice, a number of criteria must
, ion w ill be predetermined.

17



site area

be taken into account. Even a donated site should be reiected if tt falls short on 

too many of the following considerations.

There is no limitation in building so severe as the shortage of space, it is the 

fore essential that any site is easily capable of providing for all present and 

needs. Bearing this in mind, and that for reasons of economy, flexibili y 

amenity, the layout of departments will be fairly spread out, the site area 

a 120-bed hospital and housing should be at least 4 ha (1 0 acres), whereas 

health centre requires about 1 ha (2.5 acres). Both these site areas have 

determined after studying a number of medical units and they are average f’9 

It would be quite possible to build on less space if need be, but in cases where 

cost is involved, such as the allocation of government land for a government P 

tal, considerably larger areas could be reserved.

location The location of medical facilities is vital to their successful operation. They 

should be sited close to the centre of the population served, preferably near the 

largest village, and be well connected to the regional communications network. 

This will not only be convenient for the largest number of patients but w ill aid m 

bridging the commonly experienced gulf between hospital and community. Having 

stressed the importance of proximity to the community, it should be said that areas 

emitting noise and pollution or harbouring disease-carrying insects, for example , 

factories, main roads, rubbish tips, end stagnant water, must be avoided or cer 

tainly kept down wind.

selection criteria The determination of the size and preferable location for the site will cut down 

the choices considerably; even so all possible sites should be further checked 
against the following considerations.

topography and vegetation A hilly site, though invariably more expensive and difficult to develop, may pro-

vide opportunity for a more pleasant design with possibilities of views and good 

ventilation. Slopes greater than 1:12 are too steep for easy walking and sites on 

top of hills should be avoided. Good ground cover is a great asset which apart 

from enhancing the visual and thermal environment, is a good indication of the 
prospects for a future hospital garden.

local climate In hot areas, north or south facing slopes attract less solar radiation and are there

fore desirable; more important, they facilitate the orientation of the building so 

that it faces north and south. In hot, humid areas, however it w ill be more impor

tant to catch the breeze. In highlands, a slope which catches the early morning

18



drainage and subsoil

services

page 1 05

existing buildings

ownership

page 1 34

I j  tue bottoms of valleys or 

sun ,  welcome . In ^ ~

exposed sites are to
ill be easier to build upon, will not floo

. l, has good natural drainage f breeding grounds. The
Asite which has goo .  , ,0 harbour insect breeding
or cause mud holes and w,H *  ^  ^  fhe cost of foundations

bearing capacity and « » ' * * * £ »  when wetted should be avoided port,cu-
Heavy clays which are liable o P ^  ^  general|y good excep, on sloping

•ly flo° d 5i,Uati° nS; l l h l e m .  Rock is good for foundations but is ,larHy in flood —  *  L  *  ^  ^where erosion can be a p fest holes should be dug t

51,65 ve if the site has to be levelled. arise as to th,
colt to remove it .......... c„ bsoi| conditions and, any
S' teS *  if ,he site has to be leve e . doobts arise as to the
“ U ’°  "  t establish the subsoil conditions and
*  '« « '  1 "  . I  a samples should be taken for analysis y
suitability for budding, _

•Inble Electricity can be 
• ;|l be avaudD16,

|t is doubtful whether any main service ^  ^  o plentiful supply of * » *

. d sewage can be treated P doobt. Water supply «
96ne a,we This must be established beyo ^  ^  ^

w a t - U ; mPe:  : ;  in C hapter Six but a source capable
discussed more fu y equate-
, , ted per day would be

t either for use as ancillary buildings 

- *  ~ , o " "

bU'W,n9“  , ,d be established beyond doubt. The govern-

<— *  - r  - " T  r - .  -  

:: r r -  :—a- ,he land register- The of the site or any publ ic rights

: ' “ ‘ h
of way crossing development.

•aht affect the freedom _
m'9 a survey of the chosen site must be earned

. .  a „ y before plans can be ^  ^  ^  should incorporate theZ. This does not need to be -  ^  overall d;mensions of the site

L o r e s  described absve a n d ^  J  ^  „  rudimentary survey are included 

and all changes .« I®ve '

Appendix Two.
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CHAPTER THREE 

CHAPTER FOUR 

CHAPTER FIVE 

CHAPTER SIX

INCEPTION: State the atm of the project - outline the
accommodation required - assess financial, material and
personnel resources. ______________________________________
FEASIBILITY: Outline responsibilities determine whe
new building is needed - appoint an architect if possible - 
make detailed list of accommodation - prepare a provisional 
cost estimate - draw up a program - evaluate, select and 
survey the site - contact relevant authorities.______________ _

ESTABLISH THE FEASIBILITY AND PROCEED WITH THE DESIGN

SKETCH DESIGN: Make a diagramatic plan of the main elements
prepare alternative designs related to the site - select suit 
able design and show main dimensions, allocation of space and 
building materials.
DETAIL DESIGN: Design each room and fix sizes - decide on
construction method and all materials - show position of 
furniture and equipment - prepare and agree final design 
drawings - make new cost estimate - obtain outline approval 
of relevant authorities.

THE DESIGN SHOULD NOT BE CHANGED AFTER THIS POINT

WORKING DRAWINGS: Make accurate drawings giving all infor
mation needed to construct the works - select all fittings, 
fixtures and equipment - obtain quotes for special items - 1 
obtain building regulations approval.

BILL OF QUANTITIES: List all materials and items to be used 
and their quantities - make final cost estimate - order long- 
delivery materials — initiate site clearance.
TENDERING: Make short list of contractors - issue working 
drawings, bill of quantities and contract conditions to 
selected contractors - scrutinize tenders and select the best - 
make any changes required for cost reasons - sign the contract - 
nominate subcontractors.

CHANGES BEYOND THIS STAGE WILL COST EXTRA TIME AND HONEY

site WORK: Agree contractors program - supervise work on
site - hold 2-weekly progress meetings with contractor - 
make interim payments.

" T I d T  “ HPLETI0N: InsPect the «°rk and make list ot defects 
-----^ - ^ ! ! L m e e t i n g  and accept keys from the contractor.

FarNe“ ad0MPLT N: the d ^ 7 ^
Z  ' S8ttle £lnal b a s i n g  the retention

20



t f available lend will greatly affect the success of the 
The sensible development fhe hospital, health centre or

ptoiect, no, only * « - >  «  ^ A r r a n g e m e n t  of the main building elements 
, This chapter aeaib

dispensary. f master plan.
I rJrnWinQ up 01

3 j  PLA N N IN G  METHOD3 1 p l a i n i n i > - ~
tica|. the variables of needs, topography and

No two building problems are . -  combine to maUe the application o

climate as well as the P ^ ^ nBcatIon. C o n s ta n t ly , no prototype 
any standard solution a gross ^  showing the funct.ona re

ents that can be produced.

building arrangem terms of those belonging

,n ,he case of the hospital, one can *  ^  ^  „  critica l,
nucleus of medical departmen s ^  ^  medical functions, the

d periphery of supporting buildmgs w des,gn of the nucleus should
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the boxes indicate a functional relationship which, if translated into physical 

terms, would manifest themselves as routes for the movement of patients, staff or 

goods. This type of diagram is the architect's basic planning tool and can be used 

in solving planning problems of any scale.

The object of the exercise is to position the elements of the plan in such a way as 

to minimize the length and complexity of the connecting lines. In practice this 

can be done by sketching several alternatives and selecting the most successful, 

or by cutting out pieces of paper representing each element and moving them 

around until a satisfactory arrangement is found. The arrangement should take 

into account what might be needed in the future as well as initial requirements.

relationship diagram

FIGURE 3
nucleus relationship 
diagram

the first plan

The next step is to break each department down into its constituent parts and re

peat the operation as in the example in Figure 3. The diagram becomes more 

complex and it is impossible to arrive at an ideal arrangement. Compromises have 

to be made and some longer lines, determined by the volume and type (patients, 

Staff or goods) of traffic the routes are expected to carry, accepted.

abstract relationsh’

U  • « " » » ,  H . , ,  all
plan whicS, al.hough ,t||| d iag ram ™ !.,, is mud1
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Page 28

closer to a positioning of actual buildings with the connecting lines now approxi

mating to major and minor pathways. This can be done in a number of ways,de

pending upon the planning approach, site characteristics and personal preference. 

Figures 4 and 5 show two alternatives, the first using a central spine arrangement 

with branches off it, the second based upon a gridiron system of circular,on. The 

arcs and cons of these and other systems are discussed later ,n th.s chapter.

FIGURE 5
nucleus in grid form
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the periphery Although the locational requirements of the peripheral buildings are not so strin

gent, there are some factors to be taken into account in positioning them around 
the nucleus:

buildings have an obvious connection with at least some part of the nucleus

y function likely to cause air pollution (smoke or smell) should be to the lee
ward side of the nucleus

most buildings, particularly the garage and main stores, w ill require vehicular
access

FIGURE 6
periphery relationship 
diagram

adding new buildings

0USin9 Wi"  probably b* 'iMatad on the most attractive port of the site, 
ould not be too close to the nucleus in order to provide some off duty p

q ' Conversely the from staff quarters may be disturbing to patiquiet. Conversely the noise
in the wards

- —  important of all is that peripheral buildings should never be placed in 

a wcy as ,0 restrict the future expansion of the nucleus.

,h “ * ^

ents

such

~ / \  ( c n n i — — .

 ̂ \

SELF CARE UNIt£

_ area f o r 
"Ex p a n s io n '

^Junior staff h o u s i n g^)

though  Figures 2 - 6 QncJ

h s T ^  neW h° Sp iM ' same " ' T 7' " 9 te>!t refer f°  the development of a 

I  6 QddU!-  *  b u i l d i l T  d0' ° 9y C° n *• to a smaller unit

nea J l r  *  °  h0SPit° ' ' ^  ^  "

waiki" 9' "  ^ *  
suit in an . aps couP'ed with the h ^  the ^rategic positioning of a new 

"'Pavement of the f C anSe ° f use of some existing ones, can 

nCh° ni"3 of the entire hospital.
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health centres The site planning for a health centre is a simpler matter but the same principles 

apply. The main elements of diagnosis and treatment are similar to those in the 

outpatient department of a small hospital. Besides this there will probably be a 

laboratory, health administration offices, a small maternity unit and a few holding 

beds. Clinics may be held in the main building or have their own accommodation. 

Figure 7 shows a relationship diagram for a health centre from which a simple lay- 

....  . f  nr two buildings can be envisaged.

cl irriate

2 d e s ig n  c o n s id e r a t io n s

f I and workable building, the functional relationsh.ps described

' °  SUCCe u Msfied There are, however, other factors both objective and
mUS' VIhave considerable impact upon the eventual shape of the hospital, 

jjective which na

, .  h rhe site falls must be established and, if possible,.. tic zone in wnicn me = '
3 to should be studied and local knowledge tapped. Generally, how-
mafic da,a/  ° ” ountries fhe sun shou|d be excluded by facing buildings north

'"hTnd^ny^vaiIab ie breeze should be caught, except in highland areas 
jsout an netration might be welcome and where high winds may have an
ere some sun pene a[Tangements of buildings allow for greater venti-
-essive cooling effect. p

.imp provide less protection against high winds and dust 
. I j. aj. |(-,e same rime y
' ° n . true for enclosed arrangements such as courtyards and

The converse is rrue
«• Vncv of natural light is not normally a problem in tropical areas 

ores. A sufficiency
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sound and noise

( ( i n j a  

^ __

topography

—

expansion

llif
Hi “4̂'“ d
construction

soil conditions

but generally the faces of buildings requiring light should not be spaced closer 

together than twice their height.

The problem of sound is usually that of the reduction of noise. Buildings should 

be spaced 10 m apart for conversational privacy when windows are open. Court 

yards are noisy especially if they have a hard ground surface such as concrete 

and parking areas should never be surrounded on three sides by buildings. Soft 

ground surfaces such as grass absorb sound. External noise sou.ces are best con

trolled by solid walls, the nearer the source the better. Trees and foliage are 

fairly poor sound barriers, tending only to diminish high frequency noises.

The contours of the site w ill affect the choice of building type. Diffuse arrange 

ments of smaller units are the most adaptable for undulating sites. Longer build

ings should run with the contours. Flat sites present fewer building problems but 

may need special drainage provision. Building in depressions should always be 

avoided. Variations in level, although a problem in some ways, should be re

garded positively in that they can provide pleasant views, good ventilation or 

protection from strong winds and a reason for a more im aginative arrangement of 

buildings.

The layout of buildings should be loose enough to allow  for growth, but extra 

money should not be spent in anticipation of future expansion which may not take 

place and which in any case may not be desirable. It is ideal to allow  for the 

extension of individual buildings by leaving space beyond the gable end of each 

block and for the addition of further units by setting aside zones for expansion 

within the master plan. The future growth of the circulation and services net
works should also be considered.

The size of buildings should, as far as possible, be standardized in order to reduce 

costs and allow for future changes in use. This particularly applies to the cross 

dimension which, if kept constant, enables standardization of the roof construction 

whereas the length of the building can be varied increm entally. Simple recti

linear blocks are the easiest, and therefore cheapest to construct although there 

are other planning and aesthetic criteria which may work against this. External 

walls are expensive, making small buildings and those with highly articulated 
facades more costly per unit area.

Parts of the site with poor subsoil should be avoided. For foundations the bestsoil 

»s sand or gravel. Heavy clays are liab le to swell dangerously when wet whereas
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services

architectural quality

landscaping

i _  sewerage and water supply is always expen

s e  cannection -  ^  ^  ~ ~ T
sive. Buildings shoul This particularly applies ta those parts of the

are as short and direct “ ' which consome most water and dispose

building such as to,le h.och maintenance ^  by

of —  * —  ma,en / "  be easily accessible, for example running at the ,de 
vices, the main runs sou  have fo run beneath buildings. Supp y
of foot Paths or roads, and s ou ^  ^  QCCommodated in the roof
services such as water and e e ^  ^  c(jn ^  ^  eas!ly main-
structures of the buildings and cover

tained.
‘derations which are no less important for being a 

There are also se le c tive  cons.d ^  of identica, blocks may be

matter of persona, choice. A  P ^  ^  occopants ,hen moch af the advon-

efficien t, but if  if '« * *  l,k# °  P medical uni, and its acceptability to both 
,age is lost. The character a of fhe boi,dings and the spaces be-

p-tients and staff is and often have a function and char-
tween them. Outside spaces ^  fae designed in a del,berate

acter as clear as inside ^  w i|, use for working, relaxing or even for t e

way as 'outside rooms' P ^ jacent rooms are being cleaned. W ei de-

J parary storage o f „  be in then spaces which are merely

finedSPaCeS: ; r rb e - e n th e b u ild in ,. 
the left-over areas

• fn a  foliage and new planting is of the utmost funct- 
Both the preservation of « ■ *  » ^  ^  ^  sbade afforded by trees almost

ional and psychological bene ^  have on overall cooling effect

always welcome, but more g  ̂^  ̂  ^  by evaporative cooling. Trees are 

through the absorpt.cn o s and providing windbreaks though care

a,so useful for [0Q c|ose (2 - 3 m) ta existing large trees because of
should be taken not to bu, ^  Good ground cover reduces

-  l0 ^ d  the nuisance of wind blown dust. HnaUy the

UnP,eWa7 e! r gr J e  garden besides providing a reliable source of food can 
planting o  ̂ for notri, ion educat.on.

be avoided.
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3.3 ALTERNATIVE LAYOUTS

linear alternatives

w

nu
rectilinear alternatives

HI

build*
The preceding diagrams and guidelines can be expressed in terms 

ing layouts which satisfy the various requirements to a greater or lesser degree • 

This poses no problems for dispensaries and health centres where only on P 

haps two blocks are involved but for hospital buildings several quite diffe 

ternatives are possible. Figures 8-1 0 show three basic types of plan suitab 

the nucleus of a rural hospital and some variations on these are described be I

The buildings can be set at an angle to the spine providing improved ventilation 

possibilities, views from the buildings and the dispersal of noise. By varying the 

angles and spacing of the blocks along the spine, contours can be followed and 

uneven areas of the site avoided.

The repetitive nature of a linear plan can be alleviated by grouping the more 

public facilities into a square giving a better sense of 'place' and a clearer separ 

ation of outpatient and inpatient departments.

Alternatively the outpatient department and medical services can be positioned 

along the spine giving direct access from both in and outpatients whilst keeping 

them separated. This gives a good compact plan although in hot areas where 

north and south facing buildings are advisable it is unsatisfactory.

Other types of plan falling Into this group are those where the buildings are set 

around a rectangular open space. The single square is only suitable for smaller 

units and has the distinct disadvantage in tropical countries that some of the rooms 

are bound to face east and west. Also squares are 'closed' arrangements, which 

are difficult to add on to in a sympathetic way, as opposed to grids and linear 
types which are 'open'.

Courtyard plans are similar in effect to the gridiron with many of the same advan

tages. It is possible to avoid orientation problems by positioning less used rooms 

such as stores on the east and west faces. It is also more adaptable to uneven 

sites than the larger square which involves steps or ramps in the building to take 

up changes of leve l. Both square and courtyard schemes tend to provide the 

pleasant environment normally associated with well defined spaces and each pro

vide ample protection from high winds and dust storms which can make linear or 

dispersed arrangements very unpleasant.
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the linear plan

FIGURE 8
linear plan

t , -na „  extremely adaptable lending itself to many varia- 

The 'simplest artangement in wblcb tHe various depot,ments
: : ; ^ . ^ o n , e s a , o n g a c e n t t a , o i t o U,a t ia n ,P in e ,

\ CATEGORY J

j climate and i
1 orientation j

_________ - l rating 1
e v a l u a t i o n _______________________1---------j 1

suitable
efEect^between^buildinus. The soine
Should run north/south. _________ J— {— ------ |

j Topographical 1
1 adaptability l

Can accommodate^ f ^ lowing the con- +1 1
soine with b drainage pockets l l tours. May cause drama. 1
between buildings. ---------------4— j 1 i

1 circulation
1 and planning

™ L r Vn T  1 +2I
iSDfratiinntbe«tenCsnta££ and patient

control is easy.-------------- ---- LJ

j Flexibility
1 extendibility

r ^ ^ ^ ^ n r i r n rao£ion
Kttdings or addition of new ones rs j J

1 straight forward .____ ________________|—

construction
1 andeconomics

-l--- - ■ ■ nature helps standardized l 1
-nctty to be 1

1 achieved. _________________

Architectural
1 quality

j Basic form l a ^k^ ^ J ^ b e  improved 1 +1 1 
1 defined spaces bu second- 1

Bn i Id ings°and^ landscaping •_________L L L L U

\
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the rectilinear plan
The most common form of rectilinear planning is the 'gridiron' which, in hospital 

design, is usually composed of separate rectangular blocks positioned in such a

way as to form a chequer board of buildings and open space with circulation along 
the coordinates of the grid as shown in Figure 9.

FIGURE 9
rectilinear plan

*

CATEGORY

Climate and 
orientation

Topographical
adaptability

Circulation
and Planning

aidX ib l l l t S'
exten<JtbiUty

Construct! rs and ctl°n
ec°nomiCs

Architect
qualiity urai

small number of * —  es thwest. Give* f ro°ms mav%thou^h
spaces. Wel1 Protected06 east/ 

e ith erCdÎ ^ f^~^oderate~~r^----------
the c lr c u U H * 0" h*  » « i ; , J ° pes inJn routes.  ̂ amPs along

teSed'll:î  ,is  ----- --------
iy by °Utes can be thou9 h ex-

the S u S E g S T "

^ W l s e r“ ^ l  a ^ U: a u blOCks — — -~L__J^°nornicai 311 Costs,
creates rvl ~ ~— — — . which Pleasant 7 ------------
acc°ttding ba t?nt,a°apedadiffDaoes

-------- thsir functions?rent:ly

+ 1

+ 1

" I

hi

+ 2
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the dispersed plan Commonly called the 'pavilion' type the dispersed plan is found in many existing

bush hospitals where generally there has been no shortage of space, and buildings 

have been added gradually over a number of years. The buildings are typically 

scattered over the site although Figure 1 0 shows a fairly tight arrangement.

FIGURE 10
dispersed plan

/----------------CATEGORY EVALUATION RATING \

Climate and 
orientation

.Suitable for most climates except 
the dispersal of buildings can make 
circulation unpleasant in heavy rain 
or high wind.

+ 1

Topographical
adaptability

Extremely adaptable to variations in 
contours. Blocks can be positioned 
to avoid obstacles and preserve ex
isting vegetation.

+ 2

Circulation 
and planning

Circulation is extended and therefore 
difficult to protect. The relative 
positioning of the buildings can be 
ideal.

0

Flexibility
and
extendibility

Similar blocks and separation eases 
flexibility. Extension of buildings 
or addition of new ones is straight 
forward.

+ 2

Construction
and
economics

Repetitive nature helps standardized 
building methods and allows for phas
ing enablinq maximum economy to be 
achieved.

+2

Architectural
quality

V______________ —

Poorly defined outside spaces give 
little character. Most successful 
on sites with good natural land
scaping .

-1

J
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3.4 THE MASTER PLAN

A master plan of the site which will form the basis far current and future develop

ment, should now be drawn up at the scale 1:200. The plan should show all exist-

ing and proposed elements including:

“ tbe property boundary

- topographical features such as hills vallovc iv.«i as nins, vaueys, rivers, rock outcrops etc, with
contour lines if possible

- existing buildings and structures

- existing vegetation including ground cover

- the compass points and direction of the prevailing winds throughout the year

-  the position of existing service lines (water and sewers! j  . ,
crossing the site ’ "d ” * *  ° nd footPaths

-  the direction of main population centres, public transport routes and access
points into the site access

-  the position of proposed new buildings with areas for expansion

- the position of proposed service lines, septic tanks and water storage

- proposed roads and pedestrian routes

-  proposed landscaping.

The master plan is an extremely important document and ought to be d‘ 

widely as possible and modified accordingly until i, meets all the ^ 7 ^  “  

quirements. It is impossible for such a plan to remain valid for a 100° "  7  

during which needs and the ability to meet those needs l ° 0" 9 penod 

plan should therefore be revised periodically, espeeiallv nr »• ' m<Ster

ings are to be added. W ên new build-
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CHAPTER FOUR - BUILDING DESIGN

introduction

page 144

relationship diagram

building module

The design of individual buildings is determined to a large extent by their internal 

functional requirements which in turn tend to be common to medical facilities gen

erally. It has therefore been possible to give quite detailed plans as examples of 

possible design solutions. The plans shown in this chapter are, however, not in

tended as prototypes and should not be applied indiscriminately to live situations 

without taking into account the local conditions. It is recommended rather that 

the design criteria and methods outlined below be used to prepare specific designs 

to meet the needs of specific situations. Dimensions on the plans are shown in 

metric (m - metre, mm - millimetre), imperial equivalents are given in Appendix 6.

4.1 DESIGN METHOD

The first step in making a design for either a building or each room within a build

ing or each room within a building is to establish the design criteria. These are 

the functional requirements which the building must satisfy in order to operate 

smoothly. The design criteria for each part of a hospital are analysed in the later 

sections of this chapter. To transform the functional requirements into a building 

design there are two particularly useful design 'tools' that can be used.

The first is the relationship diagram, sometimes called a 'flow' or 'circulation1 

diagram, which has already been introduced in the context of site planning in 

Chapter Three. It can equally well be used for building or room design. Each 

room within a building, or item within a room is given a diagrammatic shape pre

ferably related to its approximate area or size. The shapes are then positioned 

relative to one another in accordance with the design criteria. The arrangement 

most nearly satisfying the criteria then forms the basis for making a floor plan. 

Sections in this chapter include relationship diagrams which can be modified to 

meet prevailing conditions.

The second design tool is a device known as a building module which is a grid 

whose co-ordinate spacing relates to common dimensions used in design and con

struction. By positioning the building elements such as walls, doors and windows 

on the gridlines of the module, the design can be rationalized making the event

ual construction simpler. The grid is usually composed of two orders, one being 

a multiple of the other (Figure 11).
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FIGURE 11 
building module

the major grid
e arger gnd ,s related to the structure of the building and major planning dimerv 

s.ons such as the spacing of roof trusses and, in the case of hospitals, the spacing

of beds. main internal and external walls should fall on this grid to avoid
complicating the structure which menn< u • .means that, besides being suitable for the struct
ure, the grid itself or multiples thereof should allow for reasonabl,le room sizes.

In this manual a co-ordinate spacing of 1 .6 m hn<; kOQ l
TU. e. m | '•<> mhos been chosen for the major grid.
I his tigure is based on an optimum spacing for beds anH • .. IS arrived at by balancing
two confl.ct.ng factors. One is the need for adequate nursing space around each

bed. The other is the natural tendency to accommodate as many beds in a ward 

OS possible. It ,s also supported by observations made in a large number of rural 

hospitals in East Africa where the actual spacing varied from 1 .2 to 1 .8 m. The

1.6 m dimension is also suitable for the spacing of roof trusses and its first multiple 

af 3.2 m has been found to be a reasonable width for most smaller rooms such as 
offices and examination rooms. The further multi

buUdmg width, capq|)|e f f 'P Ul III provides a versatile

3 ^ 9  an economic rooi s p a n ^ medIc° '  functions, as well as
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the minor grid

. £-200->

outpatient department

medical services

extent of services

staff

The minor grid is related to the size of common building components such as con

crete blocks, ceiling boards and windows. By positioning internal partitions and 

door and window openings on this grid a maximum number of standard components 

can be used without cutting thus saving a considerable amount of money. Here a 

200 mm minor grid has been chosen this being half the length, or overlap, of a 

standard metric concrete block. Its multiples also allow for a flexible range of 

choices for door and window widths and the positioning of partitions.

Again it should be remembered that, as with the relationship diagrams, the build 

ing module can be modified to meet the precise requirements of a particular job.

4 2 OUTPATIENT DEPARTMENT AND MEDICAL SERVICES

The outpatient department provides the primary health care for patients in the 

immediate neighbourhood of the hospital and for patients referred to the hospital 

for special examination and treatment from health centres and dispensaries within 

its catchment area. The services provided include preventive care such as_ante_- 

natal and under-fives clinics, family planning clinics and T .B. clinics as well as

curative care.

The medical services are composed of those functions such as the laboratory, X-ray 

unit and pharmacy which directly support or supply the medical departments. These 

services are here considered in conjunction with the outpatient department from 

where the majority of users w ill come but the important relationship with the in

patient and surgical departments should not be overlooked.

The size and composition of services provided is determined primarily by the num

ber of outpatients to be seen daily and to a lesser extent by the number of in

patients using the medical services. The size and design is also affected by the

availability of staff.

For example, if staff are in short supply, an X-ray technician who is quite poss.bly 

underemployed for part of the time can be of great assistance in the laboratory 

during its busy hours as long as these two units are situated next to one another.

On the other hand, if staff is readily available, it may be reasonable to provide 

separate accommodation for say antenatal and family planning clinics whereas if 

the clinics are to be run by staff who normally perform other outpatient duties
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they may as well take place in the rooms where the staff normally work. The 

general rule is that the more separate rooms a department has, the greater the 

number of staff that will be needed to run it.

volume of patients

ref 3

The flow of patients through an outpatient department is determined largely by the 

examination facilities and staffing. It is estimated that a medical assistant can 

reasonably see 20-30 patients in an hour or 160-240 in an eight hour day, through 

these numbers are often exceeded in practice. O f these approximate^  40%_are 

likely to requjr.e injections, 1 0% surgical dressings, 2%  minor surgery and 4%  

will be referred to a medical officer for further examination. These figures will 

of course vary from place to place and should only be used as a rough guide.

The outpatient department involves a far greater circulation of people than any 

other part of the hospital with large numbers of patients passing through it daily 

many of whom will be unfamiliar with the buildings and procedures involved. It 

is vital that if confusion, disorder, time wasting and bad tempers are to be avoided, 
the design must be as clear and direct as possible.

FIGURE 12
outpatient relationship 
diagram

patient flow

IN

The

j  z r c , * 7 *  d' ~  ^
h»  « « «  b„ , „  ^  y

; Figure 12.

the patients 

i - some form of
areaQrr'Ve and a waiting 

sort'ng, eg. males and femal
- some form of regis,raHon fakes

es/ adults and children takes place

place
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- the patient is examined

- he may be sent for further examination to other medical personnel or to the 

laboratory or X-ray unit

I • _ r ^- he then returns to the examiner J  ,

- the patient may be referred for some form of treatment such as dressing or in- 

jection

- he collects medicine from the dispensary

- leaves the unit.

In the following pages the various functions of the outpatients and medical services 

are dealt with individually. The design of the rooms is as important for the suc- 

ces5fu, functioning of the staff as the planning of the whole department ,s for the 

ease of movement of the patients. The comments and hmts are offere as an a, 

to avoid the most common mistakes and as guidelines on principles and data, s

«,k?rh have been found to be useful.

waiting space

y 6 0 ° -  \ S O

registration office

W r in g  and Registration^

A large covered waiting area is the firs, essential space. It can be simply con- 

structed, consisting mainly of a roof with lightweight walls where necessary for 

protection against the sun or wind. There should be fixed benches to s,t on an 

the walls should be provided with ample pinboards and possibly a chalk board

use in health education.

L„ ,  people ~ ' r « I"  * b”  -
often patients who have finished their treatment will be waiting 

buses to arrive. For these reasons the capacity of the waiting area should no 

- less than 20>/o of the total daily attendance. There should be access down w,nd 
i t o  d r in k i^ t e ^ a n d  to toilets which can be in the form of pit latrines an which, 

Jf'properly built and kept in good order can act as an incentive for the pa . .

copy them at home.

Registration systems vary but generally the office should be situated with easy 

access to, and a good view of, the waiting area so that the person in charge can 

' help to keep order. A prominently displayed colour coded plan of t e w o e ou 

" patient department is a great help in explaining to the patients where to go. The
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office should be able to accommodate two desks and have a generous amount of 

well spaced shelving to carry box files containing patients1 records. The hatch 

through which the patients are served should not be too small. There is no reason 

why either the patients or the staff should bend or stretch in order to communicate 

(Figure 13).

FIGURE 13 
office

FIGURE 14 — > 
examination room

Examination Room

Whoever examines the patients when they arrive, whether doctor, medical assist

ant, rural medical aid or midwife, a room well lit by natural light, well venti

lated and as well insulated against noise as possible, is needed. There should be 

separate ways in and out preferably at the same end of the room so that the exam- 

iner has his own territory at the other end. The doors should Open title U  room,

' out mto Ihe waiting crowd, and a connecting door between adjacent rooms is:i:r ° win9 w  , 4) . « *

a d ia c e n t T T ’5 U."dertaken U '• to provide a room
trainee can ' '  eXammat'0n room wlth th' ee separate cubicles in which the
trainee can carry out examinations.



furniture

FIGURE 15
laboratory

The room must have enough space for a desk and chair, a small book case far hand 

books a lockable cupboard, a hand wash basin, a chair for the patient and a 

bench far accompanying children or other relatives. To allow children to come 

with their mother is important; they become familiar with the hospital and other

wise their crying outside the door of the examination roam is a d.stract.on There 

should be an examination couch capable of being screened from the rest of the 

room It can be argued that there is little  need for an exam.nat.an couch w.t 

on|y 2-3 minutes available per patient, but this is only an average t,me and many

nntlents must be examined lying down.

Laboratory

The size of the laboratory and its arrangement and equipment w ill vary according 

t0 rhe size of the hospital, the number of outpatients and the staff ova,lab e. 

least two rooms a c c e s s a r y  however for the laboratory proper, one for the exam- 

ina,ion of unclean samples, stools and urine, and one for haematology and bio

chemical work. In a rural hospital both in and outpatients w ill be served an 

provision should ideally be made for separate entrances for each category a 

(Fiaure 1 5).
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sample taking

colorimetric tests

microscopy

A great number of people will visit the laboratory and all of them will have to 

deliver samples of either blood or excreta. An ample space, separated from the 

laboratory by a counter, is needed for taking blood samples. It is usually exped

ient to line a number of patients up at a time and,after having taken the necessary 

details for the laboratory register, take samples in an 'assembly line' fashion. A 

fixed bench along one wall is most useful for this procedure and it can also be used 

as a couch for people who feel faint after giving blood. An arrangement of 

pigeon holes for staff from other departments to leave samples and later pick up 

the results can also be placed in this area.

Since stool and urine samples will be needed from a large number of people, at 

least one w .c . cubicle near, but outside, the laboratory will be needed. The 

'eastern type' of lavatory is most useful for this purpose as many people find it 

difficult to produce a stool sample into a small container on a 'western type1 

lavatory.

Much laboratory work depends upon colorimetric tests which require daylight for 

reliable and easy reading. It is therefore wise to place work tops near to the win

dows using the darker areas for storing the samples. If however electrically oper

ated colorimetric apparatus is to be used, then the reading is easier in subdued 

light.

A common mistake is to place a microscope in such a way that the microscopist 

faces the window which provides the source of illumination. The glare from the 

window in his eyes when concentrating on a relatively dark field is, however, a 

common cause of tiredness and headache. The illumination is just as good if the

microscope is placed sideways near the window with the microscopist facing a 
relatively dark wall.

' " u/n 'n ff|ucn impervious work top area as
possible placed 900 mnt above the f|oor for ^  ^  cup.

cards underneath and shelves above. Frequent clear spaces are needed under

ps as knee spaces where stools are to be used. Each section w ill need
a sink and the 'clean' area a refrigerator.

X-rgy Unit

THe deSi3nof * e  X-ray unit is a 
safety precautions are taken into

specialized matter requiring that a number of

The extent of the precautions depends



FIGURE 16 
x-ray unit

darkroom

upon the type and size of machine and therefore the advice of the manufacturer 

should be sought. Besides the machine, the size of the room affects the thickness 

of the protective walls in that the shorter the distance between the machine and 

the walls, the thicker the walls must be. Government safety regulations mustalso 

be observed and these should be obtained, usually from the government radiologist,

at an early stage.

The X-ray room should be able to accommodate the machine itself with sufficient 

space around to manoeuvre a stretcher trolley easily. In addition two small 

changing rooms are needed and space for a desk, a work top and a small book

shelf for reference books. If exposed films are to be stored in this room a steel 

filing cabinet 2.1 m high and 900 mm wide w ill hold about 3000 films and is ideal 

for the purpose. The control console should be behind a heavy screen for the 

protection of the technician. The door must be wide enough (1 .1m ) for the 

machine to be taken in and out for repair or replacement (Figure 16).

The darkroom should be large enough to accommodate the developing, rinsing 

end fixing tanks and a large sink and work top area. It can be entered through
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a light proof lobby but in a small unit with only one technician this is not essential. 

Running water is essential and a drained floor useful. It is common to use the 

darkroom for the storage of new films and chemicals, and well ventilated cup

boards or shelves should be provided, divided to hold stocks of different sizes.

Light proof drawers should be used for common sizes in day to day use. The work 

top should be ample for loading even the largest cassettes, with compartments 

below for storing empty ones. Rails for drying processed film are best placed 

over the sink and sturdy hooks for storing film frames are easily made out of steel 

piping cemented into the wall. A viewing screen should be on the wall adjacent 

to the developing tanks.

Treatment Rooms

The demands for treatment facilities vary a great deal depending on the area 

served. In urban and semi-urban districts with some industry and road traffic, 

for example, the need for treatment of minor injuries is greater than in the rural 

setting, while in some rural areas eye diseases, for example, account for a large 

proportion of outpatient work. If factors of this kind are known, they should be 

taken into account.

treatment groups Generally outpatients can be divided into two main groups, those who need in

jections and those in need of some form of dressing, application of ointments or 

lotions, syringing of ears etc. A third, but much smaller- ; group will need minor 

surgical procedures. This implies that a minimum of three rooms are needed for 
outpatient treatment.

room design The dressings and injection rooms can be the same size and have some design 

features in common. Bottlenecks often occur in the treatment rooms because the 

p edures involving picpaicilion of injections and dressings and the cleaning and 

sterilizing of instruments are time consuming. The time spent can be minimized 

if the rooms are in effect divided into two zones, one in which the staff can make 

notes and prepare their instruments undisturbed and one in which the patients line 

up m batches to receive their treatment. As with the examination rooms the 
treatment rooms should have separate ways in and out.

work area ne, ample cupboards, work tops and shelves should be within easy 
reach so that unnece^™, ~
or aas cook* i 7 ° Vements are kePt to a minimum. A sink and electric 
or gas cooking p|ate are essential f .

ssential for cleaning and sterilizing instruments. It is
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dressings

FIGURE 17 
dressings room

FIGURE 18— >
injections room

injections

minor theatre

also 

on a

useful if, by the provision of interconnecting doors, 

trolley for cleaning in a separate sluice room.

utensils can be collected

In the dressings room, a two tier bench fixed aga.nst the wall m paMen 
area is indispensable. Patients who need dressings etc on the upper part of the 

body sit on the lower bench, while dressings and attention to ailments on the egs 

and feet are much easier for staff when the patients sit on the upper bench. T e 

staff w ill require stools or ideally typist type chairs w,th castors, to s,t on w , e

attend to the patients (Figure 17).

injections (Figore 18).

f. , theatre needed for minor surgical procedures such as suturing 
The minor or seP -  ^  ^  ^  fflay be sltuated

: : - — b,ock where u can
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benefit from shared equipment and sterilizing facilities. The decision is af 

by the anticipated relative usage by outpatients and inpatients but in this manual 

its design is dealt with under the surgical department.

Drugstore, Pharmacy and Dispensary

The facilities for storing, preparation and distribution of drugs can be situated to 

gether in the best position to serve the whole hospital. Alternatively the drug 

store and pharmacy can be placed together serving all departments with drugs as 

well as a separate dispensary in the outpatient department. The first alternative 

is more compact and therefore efficient, the disadvantage being that as the ma|or 

ity of users of the dispensary are outpatients it involves situating the whole unit 

in the outpatient department which is not ideal for the drugstore and pharmacy.

FIGURE 19
drugstore and pharmacy

drugstore
9 e should obviously be secure and visually controllable during worn mi

nOUrS. I n6 mnin •
shelves spaced at 9 . ement> 1S ^  P'enty ° f floor ceilin9 shelving with the

items need not be pilld 9 S°  ^  wh'*e ta”  bonles can be stored smaller
°n  top of one another to avoid wasting space. The store
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pharmacy

dispensary

F IG U R E 20
outpatient dispensary

F IG U R E  21
sluice and toilets

, r w;|1 need a desk f ro .  which he can issue items to staff members from 

I L ,  departments, or alternatively all Hems can be issued v ia  the pharmacy.

. .. important that vehicular access is prov.ded (Figure ).

" h  °  ”  d counter upon which the most commonly prescribed drugs

(Fiaure 20).

• -on already mentioned in connection with the waiting area 
Besides the lo l l *  are required for the outpatient department as

and laboratory, two
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a whole. The first is for two toilets for male and female patients, each consisting 

of a w .c. and hand basin. These can be associated with a cleaners room contain

ing a sink and w .c . type sluice set in concrete work tops, with provision for stor

ing cleaning materials (Figure 21). Secondly, male and female staff changing 

facilities are required with ample locker space and a w .c . and basin in each. 

Finally there should be some provision in the form of a bath or shower for patients 

who need to be bathed completely.

Outpatient Department Planning

A plan for the outpatient department can now be made by combining the elements 

needed in such a way as to satisfy the requirements of the relationship diagram 

shown in Figure 12. It is impossible to generalize about a design solution, there 

being so many variables as to what should be included, as well as differences in 

conditions. Even for identical circumstances several alternatives are pos- 

s.ble, nevertheless, and in order to give some idea of the possibilities three ex
amples are illustrated here.

the basic plan The first example (Figure 22) shows what could be considered the simplest work

able unit for an outpatient department which might also be suitable for the nucleus 

of a small health centre. It consists of a single building capable of dealing with 

pproximately 160-240 patients per day requiring five trained staff members to

ooms are arranged in such a way that for a smaller number of
patients the staff could be reduce kv u •reduced by sharing activities.

small capacity O .P .D . The second example (Fiaure • i
esigned *° deal with the same number of

patients but with imorovpH f—,_:i*«.*
. 1 les' n°tably the addition of an X-ray unit and

increased laboratory size. Thp r W
j  . . Ign COns*sts of two blocks connected by a secon

.  , r :  t  “ " " B - h- '  „  , „ „ . d „ ienvironment and better cnnfr^l .

* *  ■ ** '«-  *0 enter and ,eave T I  " ~ nt ^  Pa,ie" ,S- ^  ^  
it deviates Front ,he d' ^  ° f * *  bui'̂  and to ,hiS e* ten'

the diagrammatic relationship diagram.

medium capacity O .P .D .
The third eXamP 'e (Figure 24) has twice the
suitable for a typica| rura, . and ^  cons.dered 

outpatients daily For • ar°und 100 beds and handling about 400

of a single block as this w Id ^  ^ ^ ^  * °nger feasIble 'n termS 
site ends of the builrk l ° n^* "^ e Pa^er|t's enter and leave at- opp° 

ln9 but this could easily be reversed to give a similar s ituati°n
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F IG U R E 22
basic outpatient department

F IG U R E 23
small capacity outpatient 
department

LEGEND

Wa - WAITING 
Off - OFFICE 
Ex - EXAMINATION 
Tr - TREATMENT 
Dr - DRESSINGS 
Inj - INJECTIONS 
X-R - X-RAY UNIT 
D.R.- DARK ROOM 
Lab - LABORATORY 
D.S.- DRUG STORE 
Ph - PHARMACY 
Dis - DISPENSARY 
Cl - CLEANER'S RM. 
Ch - CHANGING RM. 
St - STORE

F IG URE 24
medium capacity outpatient 
department
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page 22

as in Figure 23. In this example the outpatient activities and the medical ser

vices are clearly expressed as separate buildings whose organization closely re

sembles the basic relationship diagrams in Chapter Three. Outpatients visiting 

the laboratory or X-ray unit in the medical services block always return to the 

outpatient side. Inpatients on the other hand use the medical services from the 

opposite side thus remaining segregated from the outpatients. As w ith the othe 

plans, it is assumed that the doctor's o ffice, to which some patients w ilt be re- 

ferred, is located separately but fairly close by.

design features A ll these examples satisfy the criteria set out earlier in this section and also in

corporate some additional design features. From an economy point of v iew , a 

standard building module (1.6 m and 200 mm) is used throughout w ith a uniform 

structural span (6.4 m). The buildings are simple rectangular blocks suitable for 

most types of materials and construction methods. The sanitary fittings are a ll 

placed in such a way as to minimize the length of water supply and drainage runs.

flexib ility An element of flexib ility is maintained by spanning the roof trusses from the front 

to the back walls, which means that any of the internal walls could be knocked 

down or modified at some future date without affecting the stab ility of the bu ild" 

ing. A ll the plans are open ended allowing for easy future extension, should that 

be necessary. The blocks are positioned so that the main faces of the buildings 

can always face north and south.

number of offices

4.3 ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES

The extent of office accommodation required w ill depend upon the staffing of the 

unit and its role within the regional health framework. In this respect the 

Ministry of Health or other governing body should be consulted as to their gen

eral requirements. Besides this there are a number of offices needed which can 
be determined by the size of the unit itself.

a typical rural hospital, offices w ill normally be required for senior medical 

staff, the medical officer, his assistant and the matron. Although the medical

W,U ^  m ° VeraM char9e of the hospital, he should be relieved of much of
a mm.strat.ve burden by an administrator who w ill be responsible for keeping 

the accounts and centml fil: i . II 
hove his own , . ?  C° Pm9 wUh da*  daV -otters. He moy wel
age soace f k re''u,nn9 a small office and a large amount of lockable stor

9 hospital files and stationery supplies. In addition there may be a
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location

Z Z Z Z — — — * *
purposes.

. t f  < nre often found in the outpatient deportment but the gener- 
Administrative o ice iyit ake this situation unsatisfactory. It is far

ii kmh level of noise and activity
II the offices together in a small block some distance away M  

better to group a The design of offices is a simple matter requiring 

convenient to the of W f  space and be as well insulated 

only that they be we ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ,5  m is generous for

Z Z S Z Z *  0, the same time adeguate far two (unior members sharing.

office design

Doctor's Office_

. . a rura| hospital includes a variety of activities. Besides the 
The doctor's work m ^  ^ tfiaching, administration, public health and 

clinical work wit pa therefore difficult to determine an 
regular visits to outlyinP d e a r i e s -  ^  ^ ^  ^  ^  ^

ideal location for the oc 0 oulpatient department and an office in the

-  T r i e i : : , .  l  .  -  —  - — - ,
administration block. of his work or he will be constantly

^  ^  ‘I  T t L  con ^ on  of any one wanting to find him. It is there- 
moving between ^  ^  ^  ^  along with rhose of the other 

fore proposed that rne uu ... 
senior members of staff in the administration building.

, , . be spacious enough to accommodate an administrative 
The doctor-, office s ou ^  ^  ^  glass doors for the hospital library 

area containing a es ’ ^  ^  ^  rora, areas) and a conference table 

(the glass doors are n ^  meet!ngs. Part of the room should be curtained 

wi,h chairs enoug or a H-olley for instruments. A  small claak-

examination room

om next to the office should be provided for gynaecological 

Ideal|y a ~  dures reqoiring the undressing of the patient. It »  
examinations and P ^  ^  ^  room so than an assisting nurse can 

im P o r t -t  that there ^  P ^  ^  examinatiors while the doctor carries on 

take patients in an
wi,h his work in his own office.
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FIGURE 25
doctor's office

composition

4.4 SURGICAL DEPARTMENT

The surgical facilities provided should be able to cope with most surgical and ob

stetrical emergencies and the routine procedures commonly required by people 

living within the neighbourhood of the hospital. The range of surgical activity 

may be extended by the availability of visiting specialists or narrowed by the 

proximity of a regional hospital to which patients can be easily referred. Never

theless, if the facilities can accommodate routine work, then the range or proced

ures beyond that will depend more upon the skill of the doctor and the surgical 

equipment at his disposal than upon the buildings themselves.

There are three types of activity which call for the use of surgical methods: aseptic 

surgery, septic or minor surgery and child delivery. They each require rooms that 

share some common facilities such as a sterilizing room and common equipment such 

as instruments and anaesthetic apparatus and they require a similar quality of build

ing. The rooms are sometimes used in conjection with one another as for example 

when complications arise in the delivery room and the patient is transferred to the
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functional relationships

FIGURE 26
surgical department 
relationship diagram

.. From these points of view it is conven-

—  -  —  *  r i o X -  «  some further factors which
ient to group oil three rooms^ ^  ^  ^ ^  ^  room serves a differen, pert of

argue for their disperse . ra| or surgical wards, the delivery
the hospital, the mam theatre serving ^  ^  theatre serving predominantly

room serVin9 ,He ma,em'’f.y JrTtheTverall plan of the hospital, the work load and 
the outpatients. Depen mg o serve these different departments
the availability of staff, i t  may not be fees

at one central location.

, tt scarce and where the workload is modest, 
ln situations where funds™ s a ^  ^  of „  b,ock conta ining an operating the-

the surgical departmen  ̂ however, all the surgical elements

atte, sluice room and J .  grouped together, a fairly complex

and ancillary rooms or Rgure 26 shows the relationship

of the elements to on

MATERNITY

WARDS

outpatients
other departments

h arious facilities in the surgical department, their functions 
n the following, the  ̂ ^  ^  individually , always bearing ,n mind

(j  pera^i^JY-----

t of mystique is often attached to an operating 
the layman a certain a m o u ^ ^  ^  ^  „  „  important to point out there-

„ re and the concepts o where surgical operations take place. Theatre

I that the theatre is simp y „  fac ilitate the various activities,
k is based upon routine an
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FIGURE 27
operating theatre

surgical staff

sterile and unsterile

preserve the sterility of the surgical field, instruments and surgical team andI to 

prevent mistakes. The architectural design should be compat.ble w,.h th.s ,g

0 7 \

The number of surgical staff should be kept to a minimum consisting normally of 

the surgeon, his assistant and the nurse in charge of the instruments. The anaes

thetist works at the heqd end of the operating table and may himself have an assist 

ant or trainee. Also 'on the floor' is a further nurse or theatre assistant whose job 

is to clear away used items and count swabs etc. The anaesthetist, his assistant 

and the theatre assistant are not 'sterile' and an important part of the drill is to 

ensure that their work and movements do not compromise the sterility of the opera 
ting team and its equipment.

zones To ensure this the theatre is divided into a sterile zone at the foot end of the opera 

tmg table and an unsterile zone at the head end. This demarcation is not of course 

precise but rather an indication of the kind of activities permitted in the different 

P rn. It concerns the comings and goings from the ancillary rooms
quite as much as the activities within the theatre itself.
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other design principles

cleanl iness

theatre floor

^alls and ceiling

■ , „ nj  the theatre assistant can move freely

I"  the unSteHle “ ne "  ^ n . The patient's entrance and access to the
without interfering of the theatre to prevent unsterile items and per-

sluice room should e The surgeon and theatre nurse operate in

sonnel passing sterilizing room and from the staff changing

r " — - ............. .........

dhering to the principle of maintaining sterile and unstenle

n t L — — .
- cleanliness

- adequate space
- good quality lighting and ventilation.

Mna theatre must be as clean as possible which 

It goes Without saying that ^  amounts 0f dirt brought in from

means that it must be easy to ee q hazard than generally believed,

outside on shoes and trolley whee ^  source of infection

The same is true of dust blown « spi|led on ,he floor must

- ^ " " i r ^ I e l e a c h  operation. 
be e ffective ly  washe

• as few corners, niches and crevices as possible for these 

The theatre deposits form breeding grounds for m.cro organ-

i r A l l X e s  should be smooth, crack free and imperv.ous.

urface but a smooth concrete finish is
The floor should ideally have a ter ,he f|oor should slope (1:1 00) *o-

perfectly acceptable T .  ~  ^  ^  ^  „  .heunsterile end of the theatre

wards an open channel a ong ^  )eading directly outside to an open

The channel should have a P 9 ^  ^  ^  drain ho|e covered with a

galley. This arrangement is ^ ^  ^  from view the undesirable deposits

g rille  of which the mam unc actoa||y washing the floor is to fit a

» .  * » . » » » - -  * ■ • - h“  ™

, . Iv ,he use of expensive imported materials such

Smooth walls do not ~ ~ * '* J* ^  „ W  wall w ill have more cracks and 

as ceramic tiles. In ■** °  * backwash application painted with

crevices than of eggshe,l gloss- The roof construction should

one coat of emulsio
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details

be closed off by a ceiling of say softboard or expanded polystyrene with a similar 

painted finish.

Architectural details such as mouldings, architraves and window boards should be 

eliminated where possible and the number of doors kept to a minimum. Every time 

a door is opened and closed dust from the floor is whirled up into the room. Also 

door frames and ironmongery (handles, locks, hinges etc) may harbour more germs 

than the door is supposed to exclude. In this respect, no doors are needed between 

the anteroom or changing room and the theatre and they are only required between 

the sluice and sterilizing rooms and the theatre if these rooms will be in use when 

the theatre is not.

The same principle applies to any kind of fixed furniture which should be avoided 

in favour of mobile trolleys. Where shelves are needed they are best set away 

from the wall by 50 mm to ease cleaning, and resting on simple metal rods built 

into the wall so that they can be lifted off for thorough cleaning or repainting.

theatre size The second basic requirement is for adequate space. A room of approximately 5 m 

by 6.5 m will provide sufficient space for all normal theatre activities. In places 

where a heavy case load is expected, it is far better to build a second theatre than 

to make the first one larger. Extra space in the theatre will only become the re

pository for all sorts of seldom used equipment.

shelves

There must be space enough for the staff to move freely within their zones without 

brushing up against walls, equipment or each other. Additional space is needed 

for manoeuvring and parking the patient's stretcher next to the operating table 

and for parking a number of trolleys carrying sterile supplies without congestion.

Several shelves are needed particularly for sterilized drums, for sutures and for 

gowns, caps and gloves. Shelves for gloves must be at least 1 .2 m high so that, 

after scrubbing up, the hands can always be kept higher than the elbows ensuring 

that water will run back up the arms rather than down over the clean hands and on 

to sterile items. All shelves should, in any case, be 1 .0 m high so that trolleys 
can be parked beneath them.

anaesthetic equipment The anaesthetist's equipment and drugs are usually laid out on a trolley. He also 

needs a small lockable cupboard and a worktop area withineasy reach of his place 

next to the patient's head. A sink in the same area will be a great help to the
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other items

electric lighting

windows

ventilation

anaesthetist for cleaning his instruments. The tap an the sink can be used to oper

ate an induced suction device where a more expensive electric suction pump «

not available.

Other miscellaneous items may be required including a clock, a screen for viewing 

x-ray films and one or two drip stands. The latter are best replaced by long w.re 

hooks suspended from the ceiling near the head of the table thus avoiding the 

clutter of stands. Electrical outlets where provided should be 1.5 m above the 

floor to minimize the danger of ignition of explosive gases used in anaesthes.a.

The third basic requirement is for good quality lighting and ventilation. Where 

electricity is available, the ideal is a scialytic operating lamp fixed to the c l i n g  

and movable in all directions. The lamp is quite heavy and although the norma 

roof construction should be strong enough to carry it, care must be taken that ,t ,s 

fixed to the main timbers and not merely to the ceiling supports. Otherw.se three 

fluorescent tube lights arranged in a triangle and suspended over the operate  

table give a surprisingly good and shadow free light.

Even if electricity is available, It may not be completely reliable and it is there

fore unwise to design in such a way as to make it a necessity^ Most surg.ca oper

ations can be performed by daylight if the windows are well des.gned.

u U  he at the head and foot ends of the theatre and be of the order of 

W r  l b  Most important the head of the windows should be high, at

5 "  I" nareaabovethe floor to give a good angle and spread of light into the room, 
'east 3.0 m a ^  afaove the floor so that the wall below can be used

The cill can be a o • . ;de The windows should of course

f0r She,Vihn9 : " I - d  by a roof overhang of at least 800 mm. Roof 
face north an eoun„ies due to the excessive heat gam caused

,ights are to be ^  soch 05 „i9h gloss paint or glazed

b"  ” '^  ate glere which can cause eye strain and it is often suggested that pale

colour^are more restful to the eyes than white.

, red ventilation is essential making adjustable glass louvre 
Good and easily regu a ^  ^  and bottom areas of the window should

windows the best choice. “  y  ,n most places insect screening is a

—  * *  ^  thU Wl"  "  ^  the fl° W ^  "
through the window slightly-
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Sluice and Sterilizing Room

A room for the cleaning and preparation of instruments, utensils and linen is in

dispensable no matter what the surgical arrangement. The size and design will 

vary according to the function served within the hospital from a small intermitt

ently used unit serving only the operating theatre (Figure 29) to a more compre

hensive sterilizing facility serving other parts of the hospital with sterile packs of

instruments and linen as well as the theatre (Figure 28). In either case the same 

design principles apply.

FIGURE 28 
sluice and central 
sterilizing

sterilizing process

lowing processes. U5ed sterilizing unit to the theatre involv

are<3/ the instruments are Wa u . ^  lmen COme from the theatre ir

stenlizmg or put directly int ° sha,low s'nk and then loaded onl

tr°MeywMch - urns t0 fhe *  ° boil- -  there they are put back

* er'l*  " emS may * *  Picked gp if ^  Way °f tlle s,erilizing area whei

7  ° "  bs Cleon for ' the ins,rume^  ore nor required in,, 
and stored steril uture sterili2inn ,

Linen is usually ste . °r they can be packed, 

temporarily in the sluice an
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central sterilizing

fitted furniture

x

choice of materials

deep sink is required for the immediate soaking of bloodstained or badly soiled 

items. From there it is taken to the la un d ry  for w a sh in g  a fter which it returns to 

be folded and packed into drums for autoclaving. A table at least 800 mm by

1.6 m is needed for this with shelf space for empty drums. After autoclaving it 

is stored in the sterile area. The separation of sterile and unsterile procedures 

and materials is vital and it is essential that the routes to and from the theatre 

are quite separate.

If the sterilizing facility is to meet the needs of the entire hospital there arise 

conflicts of function between the intermittent specialized service required for the 

theatre and routine general sterilizing for the wards and outpatient department. 

There will also be a greater number of permanent staff who will need their own 

changing facilities. These factors require the sterilizing unit to be separated by 

doors from the theatre so that staff only enter the theatre when absolutely necess

ary. The larger number of staff and room area makes it possible and desirable 

that there be a clearer definition of the three zones of sluice, sterilizing and 

sterile store. There should only be outside access via the sluice area, possibly 

with a hatch in the wall of the sterile store area through which sterile packs for 

other departments can be collected (Figure 28).

The observations in the previous section regarding cleanliness are equally appli

cable here. There will inevitably be a considerable amount of fitted furniture 

such as cupboards, work tops and shelves as well as sinks, boiler and autoclave. 

The best course of action is to separate, as far as possible, each item from the 

next and from adjacent wall and floor surfaces. It is virtually impossible, especi

ally with a limited range of materials, to make a completely sealed joint between, 

for example, a sink and a work top or a cupboard and the floor, and it is these 

imperfect joints rather than the items themselves that harbour germs. In these 

cases a gap of 75 mm should be left between a ceramic sink and a concrete work 

top to allow cleaning in between and cupboards should, if possible, be raised 

above the floor. As in the theatre, shelves should be set away from the wall by 

50 mm and be easily removed for cleaning.

The choice of materials, particularly for work surfaces is important. Terazzo, 

which can be formed to make draining boards and sinks as well as ordinary work 

tops is ideal and has been used very successfully. If this is not available or is 

too costly, concrete slab surfaces are satisfactory although sinks should be of 

ceramic ware. Stainless steel sinks have a good surface but the way they are
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formed creates crevices on the underside which will never be cleaned. Plastic 

laminate surfaces (formica, melamine etc), which are usually stuck on to plywood 

or blockboard, have a nasty tendency to delaminate in tropical climates and are 

best avoided. For shelving, marine plywood can be used but it is not often a va il

able in rural areas; alternatively planed timber or chipboard with a good paint 
finish (4 coats) can be used.

Ante Room

xt the ante room is simply a lobby immediately adjacent to the theatre 

ere the patient can be prepared and wait for admission to the theatre itself.

The mam advantage of such a provision is that it cuts down the time which elapses 

between the completion of one operation and the start of the next (Figure 30) .

FIGURE 29 
minimal sluice and 
steri I izing

FIGURE 30
ante room, changing and 
scrub-up

size
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anaesthetist. It is sometimes proposed that X-rays, particularly of fractures, 

should be taken in the ante room, but if mobile equipment is available it can just 

as well be used in the theatre itself.

Once the operation is complete the patient should be taken straight from the the

atre back to the ward. The usefulness of a separate recovery room in a rural hos- 

t _ pital is debatable. It involves the duplication of equipment such as suction and 

oxygen apparatus and, more important, of staff, both of which are already ava il

able in the wards.

Changing and Scrub-Up Room

facil ities

scrub-up

To complete the series of functions which can be said to support the main activity 

of surgery, a room is needed in which the theatre staff can prepare themselves for 

their work. This facility can be dispensed with only if nearby changing rooms 

are available and scrubbing up is possible in the theatre. There is no fundamental 

objection to the latter and in cases where money and space are limited this is pre

ferable to the alternative of scrubbing up in the sluice room.

The changing room should contain at least two changing cubicles (male and fe

male) with coat hooks, a seat and a rack for outdoor shoes in each. It is highly 

desirable also to have a shower and w .c . unless these facilities exist very close 

by. A couple of chairs are welcome for resting between operations and a shelf 

placed at desk height (700 mm) can be useful for making notes or drinking coffee 

(Figure 30).

The scrub-up area must directly adjoin the theatre with, if possible, a low separa

ting wall so that the surgeon can see the patient on the operating table while he 

is scrubbing up. The earlier comments regarding cleanliness, materials and fittings 

are equally relevant here. One important detail which is frequently overlooked is 

the necessity for mounting scrub-up basins sufficiently high (1.0 m from floor to 

rim) to avoid stooping, with the taps high enough above the basins (1.4 m above 

the floor) to ensure that both hands and elbows can be kept over the basin with 

the hands always higher than the elbows.

An alternative to scrub-up basins, which are expensive and sometimes unavailable, 

is to have an inclined panel, of galvanized steel or terrazzo, as a protection from 

splashing which is open at the bottom so that water can fall directly into an open
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floor channel and from there straight out of the building. This also obviates the 

need for drainpipes which, besides being costly, can themselves be unsanitary.

Staff Changing Room

a  small changing facility is needed for the staff who work in the sterilizing unit 

Its size will depend upon the number of ancillary staff and whether the delivery 

room staff is also served. It is recommended that a small separate building is 

constructed so that future extension of the theatre block is not compromised. A  

changing room with about 1.5 m2 of floor area per person is needed. There 

should be a locker space for each person and at least one w .c., a shower and 

fwo hand basins. It may be convenient to locate a small cleaners' room with a 

sink and storage space for cleaning materials in the same building.

The Minor Theatre

The minor or 'septic- theatre con located ,n ^  ^  ^  q$

i : r  7 7 '  ,,S "  Str0" ^  «»<*•<« to the outpatient department.

openiLP7  h6 min0r 5Ur9iCa' ................. ‘ h «  du rin g  of small wound
opening of abscessess and the application of plasters.

be th\ same as ,he main “ with • 
ness. The number of staff re enStlCS °f 3°°d l,9hti" 9' ventilation and cleanli-

operating field smaller in J e n  7  f°r.the SUr9'Cal Procedures is 'ess, making thi

of supportive activities w h ic j - made ° P ^  ^  ^  faCt that °  number
are in this cosp « 6 ma'n *beatre take place in ancillary rooms

case accommodated in the theatre itself (Figure 3 1).

Thus, besides the space for an o er *
one of which sb«. u  l ^ Q*ln® there must be at least two sinks,

snould have no waste tran
becomes blocked u i  ̂SO ''1a* can be easily cleaned out if it

CKed by plaster of Paris l. j.. .
making notes, a small book * adaition a desk-and chair are needed fo

large amount of wnrL i. band books, a lockable drug cupboard and a

should be a covered area • CU^ ^  Sl=>C,Ce* Immediately outside the doo 

hjrn- 60 W'th °  bench for d number of people to wait for their

THe re,ati°nship to the main the

although it is possible that a * # mC,'n^  one shared equipment and staff

* nt could be transferred between one and the
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other. There should, however, be no direct connection between the two in order 

to cut down the risk of cross-infection.

FIGURE 31 
minor theatre

V - V

l \

delivery room

page 73

Although the delivery room has been taken into account in this section and may 

indeed form part of the surgical department (as in Figure 35), its detail design is 

dealt with however in relation to the maternity unit in the next section on the 

inpatient department.

Surgical Department Planning

The various elements described in the previous paragraphs can be combined to

gether to form a surgical department to meet the needs of a particular situation.

the basic theatre Figure 32 shows the minimum arrangement that is capable of coping with surgical

work consisting of a theatre and small sluice and sterilizing room. This plan is 

not recommended for normal situations but in circumstances where funds are ex

tremely short but nevertheless some surgery must be undertaken, it is an adequate 

and extremely economical solution. It could also be considered a stopgap measure

\
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FIGURE 32
the basic theatre
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FIGURE 33
intermediate theatre

FIGURE 34
recommended theatre

FIGURE 35
full surgical department
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capable of providing a service until it can itself be expanded or until a more com

prehensive unit can be built from scratch.

intermediate theatre The next step up is a similar arrangement but with an ante room and surgical staff 

changing room. This increases the efficiency of the unit by allowing for a qjicker 

turnover of cases and, by providing amenities for the staff, enables them to be 

more productive. The small sterilizing unit is retained, making it unsuitable for 

situations where sterilizing for other departments is to be undertaken. For reasons 

of economy, scrubbing up takes place in the theatre and no shower or toilet is 

provided within the theatre block (Figure 33).

recommended theatre The plan in Figure 34 with a larger sterilizing unit could be ideal for the average 

rural hospital where the theatre is in intermittent use but the sterilizing room is 

active daily, preparing sterile items for the wards and outpatient department. The 

changing room is provided with a shower and toilet and scrubbing up is separate 

from the theatre. Also a small changing room for sterilizing staff would be needed, 

probably in the position shown in Figure 35. While this is a great improvement 

over the minimum arrangement it should be borne in mind that its cost would be 

two to three times that of the basic theatre.

surgical department Finally, a full surgical department composed of a main theatre, a minor theatre, 

a delivery room and all necessary ancillary rooms is shown (Figure 35). With this 

plan, should the load on the main theatre become too great, the minor theatre 

could be converted into a second main theatre with the surgical team alternating 

between the two. In this case an additional ante room could be added on at the 

further end of the building.

4.5 THE INPATIENT DEPARTMENT

Essentially the inpatient department of a hospital provides care for those patients 

who need treatment at such frequent intervals that they must stay within the hospi

tal. In the rural hospital it will consist of a number of general nursing units, a 

maternity unit and several self-care units.

The Nursing Unit

The general nursing units provide accommodation for patients who can only be 

nursed in beds, who require attention several times a day from the staff and who
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00 ill to cook their own food and keep themselves clean. Whether they 

accommodate men, women or children or whether the patients suffer from surgical 

or medical diseases makes little difference from a design point of view .

childrens' wards
There is a tendency to regard the childrens' ward as a special unit requiring spec

ial facilities. In the rural hospital this is not necessarily the case. For many

eS'ra^ e a child, when admitted to hospital, to be accompanied
by its mother. Firstly . - 11
... Wl Prov>de a homely environment; in many cases the 

, . . nUrSed ln fhe mother's bed and in most cases the mother can provide 
9 care for her child thus relieving the staff. Finally and perhaps most

he mother will learn something about the care of sick children.

example6 !TWeVer S° me ChHdren " eed ' °  be nursed in ,heir own beds' forexample, those with burn< f

be providprl • L rcjctures. Even so an equal number of beds ought to
H ed ln the same ward for

design as the oth ^ rn° ^ ers‘ ^his wapd should be of the same 
inpatient arm  .  ̂ " s in order to preserve the overall flex ib ility  of the

commodation.

nursing unit size

The nursing unitis made up of o
facilities such nc t-u ° r more ^ed wards and a number of supporting 

as the nurses1 dut
dation. The ontim  ̂ ° ° m/ an examination room and sanitary a c c o m m o  

pr|mum capacity of thp • .
unit is determined by several factors.

The f 'rst is the availability and
°t  although conditions  ̂ Qfp* Observations have shown 

beds are °Ptimal from a nurj. P 'ace to place, wards containing around 20

ne W.c- wiH serve 8 to 1 0 nt Vlew. The second consideration is that

freciuently, the same is tr SC" ' sfactor'ly  and, although they are used 

no ward should have I " owers because of their longer use time. 

a d̂ of less than 16 beds Wo , an two w -c.s or showers if follows that a bed 

ntomtain maximum f|exibn ° U . ^  Unec°n °m ic a l. The third factor is the need »

0r ma|o, female and childre “ “  ° f ' he to,al "amber of beds. The need 

°  °sp'tal with around 1 on h ^  V° ry considerably from time to time and, 

- "P ro v id e . ' ° °  smaller the wards the m o r e  f l e x i b i l i t y ^

ln tftis manual

6nce n>ay iead about 2 0  bed • r i '
will apDi °  different con I S 'S Su99esfed although local expe

PP y * E lu s i o n  m  . mles
evertheless, the same design pr 1 nC
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intensive careintensive care Besides the beds in the main ward, two single bed rooms, one of which can nor

mally be used as an examination room, are needed for isolation cases or for pat

ients needing special care. The question of whether to include an intensive care 

unit in a rural hospital is a controversial one. It should be borne in mind that 

only 1-2% of the patients will need intensive care, that is more or less constant 

supervision combined with clearing of airways, administration of intravenous drips, 

oxygen and drugs.

In a hospital with say 1 00 beds, an average of two patients will fall into this cate

gory. While the number can at times be higher, it is debatable whether these few 

patients should be nursed in a separate unit containing all the necessary facilities, 

and where at least one staff member is constantly on duty, or whether they should 

be treated in the corner of the general ward nearest the nurses' duty room. If the 

former solution is preferred then one or two of the single bedrooms in one of the 

nursing units can be set aside for this purpose without making any major design 

changes.

Bed Wards

Two basically different ways of arranging beds within a ward are possible, each 

with its own merits and shortcomings; both types are considered here. They re

quire different overall building dimensions and consequently are not interchange

able once the building is completed.

'Nightingale' ward The most commonly found ward in developing countries is the 'Nightingale' ward

in which the beds are arranged in rows at right angles to the length of the room

wirh a general circulation area down the centre (Figure 36). The chief advantage
2

of this system is its economy in that a low floor area per bed ratio (5.1 m per bed) 

is achieved and a relatively narrow building width (6.4 m) will suffice which 

allows for an inexpensive form of roof construction.

supervision The 'Nightingale' ward is flexible in size so that any ward capacity can be 

achieved in increments of two beds whereas systems based on groups of beds limit 

the choices to say 8, 16, or 24 beds. From a nursing point of view opinions differ 

but it can be said that supervision of the whole ward is easily possible from one 

position and that the path from the nurses' station to any bed is direct.

patient environment The chief disadvantage and the reason why this type of ward is being phased out 

in many countries is that its barrack room appearance provides a poor patient
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FIGURE 36
the Nightingale ward

'Rigs' ward

supervision

^ are experienced by sitting in bed with a row of windows 
immediately opposite can cause considerable visual discomfort especially in the 

tropics. Both problems can be offset to some extent, the first by erecting parti- 

 ̂ s at say four bed intervals down the ward, the second by keeping the head

ndows low or, better still, providing lean-to verandahs which w ill 
cutout most of the sky glare.

p .8  1.6 m--
X -- 1.6 m--- X --- 1.6

T" e ^  arran9ernent whic, .

I f  I "  * *  be*  -  placed p i 7 eaSin^  ^ fe rre d  is the so colled 'R ^

fhe ^ i r ted ° n ' °  * *  ° * is ° f  «-• building, usually In

where th00" ^  in 9r° UPs ° f  six : r ,ral C° rrid0r (F '9Ure 37)- A " erna 
COrr'dor can be rep|aced b °  S'de corridor which is particularly 

disadvQnt e*ternal verandah (Figure 38).

wapd iS ?mpossib|S Qre f?rSHy direct •
S ' 'n ari adult V'SUal SuPervision of all the beds

1' Ward th*
may s'mply mean placing those
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likely to require most attention nearest to the nurses' duty room, but in a child

rens' ward, it is usually desirable to have all the beds in view. Secondly, the 

arrangement of beds is such that if patients are moved in their beds, the manoeu- 

vering is more difficult than in the 'Nightingale* ward requiring that the beds be

more generously spaced. This leads to the third disadvantage of the 'Rigs' plan,
2

namely that the floor area per bed (5.6 m ) is higher and the necessary span of 

the building greater (8.0 m) both of which tend to make it more expensive than a 

Nightingale ward. A comparison of overall ward sizes and area per bed is made 

in Figure 38.

FIGURE 37 
the Rigs ward
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FIGURE 38
area per bed comparison

patient environment

bed spacing 

page 34

FIGURE 39
the Nightingale ward
(section)

t o t a l  a r e a  
a r e a  p e r  b e d  
SPAN

90m2 
5 .6m2 
8.0m2

TOTAL AREA 
AREA PER BED 
SPAN

72m 2
6 .0m9 
6 .4m
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^use of their higher cost and r° ° mS " ° f COnsIdered here, firstly be-

,s V|rtual|y impossible to ^  beCause without electronic ca
6 to supervise such „

arrangements.

As mentioned earlier jn

° n 800 mm wide bed with a n S o T " '  °  ^  Spaci" 9 of 1 -6 m is suggested
P0Ct arran9ernent reflecting th ^  be,ween- This gives a fairly com-

ard as is reasonable, n  , rn° nl>' fe|t need to accommodate as many beds 

Y  Cl° Ser to9ether. This can b ° tfler hand' ^  * * *  should not be squeezed 
the proper intervals and oura9ed by fixing bedside cupboards to the

Also ,he unsat. r ther ^  P ' ° Ci" 9 d° ° "  in alternate spaces be- 
prevented by ,he ^  acfory practice of p|acing beds ;n corners can

s figure 39).
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ward design

|.........

1 \ r

ward construction

duty room

examination room 

sluice and storage

Besides room for the beds, each ward needs additional space for general circula

tion and one or two tables for ambulant patients to sit at and take their meals . A 

wash basin should also be provided in each ward. Ideally, verandahs, where 

patients can relax during the day, should run along each side of the ward. These 

can be connected to the ward by several doors so that patients and visiting rela

tives do not cause congestion around the main entrance. As the wards are quite 

large rooms, the ceiling should be fairly high (say 2.8 m) and the space well lit 

and ventilated.

Wherever possible bed tables and cupboards should be fixed directly to the wall 

clear of the floor and the floor itself should slope towards the outside doors to 

facilitate washing down. Another useful detail is to incorporate a step skirting 

of 50 x 1 00 mm to prevent beds being pushed against the walls and damaging them

The wards can be constructed very simply, for example the floor can be of plain 

concrete with a roof supported on brick or concrete piers and the walls filled in 

with local materials such as mud and wattle. In many climates there is no need 

for a ceiling and the window openings can be unglazed with only a simple timber 

shutter. This type of construction will result in a considerable saving of money 

which, bearing in mind that the wards account for a large portion of the total 

floor area of the hospital, w ill cut the overall cost substantially.

The nurses' station or duty room ought to be immediately adjacent to the bed ward 

It should contain a work area with standing height work tops and cupboards, at 

least one of which should be lockable for drugs, also a sink and space for a boiler 

Some of the work top area should be clear underneath to allow trolleys to be 

parked. At the other end of the room a work top at desk height will be needed 

for writing as well as two or three chairs. The detail design of the duty room 

should be made in full consultation with the matron and nursing staff.

A small room is needed in each nursing unit for private examination and consul

tation with patients, usually by the doctor. This room can also be used for minor 

treatments such as the changing of dressings. It should contain an examination 

couch a wash basin and a small desk. As mentioned previously, this room can 

serve alternatively as a second single bedroom.

A sluice room for washing utensils, emptying bed pans and the temporary storage 

f soiled linen is needed. It should contain a concrete work top with a ceramic
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FIGURE 40 
nursing unit ancillary

sanitary facilities

sink and w .c . type sluice. There must also be space for laundry sacks on wheeled 

metal stands, a cupboard for cleaning materials and a rack for clean bed pans.

A store room with ample slatted shelving is required for clean linen and possibly 

a separate store for miscellaneous items. An arrangement for all these facilities 
is shown in Figure 40. / / ,

- r " — , "V.
!

A sanitary block containing a w .c .  5h
patients should serve ea h • # ^  W° Sh baS'n f° P each 8 t0 1
and blocks serving adjac t • 9 ^  bu'*d' ng should be well ventil
economies in tbo : . be P âcecl next to one another to obt<

Tne installation cost A •
the sanitary facilities M ^  'm*:>0rtant des'9n factor is the locat

off a habitable sDnr • 8 n°* USe a which opens direc
. e ' 'nolading a ward TU* r

that can arise from the ' h'S 'QCt COuP*ed with the nuisar

'ng make it desirable that th . S r̂° m * °de*s 'n^° the res^

The separation need not be 'S situated outside the main bi
the weather (Figure 4] j ^  the route between can be covered ag
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FIGURE 41
nursing unit sanitary block
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FIGURE 42
nursing unit

Plnnnina of Nursing Units

igure 42 shows how the various elements of the nursing unit can be combined 

.aether. A 'Nightingale' ward is shown but the same arrangement could be made 

a 'Rigs' ward. The building would simply become wider and the supporting 

acilities re-apportioned accordingly. There are two alternative positions for 

be sanitary block, at the side or the end of the ward. The choice depends upon 

be relationship to other nursing units and the overall planning of the ,npat,ent

department.

| ALTERNATIVE 
! SANITARY BLOCK 
[POSITION 
l

r -
%

\>

%

7 \ J
\ > X ^

° / x

n r - DUTY ROOM 
c i ' - SLUICE ROOM
^  - ONE BED ROOM
st " BLOCK

«  different layouts of nursing units are shown, one with the build- 
in p a t ien t  department layouts In Figure two  ̂ fhe c ircu|ation route and the other with them parallel to it.

T e l a t t !  I ! e > e  supporting rooms of two wards are |oined together with a
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common entrance which means that some of the rooms such as the sluice, e*arm

nation room and linen store can be shared. In each layout four nursing units eac
I f 88 beds.

with a 20-bed ward and two one-bed rooms are shown giving a tota o 
The same arrangement could, however, be used with smaller or larger capa  ̂ y  ^  

wards to meet specific requirements. Although general nursing units a 

a maternity unit could easily be added or subsituted.

FIGURE 43 
inpatient department

EXPANSION

The Maternity Unit

capacity

unit,
t a nursing unit which, with minor moditica 

be of the same basic design as the general nursing units, and a delivery

a tft P0C'ty needed ln ,he two units differ from place to place depending ° r 
attitude of the Inn I “  "  1
centres * P°PU ation, the availability of maternity beds in health
centres in the surm.^,4- 7

*n9 area' the s>ze of the catchment area and the trans
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maternity ward

'premature' room

. , ,  be reasonable to set aside 2 0 *  of the total
situation. In most h - P - ‘ " J "  these are used for postnatal patients

number of beds for matern, y ' ^  patients should be catered for .» a
and their newborn babies on y $ warrant their f i s s i o n  for tr« --

^  - - - - - -

bed rooms in the maternity unit ttself.

iTei in 11 ■ ~-------
t d and perfectly acceptable, practice to leave 

ln most places it is on accep e , ^  for faabies are not needed in the

newborn babies with their mot ers ^  ^  ^  fhese should be in the

wards. Where there .  ^  of the mothers' beds where they w.U
form of cradles attached to
take up no extra space.

•w bed ward for a free-standing table where 
There should be room in the matern, ^  ^  ^  ^  mothers. Free wall

« .  ..off —  m  ” “ hl"«  " J ‘

-  - d “  : » - ■  -  -  - — -
SO that maximum use ca

t least two single bedrooms where special cases 
AH maternity units should have a ^  ^  ,  spec;al room for Pre
5Uch as eclampsia patients can b e ^ P  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  large g,a5S windows 

mature babies is a necessity- superv!sion and so that parents can see
facing, the nurses' duty room ^  ^  The room should contain enough

their babies without having ^  ^  ^  0 wash basin and resuscta-

space for f°or co,s' °  °

Fina„ y the imer. room of soi|ed linen,

special demand for freq

ors D e lW e ry j^ - direct continuity with the maternity ward

oether the delivery unit is especially if it contains a waiting bay

a separate block is of m «  ^  „  should tf possible, however, be

r patients in the first sQ ,hat a pa,ien. can be easily transferr

laced near the °P era" n ntion arise (Figure 35).

rould the need
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waiting area

FIGURE 44
delivery unit ancillary 
rooms 7

duty room

w.c. and sluice

The delivery unit should contain a waitina h„ r

which can also be used for the • ^  ** Pahents ln be8 'nning labour

a -  » , , .  f c . . ,  '  • ' * »  n * - .
ower room is needed which u  i

wife to assist the patient in b th* u enO U 9il for the nurse or m,d“

t° hold onto. A small lobby fo j ^  ^  provJded for fhe PaHent
»by for undressing is also useful (figure 44).

w'bq and del
j ,very room 50 tftat easy supervision of both \

c z i z  r- - - - - : : r  -*•■——
QS,n- A  separate exit fr ^  mafena,/ a bo‘ler'  sPaciou:

171 this room is useful for the staff

A,So next to the doi-
labour and *f * . ' ^ ^ o w . c  •

,he Gilding J  'mPracHco1 hr the p a t ie n " ? ^  EnemaS 9!V<in d'

should hav reaCl1 tl,e toilet Tk , °  ° Ve *° move t0 fhe other end

*  -  z : : :  -  - -  £  ; iu; e -  -  be next «

A further small ^  *° that soi|ed l inen W° rk >0p' lf t0°  should ha'

° m is Squired for . l * *  taken directly out to the laur
r fhe storage of clean linen.
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delivery room

page 53

At the appropriate stage in labour the patient is taken into the delivery room 

(Figure 45). The design critera for this room are not dissimilar to those for the 

operating theatre and the observations in Section Four of this chapter about light

ing, ventilation and floor and wall surfaces apply equally here.

FIGURE 45 
delivery room

There should be space for two delivery beds with ample room on both sides as well 

as at the foot. Two ceramic sinks with adjacent work tops are essential, the latter 

placed high enough for trolleys to be pushed under them. Shelves for sterile drums 

and a 'high' shelf for gloves and gowns are useful. Both work top and shelf design 

can be as proposed for the operating theatre.

Finally a changing room and w.c.  for the delivery unit staff is no luxury where 

the midwife and her assistants are working often long hours. If the unit is near 

the theatre block, this facility can be shared with the theatre staff (Figure 35).

Planning a MaternityjJn?f_

Figure 46 shows a plan for a complete maternity unit. The arrangement of the 

four main elements, the ward, its supporting facilities, the delivery unit and the
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FIGURE 46
maternity unit

sanitary facilities *  ™ de to re ject their natural functional ~
another. It .his .ype of plan produces a building which is .00 long for a P 

lar site, other arrangements of the four elements should be exami  ̂ with

ample, the delivery unit could be positioned on the side of the main 

a connection to it between the ward and supporting rooms.

LEGEND
D.R. - DUTY ROOM Del -
SI - SLUICE ROOM S.B. -
lb - ONE-BED ROOM Sh
Ex - EXAMINATION W.B. -
P.R. - ’PREM' ROOM St

:-Care Units

- DELIVERY ROOM

composition

sani^ary facilities

zards differ'
tients

t l  • 1 L If the beds1 here is one more group of patients who at present take up nearly no

most rural hospitals and who could and should be accommodated in w

ent from, and cheaper than, the standard nursing unit. These are the p

who are able to look after themselves, who can cook their own food but wh
1 peed

not be adequately treated as outpatients. This group includes patients w ^

dressings or injections several times a day, and pregnant women who are 

for delivery in hospital, but who live so far away that they would be una 

reach the hospital in time if they were to wait for the delivery to start a

The rational answer to the needs of these patients is a number of hostel
 ̂ j CxM

care units near the hospital nucleus. Each unit can be composed of sever

bed rooms each with lockers for the patients’ clothes. A communal kitchen
r ■ >- the

I f '

four'

forimmunal

each 4 to 6 rooms should be provided, with a sink and a ra i-
47) •

ised cooking slab/

latter to discourage the dangerous practice of cooking on the floor (Figure

In many places where water is in short supply the sanitary facilities need o  

only of well made and maintained pit latrines as long as decent washing f °
u|0ck

ties are available. The ideal solution, of course, is to provide a sanitary
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FIGURE 47
self-care unit

construction

u nil In this case a ratio of one w .c . for 
to that for J  The sanitary faciiities should he a little

4 .6  MORTUARY performed infrequently,

,  Pi,aUPo5- - ^ r . ^ ^ - d °n,heleeWardIn most rural hosp will be needed.
— " " r ^ ^ h s e p a t a t e v e h i c o l a t o c c e s ,

side of t ^  h ^ P " 0'
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design
A single room of similar size to the examination room in the outpatient depart- 

ment (15 m2), with a wide door for stretcher trolleys is needed. In the midd  ̂

the room should be an autopsy table 2 m long by 750 mm wide with the head en 

towards the door. The table can be made of concrete with slightly raised sides^ 

and a central gully sloping towards a ceramic sink at the foot of the table 

sink should have a laboratory type tap to which a hose can be attached for s oi 

ing down the corpse and slab.

Along the wall at the opposite end of the room to the entrance should be a 

crete work top and sink for the examination of organs removed from the b y 

This work top should also have a raised edge and slope towards the sink, also 

fitted with a^hose. On the side walls there should be ample shelving for ins 

ent containers and chemicals with some of the shelving set at work top height 

(900 mm) so that it can be used as a desk for making notes.

construction The type of construction and detail design can be similar to that proposed for  ̂

operating theatre. A high standard of natural lighting and ventilation is requi  ̂

and the surfaces must be easily washed down. In this respect a sloping floor w 

an open channel leading directly outside is most useful.

Provision for storing bodies is not usual in a rural hospital because when patients

die they are normally taken straightaway by their relatives. If however it 's

necessary, due perhaps to the proximity of a main road where traffic deaths m y

occur, then one or two separate, well ventilated small rooms of appr°*'mC1 ^
2

6 m each can be provided opening directly off the autopsy room itself.

4.7 ANCILLARY SERVICES

Besides the strictly medical functions of the hospital, there are a number of eS$en 

tial supporting functions to be housed. The most important of these are the laun

dry, kitchen, workshop and garage. These elements, besides sharing a common  ̂

service function, require a similar standard of construction so that in a new hosp» 

tal the7 cou,d be Placed together in a single block somewhere on the edge of the 

nucleus. Certainly there are good reasons for placing the laundry and kitchen 

together; they both serve generally the same parts of the hospital and both con' 

sume large amounts of hot water. The garage and workshop on the other hand 

serve the hospital in a less direct way and it is probably more important to con 

sider vehicular access and the noise nuisance they may generate than solely 

proximity to the other hospital buildings.
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FIGURE 48 
laundry

>e of water

r,n9 and ironing

Laundry

„ „  of the hospital is usually collected doily into o central
Dirty linen from a par lnv0,ved h fairly straight forward. An area

lacotion for launder,ng. P ^  ^  ^  ^  a sinU should be provided

i5 needed for '  ®  ”  For washing at least two sinks are required, one

for soaking badly so,led • preferable for a small hosp.tal.
for soaping and one for rins.ng bu -  w .  ^ J  ^  ^  q ^  fron, 

Each sink should be a m.n.mum o „  t0 have, instead of a sink

to facilitate scrubbing. An ^  ^  olong ,he back and two or three

for soaping, a sloping slab w, wide «  the sink should be

taps above. «n any case « boards can be made of concrete 

provided at each s,de o ^  fafaricated locally. Stainless steel s.nk

n e r le  to chipp-g ( F ^ re 481'

I________

. oo use a vast amount of ^  50 ,hat ^

r -  - - 7 purposes- “
be collected, ra'n̂ ^ ^ eTinse water for soaping the next batch.

i5 also possible to re u 2 of drying area is

area is needed for dry'r9 * during rainy

A fter washing 9^  „  generaUy ^

req0ifed :  There must be adequate ^ ^ i n y  season and therefore the

PerU>dS iT to  the higher preferab.y " * *  -  ^
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linen room

FIGURE 49 
kitchen

kitchen design

of heat. Sometimes the hot water boiler is situated in the centre of v ‘

area. Nearby there should be a large ironing table, preferably free s " 

allow people to work all around it. If electricity is not available hot p 

be needed for heating up flat irons.

• * ndFinally a clean linen room is needed with ample slatted shelving for airi g 

from where linen is dispatched back to the different parts of the hospital. 

small lock-up store is also useful for keeping laundry materials in. The con 

tion of the laundry can be a very simple 'open1 type, but the floor should 

made of concrete laid to a slope so that it w ill drain itself.

Kitchen

The internal arrangement of the kitchen depends upon the catering system of 

hospital. In many places, for example, most of the patients' food is prepare 

relatives, leaving only those on special diets to be catered for by the kitchen 

If however all the patients are served from the kitchen, the system is usually 

the food is sent out in large containers, say one for each ward, with an equi 

lent stack of clean plates. The food is then served from a trolley in the war 

self and then the dirty containers and dishes are collected up and returned to the 

kitchen for washing.

<1.6 X ----- 4.8 m------->

Figure 49 shows a kitchen arrangement suitable for this kind of system based UP °^  

the needs of a hospital of around 1 00 beds. Unless a great deal of money is aN̂  

able for sophisticated equipment, the kitchen design should not be too special'2
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sinks

kitchen teaching

9arage design

. amDle any number of fuels may be used in all manner of cook-

plinth . . . . . .  * » * -  " • » '  ^inr» z »—*. -  -  - ■—~ —•*
ing can take place.

. nd the later washing af dishes, two large sinks are needed
For food preparation an Aqain the sinks can be of concrete but

With ample draining boards on eac * • shallow sink of 250 mm will

.......... ; * L u ,  . s - — 1" *

, , .. ere it no substitute for a large wooden table (say
Work top areas are usefu u p,e can sit preparing food. Drawers
, .2 x 2.4 m) around which a n u m ^ ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  a , 

and cupboards are needed needed which can be compartmented fo
well ventilated and secure store ro
dry goods and fruit and vegetables.

be the same as the laundry and a similarly high 
Construction of the kitchen can ^  weather much of the work of cooking

— 1 -  k-and preparation wi
, pie secondary function of nutritional educa- 

Kitchens sometimes fulfil a very ^  on the nutritional value and

tion where mothers in parfcu ar respect the kitchen should repre
st methods of cooking different ^  „  home, particularly with

-  as far as ^  ~  ^  ^  "
;gard to fire safety.re

e a n d W £ * !!S E  .
------ • mpnt and vehicles is essential.

• ted maintenance unit for both equ P ^  ^  want of some small

' ĥ . -  te P ita ' eq0ii ; : ' t L  manufacture of items of furni- 
C I  good workshop ean also be »  ^  ^  ^  ^  of obtain-
* .i _u|e materials,
rom locally available

,0h things from outside- „  3 m, one with an

Id have at least two ^ " ^ " “ ^ h o u ld  run along the wall at 

,ar09e S. t ° °  A stoutly made standing ^  „  strong enough for a
kCti°n P  „ is useful ^  fhe roof eon

;nd of the bays-
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FIGURE 50 
garage and workshop

ref 3

relatives' shelters

block and tackle to be fitted for lifting out engines. The garage workshop and 

the general workshop can be combined and the size w ill depend upon the equip 

meat to be housed. Most commonly, general woodworking benches with vices 

are the most useful with some provision for welding (Figure 50).

{ --------------- 6.4 m--------------X ----- 3.2 m----K l • 6 m>

It is common to include in the maintenance block a large general-purpose st 

for bulk items such as building materials, gardening supplies and odd pieces 

furniture and equipment. In any case a store for garage and workshop suppl* 
needed.

4.8 HOUSING

The design of staff housing is beyond the scope of this manual although it is a 

vital element in any hospital design, in fact is has been estimated that typ 'ca*  ̂

it accounts for up to 30% of the capital cost of a rural hospital. Housing is re

quired for different levels of staff and specifications for each grade are usually 

laid down by the government ministry or agency concerned.

Besides accommodation for hospital staff, there should be some kind of shelter f ° r 

the relatives who invariably accompany patients. It is usual to provide at least 

as many places for relatives as there are beds in the hospital . The shelters 

selves can be as simple as possible, perhaps along the lines of the self-care wards 
in Figure 47.
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introduction

ref 8

local architecture

selection of construction 
type

ationalized traditional
c° nstruction 

pa9e 33

. „ natura| resources and world shortages of money and

I"  * •  « " * “ *  ° f dim'.n ' ,9fact that often over 80% of the cost of setting up a 
materials, if is a sigmf.can. |f central t0 the purpose of this manual

new hospital is spent on the heQ|th budget can be spent on medical
to show that a smaller proportion ^  ^  The principle that effect-

- - - - - - ............  ................
omically is followed throughout this chapter.

BU ILD IN G  m e t h o d

, f om the guidelines set out in Chapter Four, it 
ving developed a building P on r  ̂ enc,osing the space shown on

*  becomes necessary to dec. e upo ^  ^  fo an appropriate type of con-

s plans in the most efficient way. ^  ^  examp|e , their shape, whether

UCfion •« 10 study other b u d in g s ,^  ^  ^  ^  ,hey are made. „

ey have flat or pitched too s, an ^  ^  ^  architecture, the

generally true that the furt ^  0ther factors such as climate,

° re m0neY - t  a l T l l u r  and maintenance are discussed later. 
se of materials and

• nlized traditional construction should 

, is recommended here that a between two extreme approaches.

,e adopted. This method falls 5fandardized type of solution in w ><=

-He firs, and much used is th. P«* ^  regor()less 0f the local conditions, m
. m is worked out an ap requirements with re-

, building system is w the precise local req
, . H case the building cannot me be saved by taking advantage o

"  ' C , and topography- nor can ^  consider each design

5P6Ct *  ;  a s and techniques. The other extre R a tio n  for each
IOCa' "  ,y separately and produce a who, y resolts but

'S OSUOHy 0 ation local variables are taken into a c c o u n t ^

In rationalized a systematic way

t z s z + z s z s z * ---------
can be achieved if o •v

\  y
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prefabrication

local materials

local variation are standardized. Some examples of this type of construction are 

shown in Section Six of this chapter.

Great hopes have been held out for prefabrication as the means of providing in

expensive buildings quickly, but these expectations have not generally been 

realized in practice even in intensively industrialized nations. In the dev p 

ing world there are some fundamental objections to industrialized building sy

- they are capital-intensive relying on expensive machinery rather than ma 

power, whereas in most developing countries manpower is plentiful and capi 

is in short supply

- the necessary arrangement of a central plant dispatching manufactured b 

components to scattered sites is often not suitable where the transpoi tatio 

work is not highly developed

- the materials from which components are made and certainly the machinery 

in their manufacture is generally imported from abroad

- prefabrication generally requires expensive handling equipment (cranes etc) 

site which is beyond the resources of a small contractor .

Prefabrication is not, therefore, recommended in this manual except for on sl 

prefabrication of such repetitive items as roof trusses, lintels, formwork and com 

mon joinery.

There is a cardinal principle to be applied in the selection of building materials/ 

namely that local materials should always be preferred to imported ones. 

reasons for this should be obvious, but nevertheless are often not appreciated:

- there is nearly always a saving obtained from using materials and equipment 

which do not include transportation charges or import duty in their price

- it is sensible to encourage the economy and employment situation of local 

tricts by using goods of local manufacture

- local materials have the advantage that they can always be easily " t a i n t a ^  
or replaced

<~un ieaa to a type of architecture wm<-"
tnony with neighbouring buildings.

9 inst these advantages are two important factors. The first is thaf rnan>' 

needed 6Ven the simple construction, such as cement or roofioS 1 

' ™ y n° ’ b® loca|ly produced. The second is the commonly held a » ' tu 6
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determining construction
standards

---- V
WiY =T

'yer “O

ntroduction 

♦ ef 17

. p V.C. f
that certain materials (c e ra te  -■_ ^  ^  flooB, etc) are not.

cal buildings v/bereas others ^  resources, this attitude mus
When dealing with situations ofextrem

change.
desirable for all medical buildings to be

To begin with it is neither n ecessa ry^  ^  ^  shelters and self- ^

bull* to the same standard, m ac ^  „ f soundness, ^  °

-
ion types Of higher standard -  ^  ^  any higher standar can

cal building. It this IS ^  of 0 higher level o med.cal^ J

onfc by justified if »  ^  ^  ^  ^  foat it needs to be an

,henet,ChbUT o t l - e y o n d  materials available.

use w ill be made at

S J  CONDUCTION A® ' " ® " 5
different building methods to be

. , the intention here to detail * •  » " £  ^  ^  ^  _ als

‘J— * r - *

f°undation walls

foundations concre,e strip footing where a

tone of foundation is a P°ut supported) to a depth
The most common yP ^  w,der than the *  ^  trench should be

trench is dug (usua Y ^disturbed. The bott footing should be

where the gtound - ^  ^ . The „  foe greater.
square and flat and tb he wa l l o r , 50 mm,
equal to the p r a ie c t - b V

nees cement may be Proh' ‘ ^  footing can be used but the 

Cir° : mS |n this case a burnt brick or . ^  ^  avoid deterioration

Cult t0 0bta’n ' , -d up with a proper cement- ^  w  foundation walls
bricks must be ai precaution a befow ground. T ese
fr o - o i s t u r e Po n - ;  o tingbutneverth e lessa re ,i 

which are built off the
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walls should always be made of durable materials iointed with good quahty mor

tar and with a damp-proof course (D .P .C .)  of bituminized felt, polythene or 

similar material running through the wall at the floor le v e l. Thrs last meas 

especially important, as often more damage is caused by damp rising up frorn̂  t e

foundations than from rain falling on the wall itself. The provision '

expensive D .P .C . can therefore add years onto the life of a wall even if »  15

s n c f n o f  'imnermanent i __ j.__!

cement screed

timber floors

earth walls

ref 19

Floors

Most rooms will require a 75 mm thick concrete floor slab cast over a 225 m 

layer of hardcore of stones or broken blocks with sand or ash blinding. 'n 

where the soil is stable or where there is very little rainfall, the hardcoie
ch

of eP'
omitted and the slab laid directly on well-rammed earth. For some rooms,

as the shelters for relatives or temporary accommodation erected in times
i b Id bs possdemies, a rammed earth floor will itself be quite adequate. It snou

ible

as a finished
to trowel the surface of a concrete slab sufficiently smooth to use

I si i ppe^Y
surface, bearing in mind that a too smooth floor can become dangerou

akove f
when wet. The finished floor level should always be at least 150 mm a 

surrounding ground level to avoid moisture penetration.

■ t then a
If the quality of workmanship is low; leaving a poor surface on the s a  ̂ (

sand and cement screed of no less than one inch thick can be appl'ec^

This is an expensive item, being rich in cement, and is liable to cracki 9 

properly laid; therefore it should be avoided wherever possible.

lab' 

if not

d shoo>a
Timber floors are susceptible to attack by termites and other insects an

be used. The more expensive floor finishes such as thermoplastic tiles are
. rr- l Hf*s when

necessary extravagances requiring maintenance and causing d iff 'cU 
placement is necessary.

Id aot

Walk

The simplest and most economical methods of wall construction are those us ^  ^  

locoHy Obtained earth either in the form of mud bricks or blocks, rammed e ^  

mud and wattle. A ll the advantages previously mentioned in connects ^

ocal materials apply here. The disadvantages, of course, are ^e

nee and the relatively poor quality of internal surface. Both of th
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swahili construction

. . „  iL;_ rendering of mud mixed with a binder such as cow
nitigated by app y 'n , Regu|ar whitewashing also has a pre-
iuna to the surface and renewing it yearly . 9

ative effect besides giving a clean and bright appearance. Common mu 
SerV ■ I a rable in dry areas but in areas where heavy ra.nfall is ex-

WOl!S arV r gZene9rous roof overhang of at least 800 mm is essential. Where mud 
penenced 9 they shou|d be treated with Dieldrin or other pre-

WOlU ° re r S t Z Z  y or by adding it to the water when making the mud This 
servative e,ther dire wall by eating away the interna, wood

ensure that termites *  no, d ^  ^  ^  h not susceptible

skeleton. Alternative y  ̂ These earth forms of construction are indigenous

° naCk' " t :  : r : - u , d  not rereleced  out of hand for some hospita,

, 9 rmditional building methods appropriate for
Many regions have highly deve ope tion found along the coast
medical buildings such as the «oh ; type - ^  ^  ,  erected int0 which 

of East A frica . In this method a poles and stones are

fist-sfoed stones are pushed. « - I I  goP ^  ^  on foe outside. 

then filled  in with mud w „h  a ma ^  ^  advantages that termites do

This gives a very sturdy "  surface can be obtained because

not attack mangrove poles and a h from foe mud. O f course

fois type of method can only be

for other buildings-

. nt clay bricks which combine the goodA - *• T°- - —■* : :t ;  r t ,  ■
- nre a good supply of hreW cane waste have been

Pre: . r  By-product fuels such as coffee h o s k -  ^  fueU are in

qU°  y ' fully and should be Investigated «h ^  ^ ^  ^  ^  kind of
used success conta;ning one part m 've ^  rWer valleys

Sh° rt - R o t t e n  be found about half a ^  ^  foe proper pro-

^ ; e .Ca A |though not difficult, br.c  ̂  ̂ should be consulted,
and plains- ,, and technical * U if skill m 'aY"

followed carefully building materials it
cedures are active and versa for c0lumns,

of the rr ŝt a Dlain walling/ hu
Brick is one of be used for pla reinforced con-

U p Not only can .Up need for expensive re.rn
i '19 iSaVa‘ u and arches, obviatm3 the need

window eills, vau

rrete lintels and metal •
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stone walls

concrete block walls

wall protection

plastering

brick and block laying

Natural stone is an excellent building material being permanent and attractive 

with a hard surface giving good weathering properties as well as having the same 

capabilities as brick for forming arches and cills. Cost and availab ility  are the 

only obstacles to its use although, if there are local quarries, semi-dressed stone 

will probably be cheaper than concrete block.

Concrete block work has become the standard solution to low cost wall construct

ion although it cannot compete pricewise with the indigenous methods mentioned 

above. It relies entirely on the availability of cement, not only for the blocks 

but also for the banding mortar. Cement which besides being expensive may in 

some cases be unavailable. Concrete block provides a sound wall although by 

itself it is not waterproof. This can be overcome by rendering the outside surface 

with a layer of sand-cement render of at least 1 0 mm thickness.

ematively a plain wall can be protected from rain by a generous roof overhang

or verandah with the base of the wall up to 400 mm above the ground painted with

bituminous paint. I, is important to note that there is no appreciable difference

m e rate of ram penetration between a 1 50 mm thick wall and one of 200 mm
making the former the better ,

, , . . lCe un ess structural requirements dictate a
greater thickness.

p| t , . P a  high enough standard, it is recommended that
plaster be omitted as an internal f i„: u u .
waM , lf ,, fln,sh fa r in g  in mind that for a fully plastered
wan half the cost of thp wr,ll
is a wash of j  9° 6S the P lasterin9- A reasonable substitute

....... .
*bed off in mosf cases w.th J  Pr'Ce ° f P 'aSter- The w° 11 c° "  ,he" be fm'

of gloss paint where a high I ^  ^  ^  C° ° '  ° f e™ ls!° n ° " d ^  ^
point of view bl L. qua lty washabie finish is required. From an aesthet

v ew, block work Is rath* a ii
traditional buildinqs I • r u and often out of sympathy with more

s it is rendered and lime-washed on the outside.

Bu^ t brick and stone walls sho I ,  r
this is not available U ^  â 'd w ith cement mortar but

strength. The reason f 000 ^  'nsfeacl without losing too much
walls gives the wall # # e Q̂borate bonding of brick and stone
° f  the joints Con \ obi I i ty which is not so dependent on the stren{

quality joints and sho Id ^ ° n ^  ° ^ 6r ^ar|d/ depend more on good

is 1 ess to be saved b e a 'WayS be la,d wTi'h cement mortar. In any case ther
1 °%  of the wall wh 0rT1l2lng on mortar where it only accounts for less th

whereas in brickwork it r .
k !t can be as much as 30%.

if
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timber wal Is

corrugated iron walls

thatched roofs

corrugated iron roofing

Timber walls are often not favoured because of their vulnerability to attack by 

termites. This need not be a deterrent where timber pressure impregnated with 

preservative can be obtained or where there are local species of wood that are 

not susceptible to attack. Timber combines high strength with lightness of weight 

and simplicity of construction and is ideal in hot, humid climates where large 

areas of ventilation can be gained by the use of louvres and shutters. It also 

lends itself to on-site prefabrication of wall panels, roof trusses, etc which can 

speed up the building process.

Corrugated iron has been extensively used for walls, being speedy to erect and 

effective in keeping out the rain. Its chief disadvantages are its very poor ther

mal insulation qualities, its need for regular repainting and the fact that it is 

usually manufactured from imported materials, which means it may become in

creasingly expensive. It has however frequently been used for temporary buildings 

in which a lower standard of construction can be more easily accepted. Such 

buildings often fulfil a useful purpose for a number of years before they are re

placed and even then the corrugated iron sheets can be carefully removed and 

reused for roofing a more permanent building.

Roofs

Thatching, whether of grass, reeds or plam leaves, can be compared to mud walls 

in terms of suitability. It has the same advantage of minimal cost and can always 

be erected, maintained or replaced with local materials and labour. The perma

nence of thatch depends very much upon the workmanship and type of thatch used 

A well laid roof of papyrus reed can last for more than ten years. Again a good 

indication is to look at the quality of workmanship and materials on neighbouring 

buildings.

Thatching has further advantages of good thermal insulation and lightness of 

weight, the latter allowing the supporting structure to be extremely simple, and 

to consist of wooden poles or bamboo for example. On the other hand, thatch 

can harbour insects or even snakes, there is some risk of fire and some leakage 

may occur in heavy rain but, as with mud walls, the thatched roof is quite suit

able for ancillary hospital buildings.

O f the sheet roofing materials, corrugated galvanized iron, (c .g . i . )  is by far 

the most common although by no means the most effective. As with other sheet
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page 138

asbestos cement roofing

aluminium roofing

ref 30

file roofs

materials, an orderly support structure is repaired with preferably a simple recti- 

linear roof shape to minimize cutting and wastage. The roof structure c 

light being more determined by the weigh, of a person mainta.n.ng the too 

the weight of the covering material. Some roof truss designs are shown later

Appendix Three .

The reasons for the wide spread use of corrugated iron is that it provides 

cheapest 'permanent' roof, it is light to transport and handle in construction an 

requires little skill to erect. Against this, it is becoming increasingly expensive, 

it requires some maintenance in the form of painting to retard rusting, it has v 'r 

tually no thermal insulation value and is very noisy in heavy ram. These  ̂ ^

two points can be largely overcome if some form of ceiling is installed alth

this of course increases the cost considerably.

In terms of performance, asbestos cement sheets are superior in almost every re

spect, particularly in that they are completely maintenance free, have
, . jj-,0 rnaio

sulation value and are quieter in heavy rain than corrugated iron.
, . and a v a il°

disadvantage is cost, which is usually higher than corrugated iron,

bility which depends much more on the manufacturing capacity of the co
(-j peedioQ

They also are heavier, requiring a more substantial support structure an 

more skill in construction if costly breakages are to be avoided. Break 9 

also common in transit over the poorer roads serving rural areas which m 

when ordering it should be made clear that only whole, undamaged she 

be accepted on-site. If it is available and can be afforded, asbestos ce 

sheeting should always be preferred to corrugated iron for medical build'

that

than iron

ity
In some areas aluminium sheeting is used but it is usually more expensive 

sheeting without very much improvement in performance. The rust-proof 9 ° ^

aluminium is somewhat offset by its tendency to corrode by electroly 

the alkali component in the concrete or cement mortars used to f*^ 

tween the top of the wall and the roof sheeting. If this is guarded aga'nst by 

separation or coating the vulnerable surface with bitumin, then aluminum 

virtually maintenance free. Aluminium is considerably superior to ^

ir° n ° nd C° mearab'e with asbestos thermally in that it not only reflects sun 
but is fairly |ow :n ;. . .

mission of the heat which it does absorb.

ates of day or concrete make a durable and attractive roof and 

f ° U9 * 67 Qre HeaVy Qnd b e fo r e  require a substantial supporting s t r e e t
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ref 27

shingle roofs

roof design

ref 26

mono-pitch roofs

J ------------- IL

• .  Recent studies in Kenya have shown that 
hey 0re not necessary  ^  “  .

several types _ s, of the supporting structure. Concrete 1.1es
even allowing for the add.t.ona c ^  ^  better insulators. The latter

have a poor insulation v a lu e J  “  cei|ing where the nights ore cold in that

sH0U,d however no b air ,  penetrate the building and after

If « d a r  is availab le no .mpregnated by prior soaking in motor oil
cypress is used, the sh.ng es s ^  of shing|e roofs

to .crease their resistance ,  «  ^  ^  ^  the overlapping pieces

serves little  purpose ,n th roof has dried ou, ond where the 0,1

w here water is retained after the

will not penetrate.

. , oe of ,he roof is as important as the choice of materials.
The overall shape and slope ^  ^  common solution due to its sim-

THe standard pitched roof w,t 9- • ^  materials to be used without cutting
p iic ity  Of construction wh,ch ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  supporting structure. The

and for economical roof truss® ^  ^  wh]cb h in turn determined by
cal design co n s id e ra te  ,s t e s ope o||owing minimum slopes should

• mnterial • As a general gu.de the covering materia

be adopted:
, , e tc  a i. with sealed ridge flashing

- single sheet c.g. '- 
-overlapping sheets of c.g .i •

- concrete and clay tiles 

_ timber shingles

- ,h0,Chin9 , block the roof slope should be such that there is a

"  ^  Wa" S We "  ^cutting of the blocks where the gable wall meets the under
minimum amount of g ives tbe bes, results.
side of the roof. In this respect a slope

-table for small spans of about 3 m having the 
A mono-pitch or lean-to cgn be laid almost flat (say 1:10).

advantage .ha, rf °  S' " 9 becaose it „  difficult to use a truss for the sup-
Large spans are less sat.sfac y ^  ^  ^  ^  steeper because a single roof.ng

porting structure and the P g steep slope on a mono-pitch roof

sheet can no longer be use -

1:5

1:3

1:2

1:1

1:1
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pped roofs

ceiling materials

softboard and polystyrei 

ceil ings

tends to create a high wall on one side of the building which is difficult to shade 

and wasteful in material.

Hipped roofs are more difficult to construct as they involve special rafters and 

cutting of the covering material. They also limit the expansion of the building 

in the long direction. A hipped roof does however save money in the masonry 

work by cutting the wall area to a minimum and also it gives what many people 

consider a friendly appearance.

Other more exotic roof shapes such as domes and vaults are not considered in 

this manual but can be appropriate where they form an indigenous part of the local 

architectural culture and in these situations their use is to be encouraged.

Ceilings

In climatic regions where either the nights are cold or the days very hot, then the 

installation of a ceiling is essential particularly if the roof covering has poor in

sulating qualities. It is also desirable to have a ceiling where extreme cleanli

ness is required such as the theatre and laboratory, although in most hospital 

rooms, including the wards, ceilings are not necessary from a functional point of 

view. In fact ceilings can present a considerable nuisance in that they provide 

excellent breeding grounds for insects, birds and bats, which in turn can create 

extremely unpleasant odours and a generally unsanitary situation. Ventilation 

openings should be well screened and bats can be deterred by allowing some light 

into the ceiling space. The omission of ceilings wherever possible is a sensible 

and worthwhile way to economize bearing in mind that the incorporation of a 

ceiling will add about 50% to the overall roof cost.

. ' Ul,ngs are needed for insulation, tradition*3
maienals such as Kn u
;n . i , 0/ PaPyrus or split sisal poles can be used, but sue
n9s ten̂  to harbour ver™; . . u

Where a sealed ceili • "  00 ^  therefore ^appropriate for medico 
mon answer, po| st ^ re9uired, softboard or expanded polystyrene is 1 

value. 75 yrene haV'ng aPPr°ximately 60% higher thermal insula

le

attacked by termite* and V ^  ° nd usual'■
°fl  9 mm thickness * sceptible to mould in dam

better insulator, is cheaper and un<
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hardboard ceilings

<-600-X-600->

□cc

plaster ceilings

or insects. It does however require careful handling both in transit and construct

ion to avoid chipping or cracking, but has the advantage that if care is taken to 

keep the surface clean, it needs no painting. If pointing is necessary then P .V .*  

emulsion must be used whereas a simple lime wash can be used on softboar

ceilings.

Hardboard of 3 mm thickness is the cheapest ceiling material which still gives a 

ood quality paintable surface. It is often seen sagging badly due to the too w,de 

spacing, usually every I .2 m, of the supporting battens. This common m,stake 
arises from the fact that when hardboard is new it has considerable strffness g.v.ng 

• of Strength It loses its initial rigidity after some months,r,,— *.— *——-v
, k  « » . . . . .  *»■ *> " •  ~  ”  2

, . Uoth directions. Hardboard is a poor insulator and vanes a

.......... — — ■

softboard.

, .,. qs are excellent from a performance standpoint, but they are costly

; ; ; ;  execute and therefore rarely seen in remote areas. Similarly,
• -lings with an earth backing, although having the advantages

............................ ......
case because of their great weigh, and poor appearance.

insect proofing

Windows and^DoglL

of 'window' in rural areas is a tim-
The amplest and probably most common type o ^  ^  ^  „

ber framed unglazed open,n9 ^ ^  ̂^  ^  solution for many

and a side hung woo en s u |aondrles, and even wards and offices

l lL a t ic a l ly  it is unacceptable, for example, where it is

cool during the daytime.

f. ,  essential to some spaces such as the theatre and laboratory and 
Insect proofing desirab|e for all rooms. The choice of material between
in some regions may e esir ^  ^  cost and availability as both

galvanized metal an ny °  lotter under the effects of ultraviolet
• to the former by rusting andeteriorate, tne
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timber windows

steel windows

>

louvre windows

doors

light. Any type of insect mesh tends to cut the free flow of a ,he area

wise open window and this should be taken into accoun w 

of ventilation needed.
3ments 

jinTimber framed glazed windows attempt to combine nature  ̂ 9 ^  ma*„

with variable ventilation, but in most cases they are unsa ^  to hold

problem being that for the small wooden frame around the op ^  ^  preserved

the glass properly for a number of years, it requires aHy the glasS

wood and expert joinery. Otherwise the joints w ill op • th the
. . of the above w "

will break. A recommended alternative is a com ina ion  ̂ vent ila '

glazed areas permanently fixed and so not liable to deterio  ̂ 0penings-

tion achieved by separate wooden shutters or louvres ov

qpcI p
Metal casement windows are widely made from standard stee *mately

vide a long lasting window as long as the metalwork is painte PP  ̂ capable
tilators beiog

every five years. Casement windows are quite effective ven though thefe

of scooping air into the building provided they open the right V jovm
I fixed panes cu

is no vertical control of air movement and the often large, ^r0hen

the total openable area. If the panes are small, the cost of rep ^  the
r. qs long

glass is minimal and there is no need for separate burglar proo i ' „ c;vely
d inexpenb

latches are secure. Casement windows are often made loca lly  o
ing •

from standard sections, but the quality should be checked before o

j boildings d° e
The adjustable louvre window has gained in popularity for me ' c ^et^

, r r f0 ry
to several factors. Firstly, it is inexpensive (cheaper than t e a   ̂(jCf/o open

casement); secondly it not only gives variable ventilation up to ^  ^ id ^

but also allows the direction of the breeze to be controlled; and f>n°  ^
, . tUe corre

ot opening can be used by simply cutting the glass louvre blades to f/

length. The objection to louvres, that they are more d ifficult to b  ̂ corp °1*"'

ial
,h

----ivv.HUH iu louvres, mat mey are more a i m ^ "  # orpO'
does not apply in many hospital buildings and in any case, bars can * 

ated horizontally between each louvre. One further advantage is that *  ^

ventilation is required, but not light, say in the lower part of exam in^ '0 

windows, the glass louvres can easily be replaced by an opaque mater 

asbestos or the glass panes can simply be painted white.

11 y ■
For external and internal doors a well ntade ledged and braced daor is o * °  ^ 5
best solution h l̂nr, u F lu5n

9 cheap, durable and capable of local manufacture- ^

recommended because the lower priced types which can compel®

the

are not
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door openings

>1.1  m < > 8 0 0 <

laintenance policy

eptible to impact damage by trolleys, etc an 
I edged and braced doors are sus faeing he,d together ent.re y

tend to disintegrate under harsh ^  requ, e a high level of craftsman-

by glue. Panelled doors are a, ra ^ q choice for main entrance

ship; if this "ls available

doors.
. . Qle and double are found in hospitals, but

• us of doors both sing n a bed or
Many different vr.dth those whlch, for any reason at a ,
in fact there need only be t«o  ̂ ^  wWch most be 1 .1 m w ide, an t ose
stretcher may need to be taken throug ^  need only be 800 mm

which w ill never have to oceo«-  excep, places where they^

wide. Double doors are not gen ^  ^  ^  volnerable to damage and are

will remain open most of ^  .important ventilation function in

difficult to use. Doorways O w level ventilation necessary m °

* „  7 ’ *  u . . .  » « » •  -  ’
areas. Doors with separate y be mQre extens.vely use .
I !  for both light and ventilat,on and dese

, 3 m a in t e n a n c e  AND IMPROVEMENT
. f building materials is their expected per-

An important factor in the seleC* '°"  u shouid go without saying that, «n
formance during the life of * -  ^  co5t should be taken^nto

considering moteriol costs, « ^  been the situation for a num er
nt as well as the Initial pnce. ,ntt,a, costs for sophist.cated,

aCC°  • lized countries to accep W|J| be mini-

^  ; ; ged and re.

h'9h d ^n developing countries .hi. pract.ce ^  mater;a|s ore even more

miZ6dd I r e  capital is extremely there is considerable

expensive than in * *  - " ^  le tte r 'sense to use lower cos, .oca, mater- 

unemploymeat in rural a teas,^  ^  ^  much oeeded employment.

iaU ' ,hemaintenanCe _  maintenance which is labour inten

ia,enance vs replacement A a, worn out elements whtch q roofing maler;al,

^  case it U fat better to add say cost, then be faced w,th

considerably gtea,e
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improvability

insect and fungal attack

It follows from the above that materials should be chosen which have a long life 

even if they require some maintenance during their lifetim e. This par i y

refers to the main elements of the building, the floors, w a lls , roof e tc , 

extra investment is really worthwhile. It is better for a given amount Y

to spend more on the superstructure and save on finishes which are often 

necessary, but which can in any case be added or improved at a later 

principle of improvability is basic to economic building where, due to lack 

funds, buildings must often be constructed in the simplest possible w ay in iti y

One important factor affecting the durability of buildings in tropical countr 

the deterioration of timber due to insect or fungal attack . Insect attack co 

mainly from termites and various wood boring beetles, and can be counterac 

by design considerations such as isolating all timber components from the grou 

with metal termite shields or, preferably, by treatment of the timber with som 

kind of preservative.

timber preservation ThePreservatives can be applied in a number of ways of varying effectiveness.
• Amere painting of the timber with preservative is almost totally  ineffective  an 

should not be accepted; the alternative on-site method of immersing the timbe 

for 24 hours in a bath of preservative is more efficient and acceptable where n
• l_ n<-

better alternative is available. Timbers should be immersed after all cutting 

been done to ensure that the preservative soaks well into any exposed end 9ra 

The best method, however, is to purchase timber pressure-impregnated at the 

beryard; this method is fully effective and although such treatment facilit-'es 

available only at main yards, it is worth paying the likely transportation sure 
to obtain it.

insecticides 

ref 8

A further precaution that can be taken, particularly against termites, is to P 

the soil beneath and immediately surrounding the building with a solution of 

Dieldrin. In practice this means treating the foundation trenches and all the 

ground upon which the building w ill stand with 4^ litres of 0 . 3% .D ie ld r in  emul 

s.on per square metre raked in to a depth of about 1 50 mm. Further protection ca

be gained by digging 0 400 x 400 mm trench around the building and treating «' 
with the same solution at a rnt* m .  , • the so*»l
in the trench n j  , °  ' treS Per metre and then reP laC'n9
’m *rencK a"d treating it iny In the same w ay. This latter practice, although
effective, should , W ay ' ™ 5 latter Prac"  '
watet running of, f° " ° ' ' ' ed ,he-  "  °  danger of poisoned groan
sun-dried hric Z  Th. life of mud and wattle, end

buildings can bp — «-i4nn
in place of n|a ;n 6 ex êncled by using a similar solution

P a,n V/Qter in the
of D 'e

rnud tak ing  process.
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fungus

timber seasoning

fire

self-help  construction

, In timber with a relatively high moisture content (over
Fungal attack on y occurs t of timber the fir5, place or by the

2 ° * ) '  USUa" y ty "  ith a source of moisture within the building, for ex-

HmT ;  ^am p'e .w her n areas such as floor or roof spaces which are not vent,-

"  “ n ° ' p  " T ly ' t o  keep the timbers dry. Fungal attack, which usually shows in 
,ated sufficien y ^  by avoiding the use of unseasoned t.mber

,He fOTm nm°- the type of conditions described above but os with insect attack, 

l d i ; ; " v e  d e f in e  is to build only with pressure impregnated timber.

n . — .  -  -  r j r i ' s r t r c .

, of fire in timber buildings or building components is often
Finally the danger tuis fear is generally unfounded so long as the 

feared. In single-story buddmgs „  „  also often the case
. nrpvent escape in case or

burglar-proofing ^  part!cularly foam cushions and mattresses

that the furnishings w . fore the fabric of the building catches
cause death by smoke mhalat.on on^ ^  ^   ̂ Hmber preservative containing a 

fire. Nevertheless it may • P™ ^  and not very effective. Some

flre retardant. Fire-retar an ^  ^  any timber of larger cross section

IOCal ,;mbe: S “ X T o O  mrn) Will resist fire for a considerable time.
(say more than ' UU x

4 LABOUR AND SELF-HELP

. v places of the principle of self-help especially
treat use has been made m man ^   ̂^ ||y confined ,0 the fund raising and 

, the building of medical un.ts. ^  ^  ^  cons,ruction process
rganizational aspects but can ^  ^  ^  can be made is

tself • The simplest on req aU such as concrete blocks or bncks. It

n the manufacture of bu, dmg ^  he,per5 w i,| be inexpert in building

. therefore in an operation
™ ,,e dS daena. of time m u, be allowed for supervts,on.

be used in the actual construction, thought should be 
If self-help methods are t *  ^  themselves to unskilled labour. For ex-_

given as to which P - ^  ^  using self-help manpower ,f the ma,n

ample, »  is e a s i e r «'
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walls and roof have been soundly erected by a contractor. In this conne

supply of self-help labour may be somewhat sporadic; this means that if

shell of say a new clinic building is quickly contractor built, it can be p

use while the secondary walls and windows etc can be completed at a m
surely pace on a self-help basis. Besides the potential cost savings that c ^

accrue from self-help methods, they are an important feature in encou 9* 9

involvement. On the other hand if self-help labour is misused, on abor

for example, it will have the reverse effect.

5.5 CLIMATE

ref 30

The effect of climate on building construction and materials is as complex as 

acute which makes generalized statements difficult and possibly misleading. 

Meteorological data should be consulted as well as local statistics and experi

roof design

O:

page 92 

roof shape

page 91

The key building component for thermal comfort in all tropical areas due to 
high arc of the sun is the roof itself. A lightweight roof is unlikely to provide 

comfortable environment in hot or cold climates unless the external surface is r 

flective, and insulation in the form of a ceiling is incorporated on the unders"
In this respect is has been shown that there is no thermal advantage to be gain 

by increasing the height of the ceiling, and there is little advantage in ven i 
ting the roof space. This is because in both cases the heat being transmitted

j.̂ 0
radiant and is little affected by the amount or temperature of the air between 

source and recipient surface. This being the case, it is virtually as effective 

the ceiling to follow the roof slope as it is to construct what may be a more e p 

sive horizontal ceiling. The ceiling material should be chosen with thermal 

lation in mind as well as the criteria already discussed in Section Two of this 
chapter.

r r  * ’• ~  * »  * .  m  . i  ■“ »  * *  “ t

a *  e|> t00f “  <U° l9 ' ' l,on Of shallower p ilch becre.se the r— f * * *

“  “ »  —  »  • , * .1 .  I- * « l '  "

effect. On th l^ h ^ h  " ^  ^  Wa"  wh'ch CQn haV6 °  benef5C‘a' ^
gives effective l ' ° ro°l: with a good overhang at the

Should be WalU on al1 the building. These f° ^ c

of this chapter 9eneral considerations for roof shapes in Secti
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heavy walIs 

Orn"

lightweight walls

solar protection

verandahs

effect of climate on 
Materials

. ... the design of walls to meet different climatic condi-
There are two approach materials ^  q ^  thermal capacity

tion,  THe first - »  ^  ^  capac,ty of a materia, is the extent

such as brick or cone ^ vo|ume and is proportional to the density of
to which it can a sor suited (0 p|aces where the days are hot
the material). This type of cons rue ^  ^  generally low levels of
and the nights cold such as dese^ ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  the W s  heat during

humidity. In these ^  ^  from hea, ing up rapidly and then at

“ w lT th e  air temperature drops, the walls emit their heat keeping the rooms

warm.

. ,, „  one made of lightweight materials such as timber or
The second type o wa  ̂ ^  [hermal capaci,y. This kind of wall »  suitable

open blockwork w ic a ^  on| a few degrees cooler, in which
where the days are hot and t e mg ^  absorbed during the

cose the structure of the from whatever drop in air
doytime allowing the maximum  ̂ ^ ^  ^  ^  „  high standard of venti-

,empera,: : r x - -  eas:,y the rooms'lotion SO that me

. it is important to shade as much of the wall area 
Whatever the wall construct,cm,^ ^  q ^  roof ang ,800 mm

from direct sunlight as po Glazed window openings are particular y
minimum for a wall of norma, e,g ^  ^  to enter but pre

f e r a b l e  in that the glass a o ,£ave the building creating

vents the lower temperature long ^  <fhet. . Windows can be shaded by

w h a t ’* * •  - effident ,f placed on ,he ou,side of ,he canopies or b in

glass.
• of areat value as shown by its extensive

dah is an architectural device From a climatic point of view.
The verandah is a _ ,rooical countries. From a c

traditional buildings in P w | |  of the building and cuts ou,

ovides shading for the whole ^   ̂ ^  source of discomfort. What-

e amount of the sky glare ^  fee ^  if the main faces of the
It or roof design, the

dings do not face north and south _
adverse effect on building materials.

a lly  climatic conditions can have a ^  ^  ^ f r a c t io n  of mater-

s which/ ov

in
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the cooling effect of rain, can cause cracking in rigid walls or roofs. Equally 

serious can be the expansion and contraction caused by wetting and drying action 

following rain which often causes serious cracks in concrete blockwork. Apart 

from protecting the walls from the sun and rain by an overhanging roof and the 

inclusion of a D . P . C ., cracking can be prevented by allowing frequent vertical 

expansion joints (about every 2-3 m in concrete blockwork) in the wall material.

ultraviolet deterioration The ultraviolet content of solar radiation can cause chemical changes in materials

resulting, for instance, in the rapid deterioration of bituminous products. For 

this reason asphalt roofs should be protected from direct sunlight by light coloured 

stone chippings, aluminium paint or even a coat of lime-wash. Paints deteriorate 

more rapidly when exposed to solar radiation since this is liable to cause the 

breaking down of polymerization and loss of plasticity which causes cracking and 

flaking.

FIGURE 51 
masonry type

masonry type

5.6 CONSTRUCTION EXAMPLES

In order to give some idea of the kind of construction that might be appropriate 

for rural medical buildings, two types are here described in greater detail. Each 

method has been designed bearing in mind the design considerations set out in 

Chapter Four and the principles of economical building outlined in this chapter. 

As with the design proposals, these methods of construction should not be indis

criminately copied. Apart from climatic and material differences between one 

place and the next, there may also be special factors such as earthquake condi
tions which must be taken into account.

timber
purlins.

lattice'
truss

concrete f]

block 1 
foo

at ion ' 'xc o n c r e t e 
^concrete strip 

ground level



FIGURE 52 
column type

column type

FIGURE 53
verandah type

yerandah type

hot and the nights cold. It also depends upon the availability of masonry mater

ials and probably requires a contractor to do the bulk of the work.

I • Plmirp 52 uses a basically open method of construct 
he second type as ^  roof and n0n-s,ructura, infill

with concrete or tm ^  ^  ^  fo c , imates with iin le

’• iL trb T tw e ln ly T n d  night time temperatures in which case the spaces be-
be filled in with lightweight screens of wood or reeds etc, 

„een the co umns ca ^  ^  e|ement of

„ ow,ng maximum v e n - '  £ ^  apd roof are erected a„  the

t ,  ............................. ............... —
■ridge cover

qalvanised
iron roof sheets

timber

oncrete block wall
V;:^':''\;oncrete strip footing

^foundation wall
:ground level

a 6 4 m wide block which would be suitable for many med
ia t io n s  S T O W  a  The she|| of the building only is shown to give an
Idings including wa ^  bui|, initially at a very low cost. Figure

fhe minimum amoun ^  ^ ^  bui|ding and 1 .6 m verandah, which

5 °  Var!a" 0n0* ! ate for outpatient buildings where the rooms are small,

,G m0 j  waiting areas are needed,prous covered waiting

ler
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FIGURE 54
masonry type showing a 
lattice truss

FIGURE 55
column type showing an 
A-truss

FIGURE 56
verandah type showing a 
cantilever truss

sections

13 x 75 mm struts 
50 x 75 mm purlins, 

roof pitch. 1 : 3

idge cover
38 x 75 mm rafter

26 s.w.g. cgi 
sheeting

^position of ceiling 
^ceiling battens

140 mm concrete blocks

wall plate' -open-joint
boarding

i [-timber 
4 shutters

/ 15 mm 1:3:6 concrete slab ■ ground level

I., ■ x225 mm hard core 
440 x 150 mm concrete footing

50 x 75 mm purlins 
roof pitch. 1 ; 3

ridge cover

x 75 mm struts
-open -3-joint boarding

-HO *  concrete bioc^

'44°  * c° re
"* footing

batten door

^ground level
'200 mm 
down stand

F W  5 4 .
4,640,15 in PartiCu| ^ ' ° nS thr° U9h the building showing the constru. 

,he ,yPe of the 1 h0W ,he - f  truss design can be varied accord*
the tyBe . ' ° r' how the r a a

S,2e ° f  I'he room T ^  ffUSS design Can be var' ed ° CC<
he A -frame truss in Figure 55 has the adva
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trusses

page 138 

infill walls

F 'GURE 57 
windows in

° P enings

that for a given external wall height, the ceiling of fhe room can be about .4 m 

higher which makes it ideal for large uninterrupted spaces such as wards. The 

lattice truss on the other hand (Figure 54) uses about the same amount of timber 

but is better adapted to cover smaller rooms which require flat ceilings (to avoid 

cutting the tops of partitions) or where part of the roof extends outside the build

ing to form a verandah as in Figure 56.

The trusses have been designed for maximum economy and ease of fabrication.

The A-frame truss is easier to make but requires joints of good quality because if 

any one of them fails the whole roof may collapse, also it uses fairly large timbers 

(38 x 150 mm rafters). The lattice truss is more complicated to make but due to 

the greater number of members and joints it can tolerate lower grade timber and 

some poor joints without failing. Also the timbers themselves are smaller in cross 

section (38 x 75 mm rafters) which may make them more easily obtainable. Econ

omical and tested designs for both types of truss are shown in detail in Appendix

Three.

masonry type

The question of how best to fill in the openings left in the main structure produces 

several alternatives. Figure 57 shows a masonry wall with two different window 

solutions. The first is a simple timber shutter over an unglazed opening with per

manent ventilation above. Adjustable glass louvres can replace the shutter either 

initially or as an improvement at a later date. The second is similar but narrower 

with additional fixed ventilation below the cill for areas where low level ventila-

tion is desirable.
fixed vents

t e of structure which can be infilled in a grear variety 
igure 58 shows the open^  P methodS/ such as mud and wattle, which

of ways including very s P The first example shows a small shutter with
, i se|f-help labour. i ne 1,13 r

can be exeCUtG X . amud and wattle wall. The second shows a larger
fixed ventilation above,set ,r- «̂  again with the alternative of timber
area of both variable and fixed

lass louvres for the openable par . 
shutters or glass louvr
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details

FIGURE 59 
detail sections

Figure 59 shows two alternative detail sections through the outside wall of a 

building. These are the kind of drawings from which a contractor could construct 

the building. They incorporate many of the guidelines mentioned earlier in this 

chapter such as the inclusion of a D . P . C ., a drop of 1 50 mm between the floor 

and ground levels and the provision of insect screening to the eaves.
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CHAPTER SIX - BUILD ING SERVICES

introduction

ref 23, 24

ref 1

Medical buildings are great consumers of water and sanitary services and their 

proper provision and design is critical to the health and well-being of the patients 

end staff. Because of this there are a number of by-laws regulating the design of 

water supply and sewage disposal systems. These by-laws should be consulted be

fore the work proceeds and, if possible, the advice of an engineer should be

souaht.

6.1 WATER SUPPLY

W ater is the most precious resource in the operation of any kind of health facility  

and an adequate and suitable supply must be ensured before burldrng commences. 

This involves assessing the demand for water, locating a suitable source and eve 

oping a system of distribution from the source of supply to the f.tt.ngs.

Demand

the demand w ill exceed the supply but wherever r 
In many cases member of staff is a reasonable minimum that

possible a supply

01oatient ana memuci -—  — -
of , 00 litres per ay per ̂  ^  ^  ^ ^  ava,|ab|e, ^  provision of water 

should be aimed a . connection it should be borne in mind that:
using fittings must be limited.

• fl litres to flush and will be used on average

- .........

__________________________________________ _
_ low level W . c .  suites use

hout 150 li,res each tim e ' " S USS
- a bath takes a therefore should be preferred to baths
-showers require only about 50 I,tr

where possible minute but this of course varies

- a tap usually delivers contro, exercised over

according to «■ dripping taps, etc can account for as

.  wastage of water throug e ^  ^  be guarded against.
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Water Source

hand-dug wells

The most obvious water source is usually a lake or river, but for sev ^

this may not be the most satisfactory. Lakes are often polluted, if no y 

trial effluent, then by animal and human waste, and bilharzia and other  ̂ ^  

borne diseases may be present, especially nearer the shores. If lake  ̂

be used, it is best to draw the water from as far from the shore as possi ^

water may be similarly polluted particularly if there is human se .1  ̂ h ere 

in fact it is safe to assume that any surface water w ill be contaminated 

fore require some form of treatment. In any case it must be ascertain 

supply is available all year round.

. (jiq a wel ^
In the absence of a good surface water supply, it w ill be necessary o

i i "f no geo'09
or sink a borehole. Finding water in this way is difficult particu ar y

ical information is available, but shallow test holes can be made by dri _
be bored using

50 mm diameter pipe with a pointed end or alternatively a hole can e
nsive

an auger. If a deep-water well is needed, then more elaborate and exp
1 j. Bore

equipment is required and the services of an engineer should be soug . ft'

holes

thanf y^ater
made in gravel beds near large rivers will provide a better quality o

jv even '•
can be found in the river itself and will often aive a year round supp

au9ed
th(

m

They

the

. be gauy
river is seasonal. The potential output of a well or borehole can

r. 11 Agal
by pumping the well dry and then noting the time taken for it to re 

local knowledge of underground water may be extensive.

vate •
Hand-dug wells are the most common requiring litt le  equipment to exc

are usually between 6 and 10 m deep with a diameter of 900 mm or 1 *2 ^

latter enabling two persons to dig at the same time. If the ground is at ° ^

stable the well should be dug a metre at a time and then be revetted

to protect the diggers. The top 3 m of the well should be lined with well I
, chould P

sonry an a waterproof concrete apron sloping away from the pomp |evel

the top from contamination. Wells should be situated on well d ||ut'or1*

9 nd above the flood level and at least 30 m from the nearest sour

e sophisticated method of making a well is to use concrete well * ^ ^jgh

system a section of concrete pipe of about one metre diameter by 8°  ^  ^

P Ced ° n 9round where the well is to be. A hole is dug the same ^

P P a that the pipe sinks into the hole. This process is repeated, eth °d
adding a furt. . ,  ̂ This

r section of pipe, until the required depth is reache
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springs

rainwater

rainwater conservation

rainwater storage

rc»inwater collection

. . .  digging and leaving a finished well 

,as the advantage of giving P«*ee,,“ | *  contaminated water in the upper

which is protected front pass,hie P ^  and ha5 a fairly high water
strata. „  is ntost suitable where the g .

sp,«  u " * ”v  — «  " j « s . — >Spnn9 . -f the water has been > a  stream which re-

r r ; ' r : :  ^  -  - — for
appears on the surface after a

a5Prin9' except perhaps for the presence of dust

. rorol areas is 9— '^  ^  * *  ’  the amount of water that can heRainwater m rural t be made of
particles, hut careful assessnte

collected and stored. from the roofs of the buildings of

Ass. min9 -o f au -  50

-  4 , * > ^  ^  per day, « .  p —

t0,al am° U° :  I  consumpHon rate of 100 P „  made t0 ,ast the

-  !dea' m'n'T y 45 da^. *  -  -  ^  ^  available d a ily  This last
a supply ° nly 12 lures per pa-i-t would he , water if

ore is extremely s ^ ava. iobleforba,h,ng and w

alternative sour fjve month's supply

d rate rainfall ^ J ^ e l y  a full year's supply a,
inareasofmoder ,ay is possible or  ̂ .;ca, to provide a year round

a. 100 litres per P * 16"  case it may he certain mon,hs. For

40 ^  daf;-n happens' the r a ^  Mtres per patient per day,

— ; f ' ; ; : PP.:  r ; : : ; hos; ;fal ^ ire .
example' f four months m
o v e ra d ry P eno 0x 2 .4m high-
tank measuring 1° ,dered in the design of the buddings.

aserved it must be cons, ^   ̂suffic;ent fall t0 avold

I ^ " " "
the formation stag
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selection of source

mechanical pumping

submersible pumps

of mono-pitch roofs will cut the cost of collection by halving the nu ^  ^  ^

ters and generally simplifying the system. Both roofs and gutters sh
. nfter o long ® /

clean and it may be necessary to let the first shower run to was  ̂ ^

period during which dust, leaves and bird-droppings w ill have accumu ate

When several sources are available they should all be checked 

selection made based upon the following criteria:

- the reliability of the source

- its purity
- the ease with which it can be supplied to the consumers.

Analysis of the suitability of water, though essential, is a | 

tory worker and cannot be covered in this manual .

iob for a skilled labora-

Supply

Water can be transported from the source to the hospital storage tanks y
Ived, a careful survey shoo

tanks to estab'
pumping. Where a considerable distance is invol

Dure
alternatively the height

be made to establish the relative levels of the source and storage tanl 
.. . . . ' , u-!nht the water
lish whether gravity feed can be relied upon or

is to be raised by pumping.

Where the money and a ready supply of power, either electrical or by P
, . A small

engine, is available then a mechanical pump is the obvious choic •  ̂ ^

direct drive 'displacement' pump is most suitable for shallow wells of op
deep. This type of pump has a cylinder below the water level with an P

• 0|6^
rod extending above ground to a source of power such as a petrol eng ^  

trie motor or windmill. If a windmill is used extra storage should b 

mes when the wind does not blow, but on the other hand only a ntrecr
pump is needed because when there is wind it operates conti 

on pumps can also be used up to a depth of 6 m.

small 

nuously- Q 're<

ered by
eeper boreholes of over 6 m a submersible pump, which must be p ^ p o ei

lectricity, ,s required. This is a more sophisticated device costing m ^ . c

requiring expert periodic maintenance. One consolation of using e 

,s that they can be used for pumping water at times when other 

f0/  electncal P °Wer are minimal. If the source of supply is from a river 

hydraulic ram pump may be appropriate. This type of pump w° rl<

|ake 

n the
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hand pumps

1 2

rope and bucket lifts

treatment

Page 1 07

|be»  with a low head, can be osed to

principle that a M ,  * much greater height by * * ■ * « ^

..... • ;:;i* --«-..*■ '
Often a hand pump in m.nd that typ. Uh

nlthough it should be pffeCtiveness diminishes w

• U^iaht above sea level. ,t is wise when selec 3
increasing 8 can a|so be made loca y- ^  for ,his w,||

give an md.c availab|e .

" * ” P"  - H - * - -

Even more basic ,5  |ltres per ^ s u p p ly  * « '

Became contaminated and the

the source itse lf 's Pur of purification before
pp|y will require som of

I areas the water supp V human consumption. The yp

ln many rUr°  d either for 9 * "- ° ' “  ce t0 place that general suggestions
W “ n ^  USe tred varies so greatly from P «  advice „  obtained be-
treatment required recommended

are of no value. are necessary,
fore deciding what proced

a y -—■—
aae needed depends upon:

capacity of water star  ̂^  ^  ^  medical oni,

" sizE ^ - ^ ,able
be anl°  |; 0f the source. fale the points previously

. 5t ,wo factors ore ,nsljf* fer must be cons.dered. If

*  ° f 'be fan  with the storage of ^  reservoir large enough

" ed in r n i d - *  «-* reliabd n o J l it r e s  per person (staff and patient* 

VerE th ree  dc*s - *> '* ' days is based upon the need for sett e
nt°  ed T h ep erio ^ f,h ree i i y for pump maintenance.

lay- is reqU,r , fl reasonable time al 
for 48 hours and

ther
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distribution

water pipes

*225» 

fittings

reservoir should have at least two separate containers to safeguard against leakag 

and to allow for periodic cleaning out without having to cut off the supp y

From the central reservoir water can be distributed to each department by g 

feed through small diameter pipes, 13 mm being adequate for the branch  ̂ ^

such as the theatre and maternity, for which the supply of water is critic , 

have their own storage tanks of about 500 litres to act as a secondary re 

times of shortage. A stopcock should be incorporated at the point whe 

supply enters each section of the buildings so that the fittings in that pa 

maintained and also so that low-priority users can be cut off from supply 

times of acute shortage.

. . . j .l screwed con'
Various piping materials are available. Galvanized steel piping w i t 12 •»
nections is tough, durable and available in a wide range of diameters fro

150 mm. Plastic pipes are increasingly popular due to their lightness in w

and lower cost, rigid P .V .C .  is suitable for larger diameters of 50 - 1 50 m

whereas flexible polythene is preferable for small bore systems. Some pro ^

is required for the latter from ultraviolet deterioration if exposed to sunlig

from sharp stones, if laid in the ground. Inside the building, plastic P 1P

be positioned out of harm's way, preferably at high level with galvanize
. /-tit reqo*r®^to fittings. It should be remembered that if polythene piping is usea 

closely spaced supports along horizontal runs to avoid sagging.

should

Cheap

causin9
Fittings such as taps, shower roses etc, should not be economized upon- 

fittings will not last the life of the building and are likely to malfunctio 

water-hammer (an annoying knocking in the pipes) or more seriously/ a 

of water through leakage.

Water Heating

A comprehensive hot water system whereby hot water is supplied from a

wash basin, shower and bath can be considered a 

mQny medical buildings. This is partly due to the cost of installation but 
importantly to the cost and availability of fue l. Even in areas where wood ^  

questionable whether, in view of the environmental pro___ . . - - cv/S'̂deforestation if • .
' wise to install a comprehensive wooa-burning

hot water V s

boilers and insulation Where considerable amounts of hot water are required, as for exampl
in the

—■■wuurs or not water are requirea, as t u i  ■

d kitchen, a simple gravity-feed system can be fabricated l ° ca
usin9
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solar water heaters

ref 23, 25

disposal method 

page 1 05

,  5Decific points where hot water is needed, g°s-
alntost any fuel for firing. For sp any case the distance

fired constant supply heaters are a ^  ^  ^  ^  shou|d be minimized and all

between the heating process a beat loss,
bat water pipes should be insulated to

• „  casts can be completely eliminated 
If enough capital is ava ilab le, then r u n n i n ^  A |though have

by the installation of one or severe ^  fo buy a unit from an expen-

been made for local fabrication i ^  ^  ^  a good quantity of hot

enced manufacturer. The Stan or ^  ^  seasons w ill take

water for most of the year in ^  considerab|y more pleasant. In Kenya a

,he cw "  ° day c° sts k sh 3ooo/' (us 54301 and would unit giving 1 litres
, for itse|f in less than two years,

probably pay f ° r " se

.2 W ASTE D ISPO SAL

• • a the type of waste disposal system to be used ts 
be critical factor in determ,n, ^  tbere is sufficient running water

se ava ilab ility  of an amp e wa ^  raatter away from sinks, sluices

nen a waterborne although due to the frequent misuse of water
md water closets is to be pref ^  ,0 have some pit latrines

;losets and local obiections to them,

;ven where water is plentiful.

.. . . . .  ,hen a careful estimate must be made of

If * •  “ PP 'y  ° f Water n° ' U  particularly w . C s ,  that can be kept opera
t e  number of water using 9 , ^  ^  ^  A  p„  latrine is far more

tional year around and t • ^  ^  shoy|d be remembered that 30 - 40

satisfactory than a w. . water c |oset for each person using It.

n.,®* °> “ d°' ""I “  , „ u . . . . . . »  300 - <°» i«™ f“  *“ h

- — — — ■ 
w • c • / •

considered.

- r  ° t  w l“ ' ' " " b ” T . r i i .  »»i.* ~ " * " ,y

I ^
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FIGURE 60
septic tank

section

plan

site plan sewer
manhole
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soakahes trench®^
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septic tank capacity

ref 23

contaminated waste

soakaways

breaking down the solid matter by bacteriolytic action. It is important therefore 

that the addition of detergents or disinfectants, which interfere with this action, 

be avoided. Theoretically, septic tanks should be particularly effective in tropi
cal climates where the warm temperatures enable the biological action to proceed 
at a maximum rate; this is often offset however by the failure to maintain an even 

flow-off of the effluent. Septic tanks should be designed to cope with all types 

of liquid waste, but surface water should be excluded. A typical design for a 

septic tank is shown in Figure 60.

The overall capacity required can be determined from the formula V  = P (Q+S) 

(where V  is the volume, P is the number of users, S is the volume of sludge stor

age - 120-150 litres per person is reasonable -, and Q is the volume of water 

discharged per person per day). The last factor (Q ) will vary according to the 

availability of water using sanitary fittings, however, it will always approximate 

to the amount of water consumed by the hospital. As a guide, a septic tank serv

ing say 6 w .c.s  and 6 bath wastes should be 2 m long by 1 m wide by 1 .6 m deep 

whereas one serving 20 w .c.s  and 20 baths should be 3.6 m long by 1.4 m wide by

1.8 m deep.

It is a common misconception that parts of the hospital discharging septic wastes 

such as the theatre should have a separate disposal system, but as waste from any 

part of the building may contain infected matter there is little point in this. It 

is, however, an advantage of a septic tank system that it isolates hospital waste 

from the domestic effluent of the surrounding community.

he effluent from the septic tank should be discharged into a soak-pit at least 

5 m from the nearest building or distributed into disposal trenches between 600 - 

00 mm deep containing ballast with sand blinding. The ground moisture thus
should be absorbed by growing fruit trees or vegetables to avoid

. „„u,
e appearance of * * *  ^  ^ ^  ^  years and buried or composted. As

moved per,ad,ca y, y the design of septic tanks and soakaways
[th all other s e w - g *  ,n s ° ^  wherever possible the
ould comply with thepre

• — r chould be sought,v ire  of an engineer

• ortant and depends largely upon the soil con- 
, 0f pit latrines is very ,np ^  from „  pit |atrine

,d topography of .be area.
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travel only a few mefres buf if
° f 30 m are nof uncommon. Fo th- ° ter fable 15 penetrated, fhen distances 

fhe nearest well or other source f ^ reaS° n ^  Sh° U,d ^  ^  3°  m ^
conditions, such as gravel beds th ^  SUPP,/’ ^  exfreme,y permeable ground

Qnd fhe Poss'hility of usFng water-Haht^*' ^  considerab,y
9ht pits examined.

FIGURE 61
standard pit latrine

FIGURE 6 2 ___>

f „u 'a,r!ne high water

H 4 J



pit latrine size

pit latrine design

1 50 mm

water-seal bowl

borehole latrine

built-up latrine

The standard pit latrine should be a minimumof 3 m deep with a diameter of at 

least 900 mm to facilitate digging. The volume of the pit should be sufficient 

for a life of at least five years, assuming that a capacity of 50 litres per person 

per year is required. Figure 61 shows a typical design.

The sides of the shaft can be generally reinforced with sticks and the top 600 mm 

should have a concrete collar either precast or made insitu. The top of the shaft 

is best sealed with a circular reinforced concrete slab of 1 .2 m diameter which 

can be precast and rolled into position. A 150 mm x 270 mm hole is needed in

the centre with two raised foot plates on either side. The upper sutTaee oi the

slab should be finished smooth with cement rendering and painted with two coats 

of a 5% solution of silicate of soda to prevent the concrete absorbing liquid 

sewage.

An improvement of this basic arrangement is the addition of a shallow water-seal 

bowl which is flushed manually. This prevents insect breeding in the pit, cuts 
down the odour nuisance and requires less than 2 litres of water to flush as com

pared to 8 litres for a w .c . cistern. The bowl, whether of clayware, concrete 

or plastic, should be fixed in such a way that it can be removed for cleaning.

The pit can be ventilated by a pipe protected by an insect guard.

A variation of the standard type is the borehole pit which is dug with an auger and 

is consequently narrower, usually 400 mm diameter, and deeper, up to 1 0 m. This 

provides an hygienic solution, but of necessity has less capacity and therefore a 

shorter life Boreholes can only be made in light soils containing no large stones, 

in which they can be drilled very quickly.

In places where the water table is close to the surface in the wet season, the top 

of the latrine should be built up at least 600 mm above the ground le ve l. The pit

should be lined with an impermeable material extending from the top to 600 mm 

below ground level. Below that the walls can be of open construction as shown 

in Figure 62.
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CHAPTER SEVEN - CONTRACT PLA N N IN G

introduction

ntroduction

Once all the decisions have been made concerning the layout and design of the 

new buildings and the materials and method of their construction, the procedures 

necessary for the actual building work can be started. This process includes 

broadly:

- the preparation of drawings and other information for the builder to use

- the selection of a suitable contractor

- the supervision of the work on site

- the final commissioning and occupation of the building.

The successful completion of each of these stages will make or break the project 

and should therefore be watched over most carefully. It is assumed throughout 

this chapter that a local contractor will undertake the building work but the same 

procedures are just as important if direct labour is to be used.

7.1 CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

The purpose of the contract documents is threefold in that firstly they provide a 

basis upon which a contractor can give a price for the work to be done; secondly 

they describe the works which the contractor undertakes to complete when he signs 

the contract; and thirdly they provide all the information which the contractor 

actually needs to construct the buildings. The contract documents usually consist 

of working drawings, a specification or bill of quantities and the contract itself.

Working Drawings

Working drawings consist of plans, sections, elevations and details of the site and 

buildings. They provide all the technical information necessary for the contractor 

to construct the building. They are technical drawings usually made by an archi

tect or draughtsman but this should not deter others from making their own draw

ings. Figures 63-65 show the basic drawings required as drawn by an architect 

using proper drawing instruments, but equally useful drawings can be made either 

freehand or with a ruler on squared paper. Drawings should be to a scale such as 

1:50 where 10 mm on the drawing represents 500 mm in reality, and show all the 

component ports of the building, noting the material from which they are made,
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FIGURE 63 
working drawing plan

PLAN

FIGURE 64
working drawing section

FIGURE 65
working drawing elevation

S ° UTW N A T I O N
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details

FIGURE 66 
free hand detail

site plan

their size and their position. Generally these will include:

- main elements such as: foundations, floors, walls and roof including the open
ings to be left for doors and windows

- secondary elements such as: doors, windows, partitions and ceilings

- fixtures and fittings such as: sinks, baths and w .c .s , shelves, cupboards and 

benches

- finishes such as: plastering, floor covering and painting

- service runs such as: sewers, water pipes and electrical wiring.

Besides the main drawings which show the overall layout of the building, a further 

set of detail drawings will be needed to show how the building is constructed. 

These will cover such items as the roof construction and fitted furniture and also 

doors and windows that may be made off the site. As with the main drawings, the 

details can be drawn freehand on squared paper as in Figure 66.

The only other drawing required is a site plan showing the exact position of the 

new building in relation to other buildings or landmarks on the site. This can be 

drawn to a small scale, say, 1:200 and should show any external works related to 

the construction, and all service connections to the building.

. working drawings should only be started after the design has been finalized

leted before a contractor can give an accurate price for the work 

I d  LtrthTcontract can be signed. Changes in the drawings after this stage

1  likely to cause additional expense.
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FIGURE 67
bill of quantities sample 
page

Bill of Quantities

A  bill of quantities is a document which lists all the materials and work to be on-

p. 9 9 Qn amount for each ltem, a sample is shown of a typical p°9e

• It IS most useful in that an estimate of the cost can be quickly ™ ade
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by simply adding the unit cost for each item and computing the total costs which 

added together give an overall price. It also helps the contractor with his pricing 

and ensures that the price he gives for the contract covers all the work. The 

proper pricing of a 'b ill' by the builder will not only ensure an accurate and real

istic price, but will result in a lower bid than would be made by using a more 

casual method of estimating. Also the 'b ill' makes the ordering of materials either 

by the owner or the builder a simple task.

making a 'b ill' Ideally a bill of quantities should be drawn up by a quantity surveyor, but as in 

most cases one will not be available, it ought to be possible for a doctor or admin

istrator to make a useful bill for a simple building listing all the major materials 

such as cement, timber and roofing material with a quantity for each. This will 

be essential if the employer, in order to keep control of capital expenditure, buys

page 126 all the materials himself, hiring the contractor on a labour-only basis. In any 

case it will pay dividends in both cost savings and in the smooth running of the 

contract.

specification If a proper bill cannot be made a specification will suffice to supplement the infor

mation shown on the drawings. It is similar to a bill giving a precise description 

of all the materials and items to be used in the contract. The main disadvantage 

is that the quantities are not included which means that the contractor must mea

sure the amounts needed from the drawings in order to make his estimate. Conse

quently estimates from say, three contractors will not necessarily be comparable.

The Contract

The contract is the legal document which binds the Employer or building owner 

and the contractor or builder to an agreement in which the contractor undertakes 

to construct the buildings according to the drawings and bills of quantity within 

a given length of time, and the employer undertakes to pay the contractor an 

agreed sum of money upon satisfactory completion of the work. If an architect 

is employed, he is the third party to the contract and although he is usually re

tained by the employer, he stands as arbiter in the case of contractual disputes.

contingencies It is clear that the contractor only agrees to build the works as described in the 

drawings and bills which accompany the contract and therefore can claim extra 

money for any necessary work originally left out. For this reason it is imperative 

that the drawings be checked carefully and that a contingency sum of at least
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10% be allowed for the inevitable omissions. This amount should be kept separate 

from the contract otherwise the contractor will tend to use it up as a matter of 

course. Most contingencies arise in the initial stages when the foundations are 

being made for it is then that unforseen problems such as pockets of poor soil are 

most likely to come to light. It is therefore not unreasonable if a larger percen

tage of the contingency sum is used up in the earlier stages of the contract. For 

example the cost of the foundations should only be about 1 0-1 5% of the total con

tract sum, but 20-30% of the contingency sum may be used up during this stage 

of the work.

contract clauses Besides the basic agreement involved, a good building contract should also include 

further conditions to ensure the smooth running of the building phase. The follow

ing areas at least should be covered.

start and completion dates The contract should specify when the contractor can take possession of the site and 

on what date the works will be finished.

damages for delay If the contractor takes longer for the work than is agreed for reasons not approved 

by the architect, (see below) then he should be required to pay damages to the 

employer. The amount should not constitute a penalty but should rather be deter

mined on the legitimate loss to the employer caused by the delay in occupying 

the building. This is normally assessed in terms of loss of rent or business but in 

the case of a hospital, a fair amount would be 10% of the value of the uncom

pleted work divided by 52 to give a weekly rate.

incentives If time is particularly important, it is in order to offer the contractor an incentive 

bonus scheme whereby he is paid an amount for each week that his actual finish-

'n8 ^  Pr6CedeS ^  ° 9reed *»•.. but any such scheme should be 
arranged outside the contract.

extension of time
In s°me circumstances the
the completion of th Gc,0r may have a justifiable reason for delay 'n 

tifiable is whether th cr'*’er'on for determining what is i 

the Hme of sian-  ̂l COuld Possibly foresee the cause for the delay ^
°ts.gn,ng the contract . , -aned

lust before the start of ' "  6 WOu,d be if the contract was 9 
been held up by fhe ^  ra'ny Season/ the contractor cannot claim that he ho5

lf 0n the other hand ther ^  ^  allowed for in hIs Pr09ramm,n9, 
mal,y dry time of yeQr . ^ UneXpecfedly heavy rain for several days at a nor 

Same number 0f ^  C° nfract could reasonably be extended by
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granting of extensions

building regulations

variations

insurance

defects

provisional and prime 
sums

The same reasoning can be applied to other common causes for extension requests, 

such as difficulty in obtaining materials or shortage of labour. Examined in this 

way, it is found that very few requests for extension can be justified. On the 

other hand the contractor's difficulties, particularly in obtaining materials and 

skilled labour in remote areas, deserve some sympathy and understanding in con

sidering claims for extension. It is wise to ask the contractor if he has taken these 

things into account when he first commits himself to a completion date.

The contractor should be responsible for complying with any rules, regulations or 

by-laws passed by local or central government relating to building, although 

approval of the drawings should have already been gained by the employer. He 

should inform all interested bodies, including utility companies and pay any 

necessary fees for such things as stopping off existing water or electricity mains.

Inevitably there will be some variation from the way the works were originally 

described either because of an omission in the original drawings or because some 

new item is to be added. In this case the contractor should provide a separate 

estimate for the work and materials involved and if the estimate is acceptable he 

should be instructed to go ahead and the payment duly made. On no account 

should the contractor proceed with any variation without permission of the archi

tect or the employer.

The contractor should be required to take out an insurance policy against injuries 

arising out of the work on site otherwise the employer may become liable.

It should be specified that the contractor make good any defects such as cracks, 

and mistakes such as the wrong placement of doors or windows which arise from 
faulty workmanship. This obligation should extend at least three, and preferably 

six months, beyond the end of the contract when shrinkage cracks for example 

will still be appearing. Ideally, the defects liability period should be long 

enough to encompass the normal range of weather conditions especially the rainy 

season when faults in the roof for example may first become apparent.

cost Certain lump sum items may be included in the contract. Provisional sums are 
amounts to cover items which cannot be described, and therefore costed, at the 

time of tendering such as restorative work to the site made necessary by the new 

works Prime cost sums (P .C . sums) can cover items such as equipment and furni

ture for which a separate price, from a supplier, has been obtained before tender

ing making it unnecessary for the contractor to estimate those items.
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payment The method of payment of the agreed contract sum is most critical to the control 

of the work by the architect or employer. The best procedure is to make paymen 

in instalments either monthly, in which case the work done during the past mon 

must be valued (this is really only possible for larger jobs where a quantity sur

veyor is employed) or else at definable stages in the work such as slab level, wa 

plate level, completion of roof etc. The latter method is preferred for small 

developments in that the amounts due at each stage are easier to assess.

cost breakdown To help in estimating the amount due at each stage it is best to ask the contracto 

to break down his total price giving a price for each part of the work, either at 

the time of tendering or before the job begins. Although it is d ifficult to gener 

alize, the following breakdown for a typical low cost building can be used as a 

guide:

- foundations 1 3%

- floor 6%

- external walls 14%

- internal walls 13%

- windows and doors 1 0%

- roof 20%

- sanitary installation 18%

- electrical installation 6%

time of payment Whichever method is chosen, it is absolutely vital that payments are not made 

until the corresponding work has been completed and inspected thoroughly/ Pre 

ferably by an architect. Once the money has been paid it is extremely d iff 'cult 

to persuade a contractor to rectify poor or inaccurate work. On the other ha 

once the work has been completed satisfactorily, the contractor should be Pa '  ̂

promptly so that he can pay his workmen and buy further materials for he w ill 

usually be short of capital. Even so payments should be made for only 90% 

value of the work completed, 10% being retained until three or six months af 'sr  

completion by which time all defects should have been rectified.

arbitration
p l ' l ' -  Sh0U'd ^  ^  'n QdVanCe ° nd laid * " ">  1" contract that an/ <*'5'

selves Z u ld  1 ' ° f ftKe W° rk WHiCh COnn0t ^  S6ttled b6tWeen ,He ParH6S
architect, surve ^  ^  mdependently selected arbiter, preferably a ^  

yor or other person familiar with building matters, whose eC
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standard forms

page 1 39

competitive tendering

w il, be fina l. There are several advantages of a rb itra te  aver normal legd P 

feedings far rhe settlement of bailding dispafes. Firstly it .  < ^ e r ,  an impor 

ant factor when work on site maybe at a standstill; secondly It cos, a good deal 

because lawyers are not normally retained; and thirdly the arbiter w, I be an 

'expert1 as opposed to a judge who may be quite ignorant of budding techmca . 
: :  An orbiter can usually be appointed by the head of the architectural pro-

fessional body.

r  siderable space has been devoted to the contract, reflecting its importance in 
lt i5 all too easy to enter into a loose and friendly agree-

*• r : r . -  » - — ■ * » -  -  * -  -
,  Uems arise. If some of the suggested contract clauses seem

I T T , !  L l o n l c t o r  this is not to imply intolerance of his problems but rather 
• ,a be tolerant aver specific troubles that arise if generally one is 

that ifti; gT h i n  a sound legal framework. It should be borne in mind that the 
l l c t o r  Himself will often be inexperienced in the administrative aspects of

i a aaareciate guidance and co-operat,on ,n many areas.
his work and may appreciate g

r ti-nct are designed for large scale projects and are in- 
Most standard forms o con ^ ^ therefore recommended that a

for small works, should be used.

2 TENDERING

Mv accepted methods of selecting a building contractor. The 
Here ore two genera y competitive tender. In this method a num-

1 -  -  *  -  “  T i t l e  1 3  six, are selected and each asked to 
,er of con tracts  ( -  ^  ^  ^  drawings, b il, of quantities, if avail-

srepare an es i enerally the contractor who submits the
3ble and the contract c o n d , , ^  - ^  ^  ^  he has priced

lowest estimate or ten er , s ^  ^   ̂ choVce, on|y those con

fer the complete |o . ^  ^  and wbo are capab|e of preparing a

(ractore whose war »  ^  ^ . The tenderers should not know who

proper estimate shoul ^  period (two. three weeks) should be allowed

their competitors are an ^  shou|d ^  submitted in sealed envelopes

for estimates to be prepare  ̂ t;me tbe presence of on indepen-
by a specified time and opened

dent witness.
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checking the estimate Before the contract is signed with the lowest tenderer, his estimate should be 

scrutinized to ascertain that he has considered all the work in his price and is 

satisfied with the amount of time allowed for the job. It is difficult to check 

contractor's prices without prior experience of local costs, but it might be

page 124

to compare his cost breakdown with the one given earlier in this section to se 

any items are disproportionately highly priced. If a bill of quanities is used , 

contractor's figures should be checked against the quantity surveyor s estimat

fluctuating contract The tender should also include a list of rates for both labour and materials u 

the estimate so that future variations can be priced properly and, more impor 

so that future claims for the increased cost of labour and materials can be prope y 

assessed. This last point is particularly important if a fluctuating price is aske 

for whereby the contractor makes his estimate at current prices and then is alio 

extra money for increased costs beyond his control. It is recommended here, ho 

ever, that only fixed price tenders should be obtained.

contract signing Finally, before the contract is signed it should be absolutely clear that the con 

tractor understands and accepts all the clauses of the contract. A contract is on y 

valid if the parties to it fully understand its meaning.

negotiated contract An alternative to competitive tendering is to enter into a negotiated contract.

This is applicable where there is only one contractor available or where a par 

cular contractor is well known and trusted by the employer, possibly through p 

work, and is therefore preferred for the job. In this method the contractor pr 

pares his estimate in co-operation with the employer and architect. The adv
r '  andtage of this system is that the contractor can be brought in at an earlier stage 

his local experience drawn upon for decisions about types of construction and 

materials which could involve cost savings, and also so that materials which 

long delivery times can be ordered in advance of the start on site. The disadvan 

tage is that the safeguards inherent in the competitive system do not apply 171 

it more difficult to be certain that the negotiated price is as low as it should be 

This system should therefore be avoided if possible, especially if the services of 

architect or quantity surveyor are not available.

direct labour A further alternative is to use the so called 'direct labour' method of b u i ld s  *« 

quantities6mpl0yer ^  * *  buildin9 ™ te ria ls  from an ordering list (a bl1' °

the employlTn ^  ^  ^  ThU meth° d
re or9ar" zational work because he is in effect acting as '
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purpose of supervision

„  . . .. . s been found to be the most foolproof way of get-
contractor but for sma P  » ' ^  where there „  n0 experienced or reliable

■fed °  F om  and a l t o M  « « “  a " " " ” 1 " "

— • *  - r t c  ; r — — — ■ *•
* •  -  • ' r T „  ih . p . . - »  -  *•  ” * » *  * ,k*  - r 7

7.3 APPROVALS

be sent out to tender or a contract can be signed, all 
Before the drawings can ^  authorities. In rural areas this

necessary permissions must ^  ^  witWn whose jurisdiction the site

w ill be a matter of contacting ^  ^  The procedure

falls, who w ill certify comp ian Rowings together with a completed
is usually -bat a p ie l i - a r y  ubm ssion ^  ;nspector or his representa-

application form is made to t • c ^  recommendations for changes. The

five W ill then give his commen P ^  for officia l approval,

drawings should then be revise a Health should be sought and

-  — ' — ;  y Z Z Z .  p o p u la r ly  if  they are to be respon
s e  Ministry of Wor s ou a, sometime in the future.
sible for the maintenance of

Sorities should be consulted from the earliest stages of the pro-

t t l o t ^ e l l a ,  approval of the scheme becomes merely a formality.

4 s it e  SUPERVISION

. on sUe should be carried out daily, making it unlikely 
jervision of the wor (<J matters w;,| be available for t e fas .

.vertheless, tni*
;st be undertaken conscientiously.

. • n Of the contractor, work is simply to ensure that the bulld- 
,e point of supervision of t ^  ^  drawings. It only becomes a prob-

gs a -  constructed accor in ^  ^  contraetor,s ability or motivation and when
,m when there is some ou ^  ^  visi, the site infrequently. In these cir-

-  - chUeCt ° r hU ^ t 'b e v - lh e d  daily by some interested representative of the 
umstances the site mus
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clerk of works

employer. The person with most interest in building matters should be selected 

for this job and he should take the time to go through the drawings carefully with 

the architect noting particular points where problems may arise. Although such a 

site representative will probably be a layman in building terms, his interest in the 

work will in itself have a beneficial effect.

O f course where an architect is retained to provide a full service, then he w ill be 

responsible for supervision and will probably appoint a clerk of works to remain 

permanently on site or at least through the critical stages of the contract. There 

are many areas where the work on site can go wrong and it is only by a thorough 

understanding of the drawings and careful supervision that errors can be avoided. 

However, there are a number of things particularly to look out for.

foundations Make sure that the trenches are dug to a depth at which the ground is solid and 

undisturbed and the bottom is flat and the sides are vertical. Topsoil which usually 

contains organic matter should be removed over the area of the building to a mini

mum depth of 150 mm and any pockets of poor or loose soil below that excavated 

and filled with well compacted hard core.

concrete floors Care should be taken that the hard core under the slab is well hammered down and 

any remaining cavities filled in with finely crushed stone or sand to avoid crack

ing of the slab due to uneven support. Check the ingredients of the concrete be

fore mixing. Unspoiled cement should be smooth like flour; granulated or caked 

cement (spoiled by water) should be rejected. Sand should be fine and clean and 

contain no organic material; sea sand must be washed to remove the salt, which is 

harmful to cement. Gravel aggregate must also be clean as well as hard and not 

too smooth of surface. Check also that the proportions of the mix given on the 

drawings (always given in the order, cement-sand-aggregate) are followed by the 

contractor, and that they are well mixed with not too much water, say five times 
as much water as cement.

concrete placing Make a point of being on site when the slab is cast so you can check that: the 

ground surface has been wetted, the correct thickness is being poured, provision 

for any necessary expansion joints is made, that the work is done swiftly without 

breaks (all concrete should be in place within an hour of water being added) anĈ 

that after trowelling smooth the work is covered with damp sacks or straw for at 

least three days. The reason for wetting the ground beforehand and keeping m°ist 

castmg «  in order to avoid water being lost from the mix too rapidly- The
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masonry walls

setting of cement is a chemical process requiring the presence of water and not, 

as is sometimes thought, simply a matter of the mix drying out unt.l .» is har .

First inspect the blocks, bricks or stones to be used, particularly that their thick

ness dimensions are within a tolerance of 5 mm. Badly chipped blocks and twisted 

overburned bricks should be rejected. If concrete blocks have ,nsuff.c,ent cemen 

they will be brittle. A simple test is to drop the block onto a hard surface 

shoulder height, if it breaks into pieces then the quality is poor. The mortar used 

should be checked as to the quality of cement or lime and the sand making sure 

there is a minimum of large particles. It is not good practice to soak con re
i • this will result in shrinkage cracks after drying out. On

proving the mortar set.

masonry laying
|n fhe masonry laying, check that the walls are plumb and true and of even thick-

P , the better. If the wall is to be unplastered then good quality 
lumps of mortar e c ^ ^ a|w ay5  a good idea to ask the mason to make a 

block laying muste ^  which, if satisfactory, can be used as a yard- 

°  square me ch ^  ^  M  this stage it may be as well to

t e a tape measure that the sizes of rooms and the positions of door and 

window openings are in accordance with the drawings.

roof

f. timbers should be straight and long enough to avoid joints in the main 
The roofing tQ be app|!ed on site, make sure that the wood ,s
members. If preserve iv . The rafters should be securely 

totally e_ di. g

f!~ d 7 "  :  I le :  l e n t  the roof blowing off at some future date. The 
be|0w the wall P ^  ^  undamaged and be of the right gauge which
roofing sheets sou f must be completed before internal fin- 
should be marked on each sheet. The

ishes, joinery or fittings can be stare .

fittings and fixtures

. doors windows, cabinetwork, etc, will be made off the site, 
Many items such as « ^  ma!n contractor asks approval for this, ask him 
often by a sub-contractor^ ^  ^  ,f sat!sfactory, keep it and then give 

to produce a samp e o ^  .fems made for the building will be to the same

^ Cia,'y SanUOry aPPlianC6S' ^  fiX6d "  ,hS
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care of materials

correct height and also that doors and windows open the right way accord' g 

the drawings.

It is the contractor's responsibility to take proper care and ensure the secur' y 

materials on the site. It is particularly important to protect cement from da p 

and sunlight and to ensure that timber is stacked off the ground. Valuab 

such as windows, ironmongery and sanitary fittings should be kept in a lock 

store. It is also a good idea to check with the contractor at regular interv
r • 1 L.*-

whether he has sufficient materials on-site to avoid future delays. 1 in °  

about any material or procedure on site, never hesitate to ask the contract 

his foreman and, if a satisfactory reply is not forthcoming, seek advice else

building inspection

7.5 COMPLETION AND HANDOVER

There are two stages in the completion procedure for a building. The first is 

date when the building is ready for occupation which should coincide with th 

date for completion given in the contract. The second is the final complet! 

which takes place at the end of the defects liab ility  period, 3-6 months after 

practical completion according to the contract conditions, by which time al  ̂

defects in the work should be rectified and the final account settled by relea 

the 10%  retention sum.

A thorough inspection of all the work should be made at each stage. Before 

pation the employer ought to be satisfied that the works are substantially c°   ̂

in accordance with the terms of the contract. Each room should be examine
page 142 items checked off (a sample checklist is given in Appendix F ive) as either sa 

factory or requiring further attention. In this way a list of defects can be mad 

which the contractor must put in order before the final completion date. 1 

tempting at this stage, when the long ordeal of the building period is over a 

there is pressure to occupy the building, to ignore what may seem to be triv 

matters such as paint on the windows, badly fixed door handles, etc, but 

tractor has allowed for putting these things right in his tender and should be 
quired to do i t .

installation checking

: r : ; r ° n * ■ * be 9iven *> >. * .  ^  ;°r
: : : : : : : : must be —  -  -  ^

°  v ^ b le to enlist the help of someone w ith  techn ica l kn°
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nal inspection

-— > - - * r::rr,r
must be sought.

, , ,  be slmp|y a matter of making sure that all the defects

,K .  »l -r'«“ •h; ^  , „ t  „ d -
noted at practical complet  ̂ wh,ch have arisen in the meantime are 

shrinkage, cracks, and rain̂  ̂ g.yen reasonable access to the building dur- 

dealt with- The “n,ract°r 5 .sponsible for incidental damage during th.s

do repairs on a fee basis.

completion

. • ompleted satisfactorily, the certificate of completion 
After the final inspect.cn .. ? ̂  ̂ Mention sum. This effectively 

can be signed and the con rac for the employer to ensure— *■ : j- -— -—
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APPENDIX ONE - ARCHITECT’S FEES

method of calculation

Architect's fee scales vary from country to country; the information given in 

appendix is therefore intended only to provide a guideline as to how much m 

should be set aside for fees in the provisional cost estimate. If an architect 

be retained, a full scale of fees and a set of conditions of engagement should 

obtained from the architect himself or from the national regulating body f ° r 

architects.

Architectural fees are usually worked out on a percentage of the total contrac

value, the actual percentage varying according to the value of the contract

the extent of the services provided. If an architect is hired to design the sch

produce all the drawings and supervise the work on site then a full fee is charg

For a small job of say, less than K sh 40,000, the fee would be 1 0%  of the co
, of

tract value, this figure decreasing incrementally to 6%  for larger contrac s 

say, K sh 320,000 in value.

partial service In remote areas it may be impractical for an architect to provide a full servic / 

but he may nevertheless be retained to prepare a design or a design and work 9 

drawings. For this partial service a proportion only of the full fee is charged 

In order to assess this, the work is divided into five stages which themselves 

to the programme stages set out at the beginning of each chapter. They are.

• • 0 C i* 10 fa - inception - preliminary discussion with the client and formulation ot a 

b - preliminary design - the preparation of sketch design proposals 
c - final design 

d - working drawings 

e - tendering and site supervision.

The proportion of the full fee due can be worked out according to the fo llo w '^  
percentages:

Stages a and b = 16.5% of the full fee 
UP to and including stage c = 33<y0 .. ■■ „ ..

Up to and including stage d = 7 5 %  » n n u

= 1 9 *  .........
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work to existing buildings

fees and building cost

time charging

t of existing buildings, the amount of architect- 
For the conversion or J onding contract value tends to be
ora, work is considerable whereas ^  usoally charged for this kind

low. This is reflected in the h.g of under K sh 160.000 would carry
of work. For example, a smo con Q00 wou|d be charged at 1 C%.

a fee of 12.5% and a large job

. h ro mnkes the undertaking of _x. *,k  nature maxeb
The percentage system for ^  "  e . The archi,ectural work involved
lower cost p ^ c t s  by a n ,  ^  ^  grea, U no, greater than

in Ike design and but the fee is considerably less, often

for medium or expensive-J ,s costs.
even enough to cover the

hitect on a time basis to undertake a spec, 
This can be overcame by hiring an arc ^  he charge at a rate of

around0 .i5%  of his annual sola yp

utilized to the fullest-
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APPENDIX TWO - SURVEYING NOTES

plan dimensions

The aim of a survey is to determine the dimensions of the site, its physical char 

acteristics and the nature and position of natural and man-made features. In 

practice the main task is to locate and dimension the boundaries and establish 

and quantify changes in level.

For a site with straight boundaries the fixing of the main features in the horizonta 

plane is a simple matter. The main steps as shown in Figure 68 are:

- measure the length of each side of the site

- measure the diagonals

- select one side (usually the longest) as a base line

- beginning at one end, measure the distance of important features from the bas 

line and their position along it

on a large site each boundary line can be used as a base line or new base l 'n 

can be set up within the site parallel to one of the boundaries

dimensions from the base line to the object must be taken at right angles to 

base line (check by making a 3, 4, 5 triangle).

FIGURE 68
surveying a regular site
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FIGURE 69
surveying an

levels

levelling

irregular site

For sites with more complicated boundary conditions the same pnncp es are fo 
,  eDt that four base lines, making the largest rectangle possible w.thm 

7  ;  Pof the should be set out as shown in Figure 69. The base lines can 
aneS the site or simply strings tied between pegs stuck into the

be T t  b— are plotted by taking right-angular dimensions at regular 

9 U along the base lines. Important features are positioned relative to the
: : t s  and ogain additional base lines may be necessary for larger sites.

vSIGNIFIES MEASUREMENT 
TO BE TAKEN

sL-r-m*-3 Base line
90

existing
building

BASE LINE

.sir

90

90
n_

Z L _______SITE BOUNDARY

. or 'levels' is a more complex matter especially 
The fixing of vertical d,menS' °  .$ ^  divide ,he site up into a grid related to 

on a hilly she. The depends upon the irregularity of the levels but
the base line, the sice of * « ^  ^  g, d then chosen as the datum
a 6 m grid would be typ.ca • ^  ^  ^  ^  (o ,K  To do this a levelling

a„d the levels of the other po, ^  ̂ ^  surveyor's level is not available,
device of some kind must e os  ̂  ̂ )w e l can be used as shown

a builder's spirit leve! or, 

in Figure 70.

. steps as shown in Figure 71 ore:
Jhe mam steps

, level at position 1
holds 0 rod vertically at position 2

second person holds
- a
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- view the rod along the level marking the height observed

- measure the height from the mark to the ground (x)

- note the height of the level (y) which is a constant

- subtract x from y to give the level of position 2 relative to position 1 , (if 2 is 

lower the height will be a minus quantity)

- repeat this procedure for all positions on the grid visible from position 1

- for distant points or ones obscured by the terrain, move the level to a suitable 

point whose level has already been established.

Once all the levels have been worked out they can be brought into positive fig- 

ures by adding a number greater than the largest minus quantity to each of them. 

Additional levels can be taken where it is anticipated that new buildings w ill be 

sited or where there are particularly sharp changes in le ve l.

FIGURE 70 
pendulum level

NOTE:

f t U C U R A T ' P  m r  ,  -  i _ .u w r .l J  r u  s w x m

] A DISTANT OBJECT ^ J^STING THE SCREW SIGHT' 
HE l e v e l . IS T h e SAME WHEN SIGHTING
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FIGURE 71
levelling method

site characteristics
Other observations to be .ode on site and included on the survey Rawing are: 

- the general type of vegetation and the position af trees and shrubs and their 

condition
of rock outcrops. th e  soil conditions and the presence

the form of streams, ponds or swamps
- the presence of surface water in

.  the points of the compass
and the direction of prevailing winds 

and their physical condition
.  the position af existing buildings

■ • „ f  existing roads and services and their size 
- the position of exisnny

. . ,d be combined on a site plan drawn to a scale of prefer-
All this information s o  master plan for the project.
ab,y 1=200 which can be used as the has,
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APPENDIX THREE - ROOF TRUSSES

page 1 03

FIGURE 72 
roof truss designs

Figure 72 shows, in detail, two alternative roof truss designs the general featu  ̂

of which are described in Section Six of Chapter Five. Both trusses are design
i i  i m . i  The timber used

to span 6.4 m at a spacing of 1 .6 m and both have a slope o

is second grade softwood (cypress), the size of the members being =>h ^

drawing with a list of total amounts which can be used for ordering. The s

of the joints is important and the number of nails (50 mm long for the A
• l Half of the38 mm long for the lattice) required at each connection is shown.

nails in each case should be d : J ____A hnlf from the other.

A ,2 no 100 x 19 mm PLATES
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a p p e n d ix
POUR - SHORT FORM CONTRACT

page 1 22

. n,mct is suitable for small and medium-sized pro- 
The following short form o co |f b a general form and each
jec,s up to a contract^value of ^  ^  fhe contract set out in

clause should be studie in I ^ faiU to meet the specific requ,re

section One of Chapter e v -  ^  The contract wording

ments of the project .» s ou ^  ^  ^  a|| ma,ters are to be

—  “  c l , . —  - I—  —  11 >
settled between the Employer „  retained He should advise an

to o mutually appointed arbiter, 

the best form of contract to use.
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SHORT FORM OF CONTRACT

amount of contract

possession of site and 
completion

damages for delay

extension of time

notices and fees

ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT made the ...........................................................
BETWEEN T H E  N A M E  , QF",T.tAE, E M P L O Y E R ..............................

OF M J S  A K 1 I 'Zr A T I  O N  . A N D  A D D R E S S ..........................

(hereinafter referred to as "The Employer") of the one part and ................
T U B  M A M B . p f ,  T U  E. O O N T R A rC T O R L ..........................................

OF G O M p A - N V  A N D  A p O R E S ^ ....................................

(hereinafter referred to as "The Contractor") of the other part.

WHEREAS the Employer is desirous of having .P . ...........
• fU B  6 U (L .O IK lC  O R  W O R K S  TO  B E ,  C J N D E C L T A ^ < E [N

in accordance with the drawings numbered . W>?T. Q ’C. 

and the Bill of Quantities.

N O W  IT IS HEREBY AGREED BY THE EMPLOYER AND THE CONTRACTOR AS 
FOLLOWS:-

1 . The Contractor will execute and complete the works shown upon the draw 
ings and described in the Bills of Quantities with materials and workmanship of 
the respective kinds described in the Bills of Quantities for the sum of 
CO N TfRAC TO RL TO I N S E R T  F U L L  C O N T R A C T  S U M ................

The Contract sum shall be deemed to have been calculated to include all duties 
on materials to be used in the works.

2. Possession of the site (or premises) w ill be given to the Contractor on or 
before the
STARTING, D A TE  ................

He shall begin the works immediately after such possession and shall regu lar ly  
proceed with them, and shall complete the same by the
P  £  A C T  1 CAL. C O M  PL. E T  (O Ni D A T  £  .............. .

subject nevertheless to the provisions for extension of time hereafter contained

3. If the Contractor shall fail or neglect to complete the works on or before 
the date stated in clause 2 hereof or by any extension of time given by the 
Employer, the Contractor hereby agrees to pay or allow to the Employer as an 
by way of liquidated damages and not by way of penalty, sum to be calculated 
at 10% of the value of any uncompleted sections, divided by 52 to give a wee 
rate.

4. If the works be delayed through any cause not under the control of the 
Contractor, the Employer shall make a fair and reasonable extension of time 
for completion of the works.

I ,T" e '̂on*rac*or shall comply with all rules, regulations and by-laws 0 , 5
ocal Authority, Water or Lighting Companies and shall conform to the Pr0'/,S' ;d

lawsn7ruTes the WOrks and he must give all notices required by the
/ regulations and by-laws and pay all fees legally demandable-
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variations

injury to persons and 
property

defects

provisional and prime 
sums

Payment

^Arbitration

6 . The Employer and ConTrac^r a g n e e n o  £ > » by

executed.
d < The Contractor shall be Iiable for and shall indem-

7. (a) ln|ory to Perso • ^ c |aim5 or proceedings whatsoever whether ans-

ZZSSXZZ =1; " J  i r X ,- 3
- ...... . -  ~ h

D tv The Contractor shall be liable for and shall indem-
(b) Injury to Property. . , . , ; t |oss, claim or proceedings and for

nify the Employer in respect o W  or' in lhe course of the execution
any injury or damage whatsoe 9 op ersonal , due to any negligence, or
° f ,he agents or his servants or of any Sub-Contractor
: : ; S0S:nny°circums.ances within his control. __

hall secure the due performance of these indemmt.es 
(c) The Contractor shall s ^  po|icies 0f insurance.

by forthwith entering expense any defects, shrinkages,
o The Contractor shall make 9 °°d  3’ °  ^nths from the completion of the
OTd other faults ^ ^ ^ ^ o r k m a n s h i p  not in accordance with the contrac .

anSm9 .f0m l  soms and prime cos, prices m en ti^d  ir, f t .  £ * * £ £  
9h xecution'of*the works or for the suPP ^  ;e9s0concerned. Prime cos, sums 

^ a v a i l a b l e  in M ' £  ^  ° " d ° f PaCk!" 9'
shall include customs du y

delW erV ' w ill pay to the Contractor th e .m  — '̂  the
1 0. The Empl° ^ rsha|| become payable m o n ty ^  ^  contracl and its value 
such other sums a executed in accord ^ sha|| be made at the rate
previous month ba and the employer J  ,he works have been fin-
agreed byJ hebaTance to be paid within s .  months^^ ^  ^  happen. 
of 90%, 'he bolan made good,
ally completed and dispute or difference

, ronfractor agree that sno wQr(<s then e.ther party
, ,  The Employer and \C maffer <f or difference and the same
arise between them 9 ^  notice o ^ dJ  layer and the Contractor
shall f ° r * f  h S' -  third party agreeab e to cjncemed.
shall be referred 0 fina|and binding on

whose award shall

...........................
AS WITNESS our hands this •••

..................
......  Employer

.............................
* . M \  s- i^ N A -T U Ee .........................Witness ..........

Contractor

............
Witness
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APPENDIX FIVE - BUILDING INSPECTION CHECK LIST

surface

The sample check list (Figure 73) is designed for use at the inspection carried out 

before occupation of the building and again at the end of the defects liab ility  

period. The value of a check list is as a reminder to examine each item in every 

room and also to provide a written record of the defects which must be made good 

before the retention sum is released. The four main areas for checking are.

This applies mainly to floors, walls and ceilings and to a limited extent to fix

tures such as cupboards and work tops. The general surface quality of each item 

should be checked for cracks, undue roughness, colour and cleanliness. In the 

case of large surfaces, particularly floors, a 3 m straight edge should be laid 

across them to make sure that they are flat.

position This applies mainly to doors, windows and all fittings, although some times parti 

tion walls are not properly positioned. Both horizontal and vertical positioning 

should be checked especially for work tops, shelving, window openings, and 

electrical and water outlets.

installation This applies only to fittings, furniture and service equipment, and is mainly a 

matter of checking fixings. The installation of specialized equipment such as 

X-ray machinery, where safety is involved, must be inspected by an expert. 

Water and drainage equipment should be checked for leaks and electrical outlets 

for loose connections.

operation This simply involves the testing of all working items. Taps should be run, toilets 

flushed and switches tried. Doors and windows should be opened and closed 

checking for smooth opera,ion of f t ,  hinges and the safety of catches and locks.

After each room and corridor has been inspected and either approved or noted ^

and a ^  Wa" S ° " d r° ° f sh° U'd be e* ° m!ned * *
The outside features of doors and windows should also be

checked.

Both inspections should be carried out with the contractor present and any ^  

agreed with him as they arise.
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FIGURE 73
building inspection check 
list

The sample sheet is filled out for a hypothetical job. It is to be hoped that there

would never be as many remarks as indicated here for a single room; it is intended

only to give an idea of the kind of problems that can arise.
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APPENDIX SIX - METRIC/1MPER1AL EQUIVALENTS

(m)All measures in this manual are given in metric units, that is to say in metres 

and millimetres (mm) for linear measurement, and litres and cubic metres (m ) 

volumetric quantities. It is however appreciated that imperial measures (feet, 

inches, gallons and cubic yards) are still in use in some areas and that many 

mon building materials are made to imperial dimensions. For this reason the

owina aDDroximnte

length

area

volume

mass

metric equivalents

1 mile = 1.61 kilometres (km)
1 yard = 0.91 metre (m)
1 foot = 305 millimetres (mm)
1 inch = 25 mil 1 imetres

1 sq. mile = 2.59 km2
1 acre = 0.405 hectares (ha)
1 sq. yard = 0.84 2m
1 sq. foot = 0.093 2m
1 sq. inch = 645 2mm

1 cu. yard = 0.76 3m
1 cu . foot = 0.028 3m
1 UK gallon = 4.5 litres
1 pint - 0.57 1 itres
1 ton = 1 .02 tonne
1 ton = 1,020 kilograms (kg)
1 pound =

0.45 kilograms
1 kilometre = 
1 1,000 metres
1 metre
i 1,000 millimetres1 metre =
1 km2

1 00 centimetres

1 ha
100 hectares

1 3 1 rrj
1 o ,000 2m■ *11 _

1 litre _
1,000 1 itres
1,000 mil 1 il itres
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16. Medical Development in 
Botswana (Report)

African Medical and Research Foundation 
Nairobi, Kenya

•k
17. A Manual on Building 

Construction
Rev. H . K . Dancy
Intermediate Technology Group, London

18. Field Engineering F. Longland
Govt. Printers, Dar-es-Salaam

19. Handbook for Building Homes 
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Department of Housing and Urban 
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Embu Institute of Technology, Kenya
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★
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Structures (Report)
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Housing Research and Development n 1 
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29. Site Planning Kevin Lynch
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30. Design for Climate (Report) Charles Hooper
Housing Research and Development nl 
University of Nairobi, Kenya

31 . Architect's Data Neufert
Crosby Lockwood, England

32 ’ A - J .  Metric Handbook Fairweather and Sliwa 
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